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ABSTRACT OF DISSERTATION

Machine-human Cooperative Control of Welding Process
An innovative auxiliary control system is developed to cooperate with a unskilled welder
in a manual GTAW in order to obtain a consistent welding performance. In the proposed
system, a novel mobile sensing system is developed to non-intrusively monitor a manual
GTAW by measuring three-dimensional (3D) weld pool surface. Specifically, a miniature
structured-light laser amounted on torch projects a dot matrix pattern on weld pool surface
during the process; Reflected by the weld pool surface, the laser pattern is intercepted by and
imaged on the helmet glass, and recorded by a compact camera on it. Deformed reflection
pattern contains the geometry information of weld pool, thus is utilized to reconstruct its
3D surface. An innovative image processing algorithm and a reconstruction scheme have
been developed for (3D) reconstruction.
The real-time spatial relations of the torch and the helmet is formulated during welding.
Two miniature wireless inertial measurement units (WIMU) are mounted on the torch and
the helmet, respectively, to detect their rotation rates and accelerations. A quaternion based
unscented Kalman filter (UKF) has been designed to estimate the helmet/torch orientations
based on the data from the WIMUs. The distance between the torch and the helmet is
measured using an extra structure-light low power laser pattern.
Furthermore, human welder’s behavior in welding performance has been studied, e.g., a
welder‘s adjustments on welding current were modeled as response to characteristic parameters of the three-dimensional weld pool surface. This response model as a controller is
implemented both automatic and manual gas tungsten arc welding process to maintain a
consistent full penetration.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
1.1

Background

Gas tungsten arc welding (GTAW), as shown in Figure. 1.1, is the primary process used by
human welders for applications where precision joining is critical for the services [92]. In
the figure, an arc is established between the non-consumable tungsten electrode and base
metal. The base metal is melted by the arc forming a liquid weld pool that joins the two
pieces of base metal together after solidification. An optional filler metal (not shown in the
figure) can be added if necessary.

Figure 1.1: Illustration of Gas tungsten arc welding
Because GTAW is primarily used in applications where appropriate degree of full penetration (if and how much the liquid metal has fully penetrated the entire thickness of the base
metal) is critical for the service, the process should be mechanized or automated as long as
it can be justified for production cycle, cost, and quality. However, there are a number of
issues which adversely affect the automation significantly. The first one is the accessibility.
That is, in many applications there is no sufficient space to allow a mechanized system’s
torch head to access. Second, mechanized systems require significant amount of time for
on-site installation and joints be prepared with great precision. The production cycle in
many applications is adversely affected substantially. The third issue is the assurance of
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the weld quality. In manual arc welding, skill welders can appraise the state of weld joint
penetration through their observation on the weld pool and intelligently adjust the welding
parameters (e.g., current, welding speed, arc length and torch orientation) accordingly to
control the welding process for the desired state of weld joint penetration.
However, critical welding operations require welders to concentrate consistently in order to
react rapidly and accurately. Fatigue and stress build up quickly so that welders’ capabilities
degrade rapidly. The welding quality might not be assured then. On the other hand, in
mechanized welding, no welder has the capability to interference with the system; they are
not required or allowed in robotic welding to observe the welding process with the similar
level of concentration as in manual operation. Mechanized/automated systems rely on
precision control of joint fit-up and welding conditions and tedious programming of welding
parameters to produce repeatable results. However, precision control of joints and welding
conditions is very costly and not always guaranteed. Up to date, there are no satisfactory
sensors/ways that can be conveniently carried by the torch to automatically monitor the
penetration depth (how far the liquid metal penetrates along the thickness of the base
metal) or the degree of the full penetration like a skilled welder.
There are major differences between robotic and manual welding in sensing techniques and
control strategies. It takes countless hours of practice to train a human welder to acquire
accurate and enough quality related information using his/her sophisticated sensing system.
In the scope of the author’s limited searching capability, there is no literature addressing
on what the information they are exactly, let alone adapting these sensory inputs to robotic welding control. For automatic welding applications, involving through-the-arc sensing
technique have been extensively studied, and employed into commercial use and in manufacturing industry ([3],[24], [84]). Since a weld pool contains abundant information of the weld
quality, a number efforts have been devoted to sensing weld pool related parameters using
a few methods including vision technology, pool oscillation, acoustic emission, ultrasonic,
X-ray radiation, and etc.([13],[116],[19],[138],[91], [111]).
For the control of a robotic welding process, conventional quantitative techniques of system
analysis through the use of difference, differential, and integral equations to model and
control the mechanized aspects of welding. The implementation of a automatic welding
control require physically weld understood mechanistic approaches and mathematically feasible sensors and control algorithms. The ability of a skilled human welder to control the
welding process is not due to a fundamental understanding of the laws of physics, but based
on the feedback sensory information which might be imprecise or partial truths.

1.2

Objective and Approach

As mentioned in the last section, both robotic and manual welding process have their advantages and limits, i.e., human welders are versatile with sufficient experience and skill
for critical applications, while they have their physical limitation. Robotic welding is suitable for precision and repeated, massive production applications, but it is not easy to set
up. This study tries to combine the flexibility and experience from welders with accurate
machine supervision. To this end, as a part of NSF project ”Machine-Human Cooperative
Control of Welding Process”, the objective of this study is to build a so-called cooperative control system in which by using vision feedback a machine algorithm determines the
2

adjustment to human welder operated process based on model prediction of human and
process responses. Specifically, the tasks of this study are
1. To take advantage of human welder’s natural movement to facilitate an automatic
process monitoring;
2. To model how a human welder responds to the welding process;
3. To model how the welding process responds to human welder actions;
4. To formulate a so-called machine-human cooperative control scheme;
5. To demonstrate the effectiveness of the cooperative control using full circumferential
pipe welding as a case study.
The proposed machine vision system should be able to ”see” the weld pool in the way as
a human welder observes the welding process in real-time. Thus a scheme of weld pool
reconstruction is required. The major difficulties for weld pool monitoring is the bright arc
and specular weld pool surface. The approach to observe weld pool surfaces is extend from
previous work. In the proposed machine vision system, a structured light laser pattern (dot
matrix) produced by a low-power illumination laser diode is projected onto the weld pool
surface and the corresponding specular reflection is observed on a imaging plane which is
captured by a camera. Because the arc radiation decays very fast with the travel distance
while the reflection of the projected laser almost remains its intensity, it is possible that the
reflection of the projected laser can be clearly imaged on the imaging (interception) plane.
The dynamic changes of the weld pool surface can be implicitly observed the reflection’s
formation. The shape of the reflection is determined by the weld pool surface. Therefore
the reflection is utilized for weld pool reconstruction in this study.
For our specific machine vision system which should move along with the torch, the spatial
relations amid the components (dot matrix laser pattern, weld pool and the imaging plane)
of the system are also required for the accurate weld pool reconstruction. In the proposed
system, the pattern is mounted on the torch, the camera is attached on top of the helmet.
The helmet’s shield glass is the imaging plane. In addition to the mobility of the vision
system, one extra structured light pattern (grid pattern) and two inertia measurement units
(IMU) are applied to calculate the spatial positions and orientations.
To this end, the main approach to reach objective in this dissertation including following
steps:
1. Design the mobile machine vision system and analyze the feasibility of the proposed
system;
2. Apply machine vision techniques to extract useful information from the captured
reflected images;
3. Detect the positions and orientations for the torch and helmet using a Kalman-based
estimation algorithm;
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4. Develop reconstruction scheme to effectively rebuild the three-dimensional weld pool
surface based on the reflection patterns from the acquired images and the orientations
of the torch and the helmet;
5. Develop the models for human welder behavior in response to the weld pool variation.
6. Formulate the cooperative control process and demonstrate the machine vision system
and the control process in the pipe GTAW processes.

1.3

Organization

In this dissertation, a cooperative control process with a mobile machine vision system is
developed to assist a human welder to perform quality weld in manual GTAW process. The
main research steps and results are discussed sequentially in the following chapters. The
relationships among the chapters are shown in Figure 1.2.

Figure 1.2: Organization of the dissertation
Chapter 1: Introduction
The background and motivation of this dissertation are illustrated, as well as the the objectives of this study.
Chapter 2: Literature Review
In this section, the sensing techniques of welding process are introduced, including the
vision-based techniques and other techniques such as the infrared radiation, ultrasonic, acoustic emission sensing, and so on. Furthermore, control schemes of welding process are
also introduced.
Chapter 3−6 present the design of a mobile machine vision system, as well as the associated
image process algorithm and weld pool reconstruction algorithm.
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Chapter 3: Mobile Sensing System Design
An innovative mobile machine vision sensing system is proposed, which consists of a dot
matrix laser pattern, a grid pattern, a compact camera, a torch, a helmet, and two inertia measurement units. In this system, the dot matrix pattern attached on the torch is
projected onto the molten specular weld pool surface, and the reflection is intercepted by
the shield glass of the helmet. At the same time, the reflected image is captured by the
camera mounted on the helmet. The grid pattern and the two IMUs are applied to detect
the spatial relations amid the torch ,weld pool and the helmet. In this chapter, the system
configuration is described. The analysis and simulation are detailed to verify the feasibility of the proposed system. At last the reflection images are captured using the vision system.
Chapter 4: Processing of Acquired Images
The proposed vision system is calibrated in details in this chapter. An imaging processing
algorithm is then developed to extract the dot matrix reflection and other useful information. The corresponding pattern recognition is proposed accordingly.
Chapter 5: Orientation Estimation of Sensing System
A kalman-based orientation estimation algorithm is developed in this chapter to detect the
orientation for both the torch and the helmet. The IMU is used to provide the acceleration
and the angular rate of the torch/helmet. Using both the measurements, a new Unscented
Kalman Filter (UKF) algorithm to detect the orientation of the torch/helmet which is formulated in a new formation.
Chapter 6: Weld Pool Reconstruction Scheme
Based on the achieved information, a weld pool reconstruction scheme is discussed in details.
First of all, the spatial relations of torch, helmet and the weld pool surface is mathematically formulated. The reconstruction algorithm is derived based on the slopes of the projected
dots on the weld pool surface. The process is performed row by row of the reflection pattern.
To demonstrate the accuracy of the proposed algorithm, an example of reconstruction is
detailed later in this chapter.
Chapter 7: Modeling of Human Welder Behavior
The models of a novice human welder’s adjustment on current in response to the weld pool
variation are developed and analyzed in this chapter. The weld pool surface is characterized
first in order to find out what kind of information a welder obtains from observation of weld
pool. The length, width and convexity of the weld pool are found to be an optimal set of
parameters to characterize the weld pool. Second, experiments are designed and performed
to develop models of human welder behavior. The models are further verified for accuracy
5

and robustness.
Chapter 8: Human-machine Cooperative Welding Process
In this chapter, the model obtained in Chapter 7 is applied to a robotic GTAW process to
control the process to a desired and consistent penetration status. To verify the effectiveness
of the model, the welding process is set up with different initial current, arc length, and
other disturbances. Furthermore, the obtained model is applied in manual GTAW process
to formulate a cooperative welding process. Experiments are designed and conducted to
verify the cooperative welding process.
Chapter 9: Conclusions and Future Work
The main findings and contributions are concluded and the future research work to improve
this study is also introduced.

Copyright c WeiJie Zhang, 2014.
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Chapter 2

Literature Review
2.1

Overview

Welding process has been widely applied in manufacturing industries, such as automotive
assembly, aerocraft production, micro-electric components joining, and etc. Intelligent and
accurate control of a welding process is the becoming the trend for next generation welding
machine. The major challenge in both industry and academic communities is to monitor
and control the welding quality fast, reliably and cost-effectively. Therefore, on-line sensing
and control systems have been developed with various techniques.
Gas Tungsten Arc Welding (GTAW) is one primary manual welding process used to produce high-quality weld due to its capability in precision control of the process [119]. In
GTAW a non-consumable tungsten electrode to strike an arc between work piece and the
electrode. The weld area is protected by an inert shielding gas, usually argon or helium,
from atmospheric contamination. A welding power supply produces energy which is conducted across the arc through a column of highly ionized gas and metal vapors. GTAW is
most commonly used to weld thin sections of stainless steel and non-ferrous metal such as
aluminum, magnesium, and copper alloys [137].
Among the parameters to decide the quality of the welding process, the penetration depth is
the most important criterion which can be further measured and deduced by the back-side
bead width during welding process [71, 100]. There are three different penetration statuses
in welding process from the profile view, shown in Figure. 2.1.

Figure 2.1: Different penetration statuses in welding process[81]
The full penetration is generally desired for some critical applications due to its high quality in terms of the weld’s mechanical properties, appearance, and micro-structure features.
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However the welding process of full penetration is also every different to establish. Closed
control strategies might be applied for welding robots with full penetration requirements.
A human welder must acquire sufficient skills and experience to conduct a full penetration
welding process. Partial penetration status is comparatively easy to accomplish for both
robotic and manual welding. It is commonly used for components with less critical requirements. Over penetration, on the other hand, should be avoided since it does not meet
most of the quality standards due its concave appearance and its damages to the material
properties.
The penetration statuses are the outcomes of different welding situations, which are depends on metal properties, surface conditions, welding parameters. In manual welding, human
welders are the complex vision sensor and welding parameters’ controller. In this chapter,
some vision-based weld pool observation techniques are introduced first. Then other different methods used for sensing the welding process, such as ultrasonic, acoustic sensors are
reviewed. Then the control strategies of welding process are finally introduced.
It should be noted that those sensing methods are applied robotic gas tungsten arc welding,
gas metal arc welding (GMAW) and plasma arc welding (PAW). None of them are so far
used in manual welding.

2.2

Sensing Techniques of Welding

Monitoring and measuring of the welding process is the core of the development for next
generation intelligent welding robots. The difficulty of weld pool sensing is primarily due to
the invisibility of the liquid metal bottom surface underneath the weld pool and the extreme
brightness of the arc and various methods have been studied, including pool oscillation,
ultrasound, infrared sensor, etc. The pioneering work in pool oscillation was conducted by
Richardson [97], Hardt [141] and their co-workers. den Ouden found an abrupt change in
the oscillation frequency of the pool during the transition from partial to full penetration
([140, 13]).
Although the two-dimensional (2D) weld pool geometry has been obtained with different
techniques ([16], [43],[53]), the convexity/deformation of the weld pool is not yet fully
explored. Early researches have found that important information such as weld defects and
penetration are contained in the surface deformation of the weld pool ([80, 103]). A recent
study suggests that compared with the 2D weld pool geometry, the three-dimensional (3D)
geometry can better predict the weld penetration which is measured by the backside weld
bead width [146]. Therefore, numerous methods have been developed to reconstruct the 3D
weld pool surface.
The measurement of 3D surface has been recently studied extensively with techniques which
can be roughly categorized into three branches: 1) reflectometry/deflectometry with fringe
reflection technique ([122], [163], [59]); 2) phase shifted digital fringe projection technique
for diffuse objects ([145, 144]); 3) shape from shading technique [17]. Unfortunately, the
dynamic and specular nature of the weld pool and the interference from the strong arc radiation complicate the observation and deteriorate the effectiveness of most of those
methods.
In this section, the vision-based sensing techniques and other method are introduced, respectively.
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2.2.1

Vision-based Techniques

In welding process, vision-based sensors are applied to determine the state of the weld pool.
Although some vision sensors are used for weld seam tracking, these are not in the scope of
discussion in this thesis. Generally, vision sensors are mimics of human welder’s eyes, i.e.,
to acquire the image of the weld pool, and the image processing is done that to identify the
shape of the weld pool. Then the related control algorithms will be applied to adjust the
welding process for specific quality-related requirements. Usually, the vision sensors can be
sorted into two categories: two-dimensional and three-dimensional.
Two-dimensional weld pool sensing
Two-dimensional (2D) shape of the weld pool has been studied by many methods. By using
one or multiple cameras, the images of the front side weld pool profile are captured [108].
The weld pool 2D geometric parameters, e.g., length, width, area, are extracted and used
as certain metrics to predict the penetration status.
The pioneer work of 2D weld pool profile sensing was done by Dr. Kovacevic and Dr.
YuMing Zhang in the University of Kentucky [72], the experiment setup is shown in Figure.
2.2. The sensing system includes a high-power pulse laser, a high-speed camera and a system
mobility controller. The wavelength of the laser is 337.1 nm. Attached by an optical filter in
wavelength 330-340 nm, the camera is used to observe the weld pool profile with an angle
to the welding direction. The laser is synchronized with the shuttle of the camera such
that it can suppress the welding arc radiation when the camera is capturing the image of
weld pool, which can be seen in Figure. 2.2. On-line weld pool edge detection is performed
based on the grayness difference and its directional gradient among the weld pool, the heat
affected zone (HAZ) and the base metal. Furthermore, the weld pool are was controlled by
using an adaptive algorithm.

Figure 2.2: Experiment setup and the captured image [72]
Another important early work for 2D weld pool boundary detection is the co-axial viewing
of the weld pool, proposed by Dr. Richardson et al [99]. In the study, the electrode is
used to block the arc so that the weld pool boundary can be clearly detected using specific
camera and image processing algorithm.
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The co-axial viewing method has been extensively studied. One typical recent research is
conducted by Dr. Balfour in 2006 [16]. The weld pool width is identified based on the
grayness difference between weld pool and the base metal by an adaptive edge detection
method. Figure 2.3 shows the experiment setup and the captured images. Furthermore,
closed-loop process control is conducted using the obtained weld pool width as the feedback.

Figure 2.3: Experiment setup, captured and resultant images [16]
Multiple cameras are employed in the study conducted by Dr. Fan et al. in 2009 [43]. The
front topside and back topside of a weld pool, as well as the back side weld pool are captured
simultaneously using a three-routes optical sensing system, as shown in Figure 2.4.

Figure 2.4: Experiment setup and the captured images [43]
With the complex sensing system, the whole boundary of the front side weld pool and the
width of the back side weld pool can be obtained in real-time. An neuro-fuzzy adaptive
process control algorithm was then proposed accordingly for a consistent penetration (back
side weld pool width).
Similar work has been performed by Dr. Ma in 2010 [53], in which two cameras capture the
head and tail part of the front side weld pool simultaneously. As shown in Figure. 2.5, two
images that captured at the same time are processed to render the weld pool boundary.
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Figure 2.5: Experiment setup, captured and resultant images [53]
Three-dimensional weld pool sensing
The most popular techniques currently being studied for 3D weld pool measurement can
be divided into four categories:
1. Model-based reconstruction
The 3D weld pool surface is partially reconstructed based on a simple model proposed in
[143]. The experiment setup, 3D weld pool geometric model are shown in Figure. 2.6.

Figure 2.6: Experiment setup, captured image and the geometrical model [143]
The 2D weld pool images are captured under the base-current period in GMAW. The
proposed model then uses the capturing angle of the camera and the 2D weld pool profile
to calculate the weld pool width, the length of the pool tail, the height of the rear of the
pool, etc. The resultant image is shown in Figure. 2.7.
The reconstruction algorithm is further applied in [139] for the weld shape control. Although
the model-based reconstruction algorithm is simple and fast, it can only measure the height
of the weld bead that is solidifying or already solidified at the rear of the weld pool. The
3D geometry of head of the weld pool cannot be acquired using this method. Further, the
mode-based reconstruction algorithm only suits for thin work piece welding application.
2. Stereo-vision measurement
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Figure 2.7: Resultant image using model-based weld pool reconstruction [143]
In [89], two cameras are synchronized to capture the two images of weld pool surface simultaneously in the short circuit period during the Surface Tension Transfer (STT) process.
Based on specific calibration, the 3D weld pool surface can be reconstructed using the two
images. The captured and resultant images are shown in Figure. 2.8.

Figure 2.8: Captured image and resultant image of stereo-vision measurement [89]
A closed-loop control system is developed using the technique for robot welding process
[117]. However, the shape of the bright part in the head of the weld pool cannot be acquired
by using this method. The accurate reconstruction of the weld pool requires both precise
synchronization of the two cameras and high quality of the captured images.
To avoid the synchronization problem, the biprism stereo vision sensing is proposed in which
one camera is used with a biprism attached on its head [30], as shown in Figure. 2.9.
Only the height of the weld pool boundary is extracted in real-time, the 3D geometry inside
the weld pool is missed. Furthermore, the reconstruction accuracy might be an issue since
the visual differences are comparatively small between the two simultaneously captured
images. A similar reconstruction algorithm has been utilized in a stereo sensing system
using single camera with a stereo adapter developed to reconstruct the 3D weld pool for
tracking particle flow on the weld pool surface [161].
3. Shape from shading reconstruction
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Figure 2.9: Biprism diagram and captured images[30]
3D weld pool reconstruction algorithms have also been proposed based on shape from shading method ([38], [132], [133], [78]).

Figure 2.10: Shape from shape weld pool reconstruction, diagram, captured and resultant
images[162]
The algorithms are usually complex and thus used for off-line reconstruction of the 3D weld
pool surface. Furthermore, the reconstruction algorithms using shape from shading are
based on two assumptions: 1) The object surface is a Lambertian surface which reflects light
with equal intensity in all directions; 2) The camera and the light source are at the infinite
far distance from the object surface. However, the weld pool is a specular surface which is
not a Lambertian surface. The camera and light source in the experiment systems are not
far enough from the weld pool to qualify the infinite far position assumption. Therefore,
the 3D weld pool reconstruction using shape from shading might not be an ideal solution.
4. Structured-light based sensing
A structured-light vision system is developed in [71] projecting a pulsed laser on the weld
pool surface through a special grid. A high shutter-speed camera is used to capture the
laser stripe pattern reflected by the weld pool surface. An iterative algorithm is proposed
to reconstruct the 3D weld pool surface without knowing the slopes of the surface. The
experiment setup and resultant image are shown in Figure. 2.11.
The time cost of the reconstruction is about 1s. Also, the boundary of the weld pool is hard
to extract using this sensing method. Follow-up study [107] provides a measurement system
based on a mathematical model of weld pool surface. The captured image from [71] is applied as an example in the study. Although this work does not propose a new reconstruction
algorithm, it provides some novel insights of 3D weld pool surface measurement.
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Figure 2.11: Experiment setup and resultant image of weld pool reconstruction[71]
A laser grating sensing technique is proposed in [10]. The reflected grating is captured by a
two-lens system. The depth of weld pool is determined based on the phase changes of the
deformed grating image [136], as shown in Figure. 2.12. However, using this method the
boundary of the weld pool is hard to be determined. Further, it is only a primarily study
since there is no detailed quantitative analysis of the reconstruction.

Figure 2.12: Diagram of the laser grating sensing system, captured image and reconstructed
weld pool [136]
A novel reconstruction algorithm using the slope field and point tracking of the dot matrix
has been proposed in [106]. Although the height reconstruction error is small, the point
tracking procedure is complex such that the point matching for each frame requires to
process three consecutive frames. It is thus only suitable for off-line reconstruction of 3D
weld pool surface. Also, the boundary information of the weld pool in the reconstruction
is not addressed.
In the University of Kentucky, a laser pattern reflected from the weld pool surface has been
intercepted/imaged by/on a diffusive imaging plane placed with a distance from the weld
pool [114]. The diagram of the sensing system is shown in Figure. 2.13.
The camera aims at the imaging plane (rather than the weld pool illuminated by the extremely strong arc) to acquire the reflected laser pattern. Its uniqueness lies in its simultaneous use of the distance and specular nature of the weld pool surface to significantly decay
the arc radiation but not the intensity of the laser reflection from the specular weld pool
surface despite the distance. To compute the weld pool surface from the reflected patterns,
an iterative algorithm has been proposed using the slope field of the projected dot matrix.
The slope differences between the neighborhood laser dots are used to find the estimated
height of the weld pool surface. This slope error based algorithm requires numerous iterative loops till the estimated surface approaches the actual weld pool surface resulting in
relatively large reconstruction errors. Similarly, this imaging method and reconstruction
14

Figure 2.13: Diagram of the sensing system, captured image and reconstructed weld pool
[114]
algorithm have been used to image and reconstruct the weld pool surface in gas metal arc
welding (GMAW) using a five line laser pattern [83].

2.2.2

Other Techniques

Besides the vision-based sensing technologies, some other methods are also applied for the
observation of weld pool surface, which are introduced from different areas. Here are some
of the typical techniques:
1. Ultrasonic technique
Ultrasonic waves were applied to measure the depth of the penetration of a weld pool by
locating the fusion interface between the weld pool and the work piece [113]. The ultrasonic
wave is generation by an angled piezoelectric transducer in contact with the surface. The
total wave path is shorter as the weld pool depth grows deeper.
For effective application of ultrasonic techniques, there are requirements to be met: 1) the
work piece must have a simple, uniform surface with minimum irregularities to ensure good
coupling between the work piece and the transducer; 2) Since the transducers must track
the weld pool, the component vibration or unexpected probe movement must be prevented
during the process; 3) Specific calibrations must be performed before used for practical
applications.
2. Acoustic emission sensing method
Acoustic emissions can be generated by the stress upon on the weld pool surface in welding
process, due to the thermal gradient and the change of the liquid metal volume. The
acoustic emissions travel throughout the work piece and can be detected. The frequency
spectrum of the acoustic emission can be found out an abrupt change as penetration status
changes from partial to full penetration. In the acoustic emission sensing method [51], a
stationary acoustic transducer remote from the weld can be used to measure the emission.
Although acoustic emission methods are extensively studied, there is a major issue in practical application, i.e, the relationship between the acoustic emissions and the weld penetration
depth is not fully understood and some micro-structural features may also influence the performance. So acoustic emission monitoring is an instructive trial in this area, which can
function independently of welding position, process and joint type.
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3. X-ray radiation method
An early work using X-ray radiation (radiography) to detect the penetration status of the
weld pool Dr. Rokhlin and Guu at the Ohio State University [103]. It was found that the
radiation of the received of X-ray increases as the depth of the weld pool depression grows.
Thus, the depression depth measured by the x-ray radiation can be considered as a metric
for penetration status detection. However, the principle behind this method is to measure
the material thickness. For full penetration where backside pool surface deformation occurs,
the pool surface shape will be difficult to extract.
4. Thermal sensing technique
The thermal sensing technique takes the advantage of the difference in temperature of
various penetration status, i.e., the penetration status is still leads to constant thermal
gradient. In this method the temperature may be measured using a contact thermocouple
or an infrared pyrometer or a camera [42].
Thermal sensing is the most widely applied technology in practical use and can also provide
seam tracking. However, the thermal cameras require to be specifically calibrated before
use for practical applications. these systems are particularly sensitive to variations in the
surface condition and the emissivity of the material. The accuracy of camera-based systems
is reduced by contributions from the arc light and this can be greatly overcome by the use
of filters.
5. Weld pool oscillation sensing
Since arc press upon of the weld pool surface is proportional to welding current, the surface
of the pool can be observed vibration in pulsed welding processes. Furthermore, the vibration frequency is dependent on the weld pool size, and can be found an abrupt reduction as
the weld pool grows from partial penetration to full penetration. The oscillation frequency
can be further monitored by measuring the fluctuations of either the arc voltage or the arc
light reflection. Thus the weld pool oscillation sensing method was proposed [43].
Oscillation sensing technique’s accuracy is degraded by the increases of the traveling speed,
electricity power source ripple, sag, and the weld contamination, such as dirt, slag and oxide
in the pool. Therefore, the application for this method is constricted.

2.3

Control of Welding Process

Arc welding process is tightly coupled system which is composed of the power sources, the
arc, and possible wire feeder as well as any positioning system, other consumables, and
the work piece. Several welding parameters used in most control systems are current, voltage, traveling speed, wire feed rate, electrode extension and torch angle. These parameters
indirectly determine the attributes of weld quality, such as fusion zone geometry, residual
stresses and distortion, mechanical properties, internal discontinuities, metallurgical structure, and etc.
An extensive amount of research has studied the control of welding process for years. However, large portion of the control techniques developed has not been applied in commercial
applications, in which the control of one, or at most two, parameters of welding process
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are mostly employed with classical feedback control, based on the assumptions of linear
and time-invariant behavior of the controlled systems. This section will discuss some of the
research and development that attempt to extend the commercial, state-of-the-art welding
process controllers.
1. Adaptive control
Welding process is a complex, highly coupled, multivariable process. The highly non-linear
relationship requires a feedback control system with self-tuning capabilities, such as adaptive
control. An adaptive controller provides the robustness to maintain stable control process
over the entire (linear and non-linear) operating range. Adaptive control algorithms have
been developed for the non-linear operating regions of the arc-voltage arc length relationship
[69].
2. Intelligent control Researchers working in the field of intelligent control typically
derive a method to solveing a control application that is inspired by the decision-making
process of humans. There are four intelligent control approaches most commonly used :
fuzzy logic, neural networks, expert system, and generic algorithms.
Neural networks and genetic algorithms operate on unstructured data in the form of numbers, usually normalized between 0 and 1. Expert systems excel through the use of rules
which operate on structured data in the form of words of symbols. Fuzzy logic can work
well with both structured and unstructured data in the form of both symbols and numbers. Weld penetration is a typically target for the intelligent control. A single-input,
single-output fuzzy controller was developed in [55] to capture the non-linear, time-varying
thermal relation of the arc welding process.

Copyright c WeiJie Zhang, 2014.
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Chapter 3

Mobile Sensing System Design
The assurance of the weld quality mainly relies on welders’ skill and experience, i.e., welders
have to consistently concentrate on the weld pool surface to react rapidly and accurately.
However, human welders have physical restrictions such as fatigue and stress. Those limitations might degrade the welders’ capabilities in daily operations; cause long-term health
risks; and adversely affect the assurance of the weld quality and the production cycle of manufacturing. Therefore, it is critical to evaluate the weld quality and welders’ performance
during the weld.
Successful evaluation of a manual welding process requires a non-intrusion, portable, and
real-time sensing system. Furthermore, the corresponding measurement scheme should
be robust enough to guard the measurement accuracy against the disturbances caused
by welders’ operations. In robotic welding system, the augmentation of sensing components/systems is comparatively easy. Thus, numerous sensing techniques, as introduced in
the last chapter, have been developed and applied in mechanized/automated welding to
acquire weld quality information from the observation of weld pool. However, those aforementioned sensing techniques have been only proved valid for robotic welding process, few
can be utilized to conveniently and automatically monitor the weld pool in manual welding.
This chapter a mobile, non-intrusive sensing system is developed to measure the weld pool
in manual welding for pipe application.

3.1
3.1.1

System Design
Configuration of the mobile sensing system

The configuration of the proposed sensing system is shown in Fig. 3.1. The structured
lighted laser patterns, L1 and L2 , are mounted properly on the torch. The camera is
attached on the helmet. Two inertia measurement units are attached on the shield glass
and the torch, respectively. A 19 × 19 laser dot matrix pattern (L1 ) is projected under
the torch electrode and covers the whole possible weld pool region. Reflected by the weld
pool surface, the laser pattern is intercepted by the shield glass in the welder’s helmet. A
camera mounted on the helmet captures images of the reflection pattern in the shield glass.
Reflection from grid pattern L2 , and data from IMUs A1 , A2 are utilized to determine the
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spatial geometric relation amid the weld pool, torch and the helmet. Dot matrix reflection
pattern along the spatial relation can reconstruct the profile of 3D weld pool surface.
The origin of the 3D Cartesian coordinate system (oxyz)w is Ow , i.e., the center of the weld
pool. It is defined as the interception for the extension of the torch and the pipe surface.
Thus, the coordinate system slides around the pipe following the torch’s rotation movement.
The positive z-direction coincides with the normal direction at the center of the weld pool.
The xw -axis coincides with the pipe’s axis (Γp ) in directions.

Figure 3.1: Proposed mobile machine vision system
Dot matrix laser pattern L1
Structured-light laser pattern L1 (Coherent SNF-519X-0.77-685-50, 95.1 (Length) ×18.64mm
(Diameter) ) is mounted in the fixture which is perpendicularly connected to the torch. It
projects a 19 × 19 dot matrix laser pattern covering the weld pool region. Since the liquid
weld pool has a mirror-like surface while the surface of the solid pipe is not specular, only
the pattern projected on the weld pool is thus specularly reflected in GTAW ([146], [147],
[114]). With the torch hold by the welder as shown in Fig. 3.1, L1 and the helmet are in
different sides of the weld pool. The reflection pattern of L1 is thus expected to be intercepted by and imaged on the shield glass in the helmet despite reasonable torch or head
position adjustments. The range of the adjustment within which the reflection pattern can
be successfully captured is detailed in section 3.2.2.
A 3D weld pool deforms the pipe surface, and the formation of reflection pattern varies
accordingly. Therefore, it contains the geometry information of the 3D weld pool surface,
and thus can be used for surface reconstruction.
Since arc light intensity decays significantly as it travels over distance while the intensity of
laser remain almost the same, the sensing system thus takes advantage of this propagation
difference such that clear images of the reflection pattern can be captured in the shield
glass.
Grid laser pattern L2
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Structured-light laser pattern L2 (Coherent SNF-504G-2.44-685-50, 95.1 (Length) ×18.64mm
(Diameter) ) projects a 4 × 4 grid which is also intercepted by and imaged on the shield
glass. The formation of the interception pattern is dominated by the the distance between
the torch and the shield glass as well as their relative orientations. Therefore, it is used to
determine the spatial geometry relations among the torch, weld pool and the shield glass.
The formulation of the geometry relation, using the grid reflection pattern, as well as data
obtained from IMU A1 and A2 , is detailed in Chapter 6.
Sensory helmet
The shield glass in the helmet is designed to intercept the two patterns (L1 and L2 ) such
that 1) laser light from the two patterns is blocked from the welder’s eyes and 2) the two
patterns are clearly imaged on the glass. The camera (Flea 3 FL3-FW-03S1C-C) with a
dimension of 29×29×30 mm is mounted on the helmet which covers the whole view of shield
glass so that the images on the glass can be captured. The camera captures the images
of the reflected pattern from the imaging plane. The captured image is 8-bit monochrome
with a resolution of 640×480 or 480×640. A band-pass filter of 20 nm band-width centered
at a wavelength of 685 nm is attached to the camera. A computer connects with the camera
using a 9-pin 1394b interface. With a maximal frame rate of 200 fps (frame per second),
the high transfer rate from the camera to PC (maximum rate 800Mbit/s) makes possible
the real-time monitoring and measurement of the 3D weld pool surface in GTAW.
A welder would always try to find the best perspective to observe weld pool, this innovative
sensing system takes advantage of welders’ intelligent tracking capability to facilitate the
sensing of the weld pool at (semi-)optimal locations.
IMU A1 and A2
Two IMUs (Shimmer kinetic sensors) are used in the sensing system as shown in Fig. 3.1:
A1 is mounted on the torch; A2 is attached on the shield glass. The size of the IMUs
is about 53 × 32 × 19 mm. It is an IMU with wireless capability which is composed of
a tri-axial accelerometer (Freescale MMA7260Q) , a tri-axial gyro sensor (InvenSense 500
series), a microprocessor (MSP430F1611), and a Bluetooth unit. The accelerometer is
endowed with one filter capacitor in each axis. The gyro sensor contains three vibrating
elements. The angular rate at each axis is obtained by measuring the Coriolis acceleration
of the corresponding vibrating elements. The microprocessor captures the sensor data using
a 12 bit analog-to-digital converter (ADC) at a pre-defined frequency. The Bluetooth unit
transmits the data from the WIMU to a desktop.
The calibration procedure for the two IMUs is performed according to literature [45]. Using
the IMUs, a Kalman-based algorithm is proposed in [152] to provide an accurate estimation
of the orientations of the torch and shield glass.

3.1.2

Manual welding process with the proposed sensing system

In manual GTAW, a welder might adjust the orientation of the torch; In the meantime,
he/she might also constantly change the spatial location and orientation of his/her head
for a better view of the weld pool; Further, the weld pool slides on the pipe following the
torch rotates around the pipe, hold by the welder, with millimeters away from the weld
pool surface.
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The manual welding process with the proposed sensing system is shown in Fig. 3.2. An
arbitrary spatial relation for the torch, and helmet is illustrated in the figure. In particular,
the coordinate system (oxyz)w rotates around the pipe surface indicating the movement
of the weld pool. The position and orientation adjustments of the torch and the helmet
can be represented by the the translation and rotation of the IMUs’ internal coordinate
systems, (oxyz)A1 and (oxyz)A2 , respectively. Pshield is the plane of shield glass in the
sensory helmet.
The movement of helmet in/around the three axes of (oxyz)A2 is independent. Since the
arc length is not as significant as the welding current or the traveling speed in assurance of
weld quality, it is rarely a primary control variable during manual welding. Therefore, in
this study the welder is assumed to maintain the arc length within a small variation margin.
In this sense, the translation and rotation of (oxyz)A1 are restrained.

Figure 3.2: Illustration of weld actions
A welder might also adjust the welding current using a remote controller such as a foot
pedal or a knob on the torch [149]. The variation of current changes the dimension of a
weld pool. Yet, adjusting welding current would not affect the geometric relations of the
components in the proposed sensing system.
It should be noted that accurate measurements of weld pool using proposed sensing system
based on three prerequisites: 1) The qualified image of reflection pattern is captured; 2)
and the reflection pattern is successful extracted through image processing; 3) the spatial
geometric relation among the weld pool, torch and helmet is accurately estimated using the
grid reflection pattern, and the data obtained from the two IMUs, i.e., A1 and A2 . The
three issues are addressed in Section 3.2, Chapter 4, and 6, respectively.
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3.2

System Analysis and Simulation

The welder’s torch and helmet movements must ensure the complete interception of the
two laser patterns on the shield glass such that a successful measurement of weld pool
surface can be guaranteed. In this section, the boundaries of their spatial movements
are mathematically formulated by locating the two laser patterns on the shield glass. In
particular, the movement restrictions of the helmet is studied first while assuming the
position of the torch is stationary. Then considered that the helmet is fixed, the limitations
of torch’s variation is analyzed.
It should be noted that in real manual welding process, the spatial positions of the torch
and the helmet might vary simultaneously. The overall effect might increase or decrease
their movement boundaries for effectiveness sensing. This subsection provides an evaluation
for the moderate variations of the sensing system.

3.2.1

System Analysis

Initial Setup
An initial setup for the proposed sensing system is defined in Fig. 3.3. The origin of the
universal coordinate system (oxyz)U is at the top of the pipe. The pipe’s normal direction
at origin point is the positive direction of zU -axis, and xU -axis coincides with the pipe’s
axis. The torch is hold vertically such that its direction coincides with zU -axis, and the two
laser generators are in (oyz)U plane. The axes directions of the internal coordinate systems
(oxyz)A1 and (oxyz)A2 coincide with that of the three corresponding axes in (oxyz)U . Origin
OA1 is in zU -axis, The shield glass is in (oyz)U plane. The rectangular shield glass is in
plane (oxz)A2 with its lower edge coinciding with xA2 -axis. The origin OA2 , i.e., the position
of the IMU A2 , is the middle point of the lower edge. The initial setup serves to facilitate
the further analysis in the rest of this section.
The initial positions of the two IMUs in (oxyz)U are:
DA1 |initial = [dxA1 , dyA1 , dzA1 ]|initial = [0, 0, dtorch ]

(3.1)

DA2 |initial = [dxA2 , dyA2 , dzA2 ]|initial = [0, LyA2 , LzA2 ]

(3.2)

where dtorch is the distance from the weld pool to the fixture bar:
dtorch = Ltorch + Larc

(3.3)

The IMUs’ position in initial setup can be easily measured. In manual GTAW, based on
data obtained from the IMUs, i.e., the acceleration and angular rate of the two sensors,
accurate orientations of the IMUs can be obtained in real-time using the Kalman-based
algorithm in [152]. The obtained orientations are denoted as GA1 , and GA2 , respectively.
Further, the distance from the torch to helmet can be calculated online based on the grid
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Figure 3.3: Initial setup of the sensing system
reflection pattern. The position of the IMUs in coordinate system (oxyz)w can thus be
determined in real-time.
The position vectors of the two laser patterns in (oxyz)U are:
DL1 |initial = [0, −d1 , dtorch ]

(3.4)

DL2 |initial = [0, −d2 , dtorch ]

(3.5)

where d1 and d2 are the distances from the tips of the two patterns to the torch, respectively.
The initial projection vector (ΨL1 |initial ) of laser L1 in (oxyz)U is
ΨL1 |initial = [0, sin(θT L1 ), − cos(θT L1 )]

(3.6)

where θT L1 is the angle which the torch makes to the extension of the laser.
In the initial set-up, the projection angle is carefully calibrated such that the interception
for the extension of the torch and the projection direction is the weld pool center, i.e., the
reference dot of the pattern coincides with the weld pool center. Since a welder might hold
the torch with a small variation of the arc length (Larc ) in welding process, the reference
dot might slightly deviate from the weld pool center.
The projection vector (ΨL2 |U ) of laser L2 in (oxyz)U is
ΨL2 |initial = [0, sin(θT L2 ), cos(θT L2 )]
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(3.7)

The shield glass plane function in (oxyz)U is:
y = LyA2

(3.8)

Projection and Reflection of Dot Matrix Pattern
The projection pattern, the dot matrix, is shown in Figure. 3.4a. Typical reflection patterns
at the solution 480 × 640 and 640 × 480, captured in the initial setup of the sensing system
during GTAW process, are presented in Figure. 3.4b and 3.4c, respectively. The brightness
of the two reflection images are deliberately reinforced for the readability purpose. The
marker in Figure. 3.4b are the coordinate frame drawn on the imaging plane also for the
readability purpose.

Figure 3.4: Projection and reflection of dot matrix pattern
The reference dot, i.e., the center ray of the dot matrix is intentionally missed. Please note
that the brightness of reflected patterns in the captured images are intentionally enhanced
for readability. The original images captured from welding process are much darker then
the presented ones. During the welding process, the arc presses the liquid weld pool and
deforms its surface. If the arc pressure is strong enough (usually happens when the welding
current is about over 80 A according to our observation), the weld pool surface tends to be
concave. Otherwise, it is convex. The dot matrix reflection pattern is thus deformed by the
3D convex/concave weld pool surface accordingly.
As can be seen from Figure. 3.4b and 3.4c, the similarity of the reflected dots in the captured
image makes it difficult to identify which incident rays in the dot matrix they come from.
The distortion of the reflection pattern is caused by the weld pool, and its surface geometry
(size and shape) determines the correspondence between the projected and reflected laser
dots. The detailed analysis finding the possible correspondences is presented in [114]. The
analysis is briefed here for the integrity of this chapter. Fig. 3.5 is an example of 7 × 7 dot
matrix including the projection pattern and the reflection pattern. The point position can
be recognized by its row and column numbers not only for the projection pattern but also
for the reflection pattern. In Fig. 3.5a, pi,j (1 ≤ i, j ≤ 7) represents the projected dot in
the ith row and j th column. The reflect pattern with a possible correspondence is shown in
Fig. 3.5b. ri,j represents the reflected dot in the ith row and j th column.
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Figure 3.5: Example of projection and reflection patterns. (A) 7 × 7 Projection pattern
example; (B) The corresponding reflection pattern on the imaging plane
In Figure. 3.6 illustrates two kinds of corresponding relationships in the dot matrix. One
is column correspondence, which represents the column relationship of dots in a project
ow and its reflected row. The other is the row correspondence, which indicates the row
relationship of dots in a projected row and its reflected column. Both of them have three
types of correspondences: sequential, inverse and disordered. In Figure. 3.6a, the dots in
the k th row of the projected dot matrix are investigated and the dashed line indicate the
column correspondence. In Fig. 3.6b, three types of column correspondences are shown.
Based on the assumption of small deformation in the smooth weld pool surface, a part of a
sphere is tested as a concave/convex weld pool surface in the simulation [115]. In this study,
moderate welding parameter (current, arc length and welding speed) is utilized, therefore
the weld pool surface is convex. Both of the correspondences for the row and column of the
weld pool obtained during the welding process are sequential.

Figure 3.6: Illustration of two kinds of correspondences
However, with the knowledge of the correspondence between the projection and reflection
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pattern, the individual mapping between the projected dots and reflected dots is still unclear. At least one pair of dots in the two patterns is to be determined first, then the
mapping of other dot pairs can be derived using the known correspondence. To this end, it
can be observed in Fig. 3.4a that the center dot of dot-matrix located at 10th row and 10th
column is intentionally missed in the design. It provides a reference to help determine the
row and column of each reflected laser dot in the captured image shown in Figure. 3.4b and
3.4c. A dot matrix laser pattern is chosen because it helps facilitate the extraction of the
weld pool boundary during 3D weld pool reconstruction by clearly indicating the part of
the dot matrix reflected by the weld pool. Every dot in the matrix also brings independent
3D geometric information of the weld pool surface.
Helmet movement
The configuration of the moving helmet and the stationary torch is shown in Figure. 3.7.
Coordinate system (oxyz)mh is identical to (oxyz)A2 in Figure. 3.3, while using different
subscript merely emphasizes the flexible feature of the helmet. The position of the fixed
torch is same as it is in the initial setup in Figure. 3.3.

Figure 3.7: The configuration of the moving shield glass and the fixed torch
After the helmet/shield glass translates in (oxyz)U with an arbitrary location deviance from
its initial setup, denoted as Dmh = [dxmh , dymh , dzmh ], and rotates with an arbitrary angles.
y
x , θ y , θ z ], its normal vector, Ψ
x
z
denoted as Θmh = [θmh
mh = [ψmh , ψmh , ψmh ] is:
mh mh
[Ψmh , 1] = [0, 1, 0, 1]R(Θmh )
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(3.9)

where R(·) is the rotation transformation matrix from one coordinate system to another:
y
x
z
R(Θmh ) = Rx (θmh
)Ry (θmh
)Rz (θmh
)

(3.10)

and Rx , Ry and Rz are the rotation transformation matrices for the rotation around the x,
y and z axis, respectively.

1
0
0
0
 0 cos(α) sin(α) 0 

Rx (α) = 
 0 − sin(α) cos(α) 0 
0
0
0
1




(3.11)


0
0 

0 
1

(3.12)


cos(γ) sin(γ) 0 0
 − sin(γ) cos(γ) 0 0 

Rz (γ) = 

0
0
1 0 
0
0
0 1

(3.13)

cos(β)

0
Ry (β) = 
 sin(β)
0

0 − sin(β)
1
0
0 cos(β)
0
0



α, β and γ are the rotation angles of the three axes, their positive directions are shown in
Figure. 3.7.
The shield glass plane function in (oxyz)U can be written as
Ψmh ([x, y, z] − Dmh )T = 0

(3.14)

where (·)T is the transposition of the vector.
The positions of four corners of the shield glass in (oxyz)mh are: DAs = [Ws /2, 0, 0],
DBs = [Ws /2, 0, Ls ], DCs = [−Ws /2, 0, Ls ], and DDs = [−Ws /2, 0, 0]. In coordinate system
(oxyz)U , their positions are:
[Dη |U , 1] = [Dη , 1]R(Θmh )Tmh→U

(3.15)

where η = As , Bs , Cs , or Ds , and


Tmh→U = 


1
0
0

0
1
0

0
0
1

dxmh

dymh

dzmh


0
0 

0 
1

(3.16)

For the convenience to obtain the size of reflection pattern of L2 in the shield glass, an
auxiliary coordinate system (oxyz)L2 is developed using the following steps: 1) translate
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Figure 3.8: Illustration of the pattern L2 in the auxiliary coordinate system (oxyz)L2
origin OU to the tip of L2 and 2) rotate (oxyz)U clockwise around xU -axis for θT L2 such
that the projection vector of L2 coincides with zU -axis.
In this new coordinate system (oxyz)L2 , the projection of pattern L2 is shown in Figure.
3.8 . The direction vectors for projection rays of the four corner points (a-d) are Ψξ |L2 =
[ψξx , ψξy , ψξz ], ξ = a, b, c, d which can be written as:
[Ψa |L2 , 1] = [0, 0, 1, 1]R([−2θin2 , 2θin2 , 0])

(3.17)

[Ψb |L2 , 1] = [0, 0, 1, 1]R([2θin2 , 2θin2 , 0])

(3.18)

[Ψc |L2 , 1] = [0, 0, 1, 1]R([2θin2 , −2θin2 , 0])

(3.19)

[Ψd |L2 , 1] = [0, 0, 1, 1]R([−2θin2 , −2θin2 , 0])

(3.20)

The functions for the four projection rays in (oxyz)U are:
[x, y, z] = DL2 |initial + tΨξ

(3.21)

where t is an unknown variable, and
[Ψξ , 1] = [Ψξ |L2 , 1]Rx (−θT L2 )
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(3.22)

With Equation. 3.14, and Equation. 3.21, the positions of four corner points in the grid
pattern, Dξ , can be located in (oxyz)U :
Dξ = DL2 |initial +

Ψmh (Dmh − DL2 |initial )T
Ψξ
Ψmh ΨTξ

(3.23)

where ξ = a, b, c, d.
It is reasonable to assume that the dot matrix pattern’s reflection at the weld pool boundary
is not distorted by the liquid weld pool. Hence, the laser dots at the boundary can be
considered as the interception points of the projection rays and the work piece (pipe).
Figure 3.9 illustrates the projection and reflection of L1 with an arbitrary size weld pool.
Only a certain part of pattern L1 ’s projection is reflected by the weld pool.

Figure 3.9: Illustration of the pattern L1 and its reflection in the shield glass
With the similar procedure as building (oxyz)L2 , an auxiliary coordinate system (oxyz)L1
is developed 1) translate origin OU to the tip of L1 and 2) rotate (oxyz)U clockwise around
xU -axis for θT L1 such that the projection vector of L1 coincides with zU -axis. The projection
vectors for all the laser rays in the dot matrix in the new coordinate system are
[Ψpi,j |L1 , 1] = [0, 0, 1, 1]R([(i − 9)θin1 , (j − 9)θin1 , 0])

(3.24)

where i, j = 0, . . . , 18.
The projection rays in the universal coordinate system are
[x, y, z] = DL1 |initial + tΨpi,j

(3.25)

[Ψpi,j , 1] = [Ψpi,j |L1 , 1]Rx (π + θT L1 )

(3.26)

where

The pipe function is easily obtained in (oxyz)U :
y 2 + (z + LP )2 = L2P
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(3.27)

where LP is the radius of the pipe. The positions of projection boundary points, as shown
in the left figure of Figure. 3.9, can be calculated using Equation. 3.25 and Equation. 3.27,
denoted as Dpi,j = [dxpi,j , dypi,j , dzpi,j ] where dzpi,j > −Lp .
From Equation. 3.27, the normals (Ψnpi,j ) of the pipe at the boundary points are:
Ψnpi,j =

1
k[0, 2dypi,j , 2(dzpi,j

+ Lp )]k2

[0, 2dypi,j , 2(dzpi,j + Lp )]

(3.28)

Based on the law of specular reflection [reference ??], the reflection vectors (Ψrpi,j ) are
obtained:
Ψrpi,j = 2(−Ψpi,j ΨTnpi,j )Ψnpi,j + Ψpi,j

(3.29)

Hence, the reflection rays from the boundary points are:
[x, y, z] = Dpi,j + tΨrpi,j

(3.30)

Using Equation. 3.14 and Equation. 3.30, the boundary points reflections on the shield
glass, Dri,j can be calculated:

Dri,j = Dpi,j +

Ψmh (Dmh − Dpi,j )T
Ψrpi,j
Ψmh ΨTrpi,j

(3.31)

Compared Equation. 3.15 and Equation. 3.31 with Equation. 3.23, the movement of
helmet/shield glass, i.e., the variations of Θmh and Dmh should assure both Dξ and Drpi,j
to be inside the quadrangle with Dη as its corners. The detailed numerical analysis will be
in following subsection.
Torch movement
With a fixed helmet/shield glass and a flexible torch as shown in Figure. 3.10, the translations and rotations of the coordinate system (oxyz)mt in the universal coordinate system
represents the movement of the torch. The origin Omt ’s position is denoted by Dmt =
x , θ y , θ z ].
[dxmt , dymt , dzmt ] and the rotation of (oxyz)mt is Θmt = [θmt
mt mt
Coordinate system (oxyz)mt is identical to (oxyz)A1 in Figure. 3.3, while using different
subscript merely emphasizes the flexible feature of the torch. The position of the fixed
helmet is same as it is in the initial setup in Figure. 3.3.
Since the origin Omt ’s position can be represented as
[Dmt , 1] = [0, 0, dtorch , 1]R(Θmt )
the movement of torch is thus determined by Θmt .
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(3.32)

Figure 3.10: The configuration of the flexible torch and the fixed shield glass
The positions of four corners of the shield glass in (oxyz)U are: DAs = [Ws /2, LyA2 , LzA2 ],
DBs = [Ws /2, LyA2 , Ls +LzA2 ], DCs = [−Ws /2, LyA2 , Ls +LzA2 ], and DDs = [−Ws /2, LyA2 , LzA2 ].
The position of L2 is
[DL2 , 1] = [DL2 |initial , 1]R(Θmt )

(3.33)

Thus, the projection rays of the four corners in L2 (a, b, c and d) in (oxyz)U are:
[x, y, z] = DL2 + tΨξ

(3.34)

where ξ = a, b, c, and d, t is an unknown variable, and
[Ψξ , 1] = [Ψξ |L2 , 1]Rx (−θT L2 )R(Θmt )

(3.35)

where Ψξ |L2 can be calculated using Equation. 3.17 to Equation. 3.20. With Equation. 3.8
and Equation. 3.34, the four grid pattern corners can be obtained:

Dξ = DL2

LyA2 − dyL2
Ψξ
+
ψξy

(3.36)

The position of pattern L1 in the universal coordinate system is
[DL1 , 1] = [DL1 |initial , 1]R(Θmt )
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(3.37)

and the projection rays of the laser dots in the pattern are
[x, y, z] = DL1 + tΨPi,j

(3.38)

[Ψpi,j , 1] = [Ψpi,j |L1 , 1]Rx (π + θT L1 )R(Θmt )

(3.39)

where

Ψpi,j |L1 can be obtained using Equation. 3.24. Using the Equation. 3.27 to Equation. 3.29,
the boundary points reflection in Figure. 3.9 can be calculated:

Dri,j = Dpi,j +

LyA2 − dypi,j
Ψrpi,j
y
ψrp
i,j

(3.40)

Similar with the movement of helmet/shield glass, the torch movement Θmt should be
constrained in a certain range such that both Dξ and Drpi,j to be inside the quadrangle
with Dη as its corners. The detailed numerical analysis will be in the following subsection.
Since the shape of a weld pool surface is practical unknown in mathematically form during a
GTAW process, then dot matrix reflection within the weld pool is thus unable to calculated
in real-time. However, if the geometry of the weld pool is known, e.g., in a simulation,
then the whole dot matrix reflection can be easily obtained besides the boundary points’
reflection.

3.2.2

System Simulation

The major parameters for the numerical simulation are presented in Table 3.1. In a typical
manual welding, a welder might performs welding while observing the weld pool at the
distance approximately from 100 mm to 180 mm. The initial settings are thus: Θmh =
[0◦ , 0◦ , 0◦ ], and DA2 |initial = [0, 125mm, 20mm]. The boundaries of the helmet and the
torch movement are discussed based on the initial definitions.
Table 3.1: Parameters for the sensing system simulation
Parameter Conditions
Parameter Conditions
Ltorch (mm) L1 : 25.67, L2 : 103.18 Larc (mm)
4
d1 (mm)
34.50
d2 (mm)
18.85
Ls (mm)
180
Ws (mm)
147
◦
◦
θT L1 ( )
47.0
θT L 2 ( )
83.5
θin1 (◦ )
0.77
θin2 (◦ )
2.44
The geometry of the simulated weld pool in the numerical analysis is illustrated in Figure.
3.11. Its nominal radius is 12 mm, Since the chamfer angle on the edge of the mirror surface
is not specular, the diameter of specular surface of the convex mirror is 11.2 mm. The edge
thickness is 1.76 mm, and the center thickness is 2.5 mm. With known geometry, all the
reflection dots of the dot matrix can be calculated using similar procedure aforementioned
which is to obtain the boundary points of dot matrix reflection.
With the initial settings and the known geometry of the weld pool simulation, the reflections
of the two patterns on the shield glass are shown in Figure. 3.12. The black quadrangle
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Figure 3.11: The convex spherical weld pool simulation
with triangle-shape corners is the shield glass; The blue dots are from pattern L1 reflected
by the weld pool simulation; The red quadrangle is the interception of the grid pattern L2 .
The star-shape dot is the reference dot.

Figure 3.12: The two patterns on the shield glass at initial position
1. Simulation for movement of sensory helmet
Using the parameters in Table 3.1, only part of L1 reflected by the weld pool simulation. The
translations boundaries of the helmet in the universal coordinate system are shown in Figure.
3.13. In the figure, the black quadrangle with triangle-shape corners is the shield glass; The
red quadrangles is the grid pattern on the shield glass; The dots are from the dot matrix
pattern reflected by the weld pool simulation. Figure. 3.13a and 3.13b show the range
the helmet translations in xU -axis directions, Figure. 3.13c and 3.13d illustrate the helmet
translations in yU -axis directions, and Figure. 3.13e and 3.13f are the boundary positions
of the helmet in zU -axis directions. The range of the helmet translations in the three axes
directions are [−36.20, 36.20] mm, [93.50, 139.90] mm and [−0.2, 36.02] mm, respectively.
At those extreme positions one of the corner point for two the patterns approaches the edge
of the shield glass. Therefore, as shown in Figure. 3.13, the two patterns can be successfully
intercepted by the shield glass within the range of the translations.
While the position of the helmet is hold at the initial setting, i. e., Dmh = [0, 125mm,
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Figure 3.13: The translations of the helmet to boundary positions where Dmh = (a)
[36.20, 125, 20] mm, (b) [−36.20, 125, 20] mm, (c) [0, 139.90, 20] mm and (d) [0, 93.50, 20]
mm, (e) [0, 125, 36.02] mm, (f)[0, 125, −0.20] mm.
20mm], the ranges of helmet’s rotation in the universal coordinate system are illustrated in
Figure. 3.14. The positive rotation directions are shown in Figure. 3.7. The ranges for the
helmet rotations around the three axes of (oxyz)mh are [−3.51◦ , 30◦ ], [−21.5◦ , 21.5◦ ] and
[−33.8◦ , 33.8◦ ], respectively. As one can observe that the two patterns are able to be fully
intercepted by the shield glass as it rotates within this ranges.
It should be noted that the upper limit of rotation along xU -axis should be large than 30◦ .
However, with larger rotation angle, the two patterns on the smaller on the shield glass
which would lead the image processing more difficult to extract these patterns. Also, the
physical accessibility might be an issue for the welder to bend the head over for that large
degree (> 30◦ ).
2. Simulation for movement of projective torch The simulation of the flexible torch
using the same parameters in Table 3.1. The shield glass is fixed in the simulation in which
Θmh = [0◦ , 0◦ , 0◦ ], and DA2 |initial = [0, 125mm, 20mm]. The variations of Θmt , i.e., the
movements of the torch, are calculated and the boundary positions are shown in Figure.
3.15. The positive rotation directions are shown in Fig. 3.7.
It can be observed in Figure. 3.15, the ranges of the torch rotation around the three axes
of (oxyz)mt are [−3.20◦ , 12.65◦ ], [−19.91◦ , 19.91◦ ] and [−17.46◦ , 17.46◦ ], respectively. The
rotation for the torch around xmt -axis is smaller than the rotation ranges around the other
axes. However, it can be considered acceptable during a manual welding process.
It can be found from the simulations for the helmet/shield glass and torch movement, the
proposed mobile sensing system can successfully captured the images of the two patterns
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Figure 3.14: The rotations of the helmet to boundary positions where Θmh = (a)
[30◦ , 0◦ , 0◦ ], (b) [−3.51◦ , 0◦ , 0◦ ], (c) [0◦ , 21.5◦ , 0◦ ] and (d) [0◦ , −21.5◦ , 0◦ ], (e) [0◦ , 0◦ , 33.8◦ ],
(f)[0◦ , 0◦ , −33.8◦ ].
on the shield glass despite the wide range of the torch and helmet movements.

3.3

Observation Results

Upon the design of the machine vision system, an experimental platform for the system
is developed. Images are captured as the torch and helmet are in the boundary positions
using the experimental setup.

3.3.1

Experimental Setup

In order to verify the effectiveness of the proposed sensing system, an experiment setup is
shown in Figure. 3.16. In the configuration, the welder’s head is replaced by a tripod head
(Manfrotto 808RC4) with 6 degree-of-freedom which is sufficient to imitate welder’s head
movements. A piece of glass with a sheet of paper attached is adopted here to simulate
the helmet shield glass. The sensory helmet is referred as the combination of the helmet
and the camera. Two patterns together with the torch are referred as the projective torch.
The distance between the camera and the shield glass is adjustable. The torch is hold by
a flexible post (PanaVise) capable of mimicking a welder’s arm movements. The two laser
patterns are mounted on the torch. Their positions on torch are changeable such that the
distances between the patterns and weld pool can be appropriately adjusted.
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Figure 3.15: The boundary positions for the torch’s rotation where Θmt = (a) [12.65◦ , 0◦ , 0◦ ],
(b) [−3.20◦ , 0◦ , 0◦ ], (c) [0◦ , 19.91◦ , 0◦ ] and (d) [0◦ , −19.91◦ , 0◦ ], (e) [0◦ , 0◦ , 17.46◦ ],
(f)[0◦ , 0◦ , −17.46◦ ].

Figure 3.16: The experiment set-up
A convex spherical mirror (Edmund optics NT64-057) is used to simulate a real weld pool.
The geometry of the mirror is illustrated in Figure. 3.11. The mirrors nominal diameter is
6 mm. However, since the chamfer angle on the edge of the mirror surface is not specular,
the diameter of specular surface of the convex mirror is 5.6 mm.
In the experiment configuration, the two structured light patterns are attached to the torch.
Reflected by the mirror, the matrix pattern is imaged on the shield glass. The grid pattern
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is directly projected on the shield glass.

3.3.2

Acquired Images

Using the configuration of the experimental setup detailed in Table 3.1, the acquired image
as the sensing system is at the initial position is shown in Fig 3.17.

Figure 3.17: The acquired image as the sensing system in initial position in using the
experiment setup
The images acquired when the sensing system is at the forementioned boundary positions
are shown in Fig 3.18 and Fig 3.19. From the images, one can find 1) the images are
twisted since the camera is not aiming to the normal direction of the imaging plane. This
causes an additional distorted of the acquired image, which is restored in the next chapter
using the proposed image processing algorithm; 2) The acquired images are identical to the
corresponding pictures obtained in the numerical simulations. That verifies the effectiveness
of the sensing system.
Fig 3.18 C and D, the whole image of the laser reflections are titled, which are not identical
with the corresponding images in Fig. 3.14, where the image plane are titled. That is
because when the helmet rotates, the camera rotates accordingly with the helmet. So, in
the cameras view the laser reflections are tilted, rather than the image plane. Rotating the
Fig. 3.18 C and D with angle which the helmet has rotated towards the opposite direct,
the two corresponding pairs of images between Fig. 3.18 and Fig. 3.14 will be identical.

3.4

Summary

An innovative mobile sensing system is developed to non-intrusively monitor the manual
(GTAW) process in pipe applications by real-time measuring the three-dimensional (3D)
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Figure 3.18: Captured image of reflection pattern in helmet rotation where the helmet is
at the boundary positions of: A) Positive x-axis direction; B) Negative x-axis direction; C)
Positive y-axis direction; D) Negative y-axis direction; E) Positive z-axis direction; and F)
Negative z-axis direction.
weld pool surface. The mobile sensing system is developed and analyzed by numerical
simulations in which the spatial boundaries for effective sensing have been determined. It is
further evaluated using a simulation platform in which the movement of the helmet/welder’s
head is mimicked by a tripod head with 6 degrees of freedom (DOF), and a convex spherical
mirror with a comparable size of a typical weld pool in GTAW is applied to as a weld pool
substitute. The effectiveness of the proposed system is validated by successfully capturing
laser reflections from the mirror without much constraints of a welder’s movements for the
torch and the helmet.
The proposed sensory helmet provides a flexible and innovative method to measure the
3D weld pool surface in manual GTAW. By taking advantage of welder’s intelligent tracking capability, the sensory helmet can capture the reflection pattern of the structure light
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Figure 3.19: Captured image of reflection pattern in torch rotation where the torch is at
the boundary positions of: A) Positive x-axis direction; B) Negative x-axis direction; C)
Positive y-axis direction; D) Negative y-axis direction; E) Positive z-axis direction; and F)
Negative z-axis direction.
reflected by the specular weld pool surface.

Copyright c WeiJie Zhang, 2014.
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Chapter 4

Processing of Acquired Images
The feasibility evaluation of the proposed sensing system is analyzed based on the assumption that the pattern reflections are successfully extracted from the captured images. A
robust image processing algorithm is proposed in this section to extract the reflection patterns.

4.1

System Calibration

The calibration in this paper is in addition to the HongSheng’s paper. including the chapter
and the appendix.
An appropriate system calibration is necessary for the accurate reconstruction in this study.
In the experiment set-up as shown in Figure 3.16, there are mainly three categories of system
errors:
• Set-up errors for the sensory helmet and the projective torch, which might leads to
static errors for the weld pool reconstruction;
• Accuracy error of the gyro sensors which might result to the position/orientation
measurement errors;
• Camera distortion may cause the deformation of the captured images/reflection patterns.
Static errors can be neutralized using numerical methods [147]. The IMUs are used in this
study to detect the orientation of the torch and helmet. The calibration of the IMUs are
performed according to literature [45]. The calibration process is conducted in three steps:
1. Correct the camera distortion with a camera internal model;
2. Calibrate the deformation caused by the tilted camera position from the shield glass
using a perspective matrix [56];
3. Convert the reflection pattern in pixel unit to coordinate system (oxyz)A2 .
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The camera internal model in [56] is adopted which includes the following internal parameters:
• Focal length 2 × 1 vector fc : The focal length in pixels of the camera;
• Principal point 2 × 1 vector cc : The principal point coordinates in the camera frame;
• Skew coefficient αc : The skew coefficient defining the angle between the x and y pixel
axes;
• Distortions 5 × 1 vector kc : The image distortion coefficients (radial and tangential
distortions) ([23, 46] .
The focal length, principal point and the skew coefficient consist of the intrinsic matrix of
the camera:


Hintr

fcx

0
=
0

αc ∗ fcx
fcy
0


ccx
ccy 
1

(4.1)

where fc = [fcx , fcy ], and cc = [ccx , ccy ].
The method of calibration is to target the camera on a known structure, a chessboard,
that has many individual and identifiable points. By viewing this structure from a variety
of angles, it is possible to compute the (relative) location and orientation of the camera
at the time of each image and the internal parameter of the camera [118]. In this study,
the chessboard is made by a chessboard paper attached on the imaging plane, as shown in
Figure. 4.2a.
Using the calibration process detailed in ([159, 160]), the distortions including the radial
distortion and tangential distortion are obtained and illustrated in Figure. 4.1. The intrinsic
matrix Hintr and the distortion vector kc are shown in Equation. 4.2 and Equation. 4.3.
The result of distortion correction is shown in Figure. 4.2b.


Hintr


297.5577
0
250.5846
0
297.5577 341.4556 
=
0
0
1

kc = [−0.0077, −0.0053, 0.0002, 0.0011, 0.0061]

(4.2)

(4.3)

Given the intrinsic matrix and the distortion vector, the position and orientation of the
chessboard in each image can be calculated. Hence a perspective transformation matrix
Hper can be obtained to convert the tilted position, as shown in Figure. 4.2b, to a frontal
parallel view. The result is shown in Figure. 4.2c. Given the known position of gyro sensor
A2 in the imaging plane, the coordinate system (oxyz)A2 can be established, as shown in
Figure. 4.2d. The pixel-to-mm ratio is 3.1


Hper


31.6444 8.2752 142.1832
=  0.3089 41.5341 207.8942 
−0.0004 0.0378
26
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(4.4)

Figure 4.1: The A) radial and B) tangential distortion of the camera used in this study
With experiment configuration shown in Fig. 3.16 and the corresponding geometry settings
detailed in Table 4.1, an image of the two patterns is captured by the sensing system,
and shown in Fig. 4.3a. Spatial positions and orientations of the torch and the helmet in
the universal system corresponding to the captured image are Dmh = [20, 125mm, 20mm],
Θmh = [0◦ , 0◦ , 0◦ ], Θmt = [0◦ , −5◦ , 0◦ ].
Table 4.1: Parameters of the sensing system for image processing
Parameter Conditions
Parameter Conditions
Ltorch (mm) L1 : 34.2, L2 : 96.4 Larc (mm)
4
d1 (mm)
26.7
d2 (mm)
38.85
Ls (mm)
180
Ws (mm)
147
θT L1 (◦ )
35.7
θT L2 (◦ )
80.2
◦
◦
θin1 ( )
0.77
θin2 ( )
2.44
First, as one can find in Fig. 3.16 that the camera is not in the normal direction of the
shield glass, which arguments an extra distortion of the reflection patterns in the captured
images. For the calibration of the sensing system, the first step of the proposed processing
is to correct this distortion by using a perspective matrix to perform a back projection, such
that an image can be rendered, as captured in the normal direction [56]. The resultant of
the calibration process is shown in Fig. 4.4a.

4.2

Image Processing

In this section, the grid pattern and the dot matrix are extracted using proposed image
processing algorithms. Since the extraction of the grid pattern is relatively simpler than
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Figure 4.2: Results of camera and imaging plane calibration: A) The original image of the
chessboard; B) Result of camera distortion correction; C) Result of frontal parallel view for
the chessboard; and D) The conversion to the (oxyz)A2 coordinate system.
the identification of the dot matrix, the chapter is main focused on pattern recognition of
the dot matrix reflection.
The image processing is required to be robust enough to successfully identify two patterns
despite the interference from the strong arc radiation. During an arc welding process,
the quality of acquired images is degraded in terms of the brightness contact between the
reflection patterns and the background of images. Due to the power difference of the lasers
(50 mW of grid pattern and 20 mW of dot matrix pattern), the deterioration of the two
patterns thus varies. Specifically, the grid pattern reflection is bright enough to guard
against the arc radiation interference, i.e., the images of grid pattern captured from the
practical welding process and by the experimental setup (Figure 3.16) are no huge difference
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Figure 4.3: The original captured image and the calibrated image in A) and B) respectively
in brightness contact, while the dot matrix reflection is severely degraded by the noise from
the radiation. To this end, the example image to demonstrate to grid pattern identification
is captured by the experimental setup, as shown in Figure 4.4a, while the image for dot
matrix reflection recognition is captured from practical welding process, as shown in Figure
3.4b.
The grid pattern can be easily identified using the Hugh Transformation algorithm ([49, 58]),
which is to find the straight line that contains most number of non-zero grey value points
in the image. The lines in the pattern are thus identified one by one. The results of grid
pattern identification is show in Figure 4.4. The transformation is illustrated in Figure.
4.4b. The result of grid pattern is shown Figure 4.4c. Dots in different rows in the reflected
pattern are marked with different shapes and colors. It should be noted that the two
patterns on the shield glass are not necessarily separated from the each other. Because of
the huge difference of the two in shape, they can be easily distinguished by proposed image
processing algorithm even they are overlapped.

4.2.1

Features of dot matrix reflection pattern

The dot matrix reflection shown in the figure is deliberately enhanced in brightness such
that the range of grey level in the image is linearly normalized to scale [0, 255] as presented
in Equation. 4.5.
g N (x, y) =

255
(g(x, y) − gmin )
gmax − gmin

(4.5)

where g(x, y) and g N (x, y) are grey level at position (x, y) before and after normalization
respectively, and gmax , gmin are the maximum and minimum grey level of the image before
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Figure 4.4: Results of grid pattern identification: A) The example image; B) Result of Hugh
Transformation; C)The grid pattern
normalization. The original captured image corresponding to Figure. 3.4b is shown in
Figure. 4.5a. Figure. 3.4b is also presented in Figure. 4.5b for a comparison. Please
note that the brightness enhance is only for readability purposes. In this section, Figure.
4.5a is taken as an example to demonstrate the development of the proposed recognition
procedure.

Figure 4.5: Captured image of dot matrix reflection. A) Original image; B) Brightnessenhanced image.
The following observations can be found in Figure. 4.5.
• The reflected laser dots, especially those in the upper part of the image are highly
alike in appearance with the impulse noises in the image.
• The reflection pattern has a comparatively low contrast to the background i.e., the
part other than the reflection pattern in the captured image.
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• Because of the difference in travel distance for the arc radiation in the sensing system,
the background in the lower part of the image is much brighter than that in the upper
part.

Figure 4.6: Flowchart for the proposed recognition procedure
Images with different patterns’ grey levels might be captured due to different welding conditions, i.e, the welding current, travel speed, etc. Yet, because of the inherent nature of
the sensing system, the aforementioned observations can always be found in every captured
image during the welding experiments.
To avoid the interference noise to the recognition procedure, a noise reduction algorithm is
required to remove the noise in the image. Also, it is necessary to balance the brightness of
the background before segmentation otherwise irrelevant information from the background
would be extracted in addition to the reflection pattern. To this end, the pattern recognition
procedure is proposed as shown in Figure. 4.6. The effectiveness and robustness of the
proposed procedure will be demonstrated in the following two section and verified in next
sections.

4.2.2

Image processing of dot matrix reflection

Image processing
The image processing in the proposed procedure includes three operations: 1) noise reduction to smooth the image to assure the effectiveness of subsequent operations; 2) background
equalization to unify the background brightness of the captured image ; and 3) segmentation
to extract the reflection pattern.
1 Noise Reduction The laser reflection pattern can be considered as a set of subjective
speckle pattern [127], which needs to be reduced in circumstances such as medical imaging
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([167, 52]) and radar imaging [77]. In this research, the reflection pattern is the feature
required to identified against the noise mainly introduced by the arc radiation. In the
proposed procedure, the wavelet soft thresholding method is employed in the procedure
[37].
Wavelet noise reduction procedures rely on the recurrent fast wavelet transform (FWT)
algorithm proposed by Mallet[85]. Denote signal
x̃ = x + ñ

(4.6)

where x is the noise-free signal and ñ is the noise. Then the principle of a wavelet-based
noise reduction can be described as
x̂ = F W −1 Tλ F W (x̃)

(4.7)

where x̂ is an estimation of x, Tλ (·) is the thresholding operation, F W (·) and F W −1 (·) are
are the forward and inverse FWT respectively. In order to present lose of useful information
in the captured image, a soft thresholding is applied [37]:
Tλ (w) = sgn(w) × max (0, |w| − λ)

(4.8)

where w is the wavelet coefficient in the thresholding and the threshold λ is defined as
λ=

p
2 ln (N ) × σ

(4.9)

where N is the signal length, and σ is the standard deviation of the noise.
A 8th Symlet Wavelet with 3 levels is used for the fast wavelet transformation (FWT) [34].
The Symlet wavelet with even number of wavelets is a good tradeoff for noise reduction
performance and computation complexity in soft thresholding [27]. The resultant image is
shown in Figure. 4.7a.
2 Background Equalization Due to the uneven background in the image which would
adversely affects an effective segmentation, an equalization operation is thus adopted in the
proposed procedure. Because of the comparatively low contrast of the reflection pattern
in the captured image, a traditional histogram equalization would enhance irrelevant information in the background which would lead to the reflection pattern even harder to be
identified [49]. To this end, a Top-hat transformation is adopted equalize the grey level of
the background equalization while preserving the reflection pattern [49]. A morphological
top-hat operation is performed which is defined:
h = f − (f ◦b)

(4.10)

where f and h are the image before and after the top-hat operation respectively, b is the
structuring element, and (f ◦b) is the opening operation.
The dimension of the structuring element should be selected carefully here to guarantee that
on one side the whole peak area of every reflected dot is preserved, and on the other side
the noise around those peak areas are included in the structuring element (the noise should
be reduced or erased if not included in the structuring element). According to observation
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during welding process, the size of the reflected dot almost remains the same in the process.
Hereby a flat 7-by-7 element is used here. Due to different welding conditions, the grey
level scales in different images might vary. Grey level normalization as shown in Equation.
4.5, is further applied. The resultant image is shown in Figure. 4.7b.
3 Segmentation In order to extract the reflected laser dots from the background in the
image, an appropriate segmentation is required which can be determined by analyzing the
histogram of the image, as shown in Figure. 4.7c. It can be observed that most pixels are
concentrated in two levels: 0 and 12, the first non-zero gray level. Most of those pixels
can be considered as the background and possibly part of the noise. In this sense, the
second smallest nonzero gray level in the histogram is chosen as the threshold for a binary
segmentation. In the demonstration case, the threshold value is 23. The result is shown in
Fig. 4.7d.

Figure 4.7: Results of the image processing. (A) resultant image of wavelet noise reduction,
brightness of the image is deliberately enhanced for readability purposes; (B) resultant
image of top-hat operation and gray stretch; (C) histogram of the image in Figure. 4.7b;
(D) resultant image after the binary segmentation, the unit of both axes is pixel.
The simple binary segmentation can effectively identify all the reflected laser dots. However,
it nevertheless can be found that some noises, referred as the “fake dots”, are mistakenly
identified as well in the resultant image. Since the binary segmentation is not an adaptive
thresholding algorithm, it might either lost uncertain numbers of reflected laser dots or
retain some fake dots. For the former situation, the lost laser dots might not able to be
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retrieved. To this end, in the proposed procedure the second smallest nonzero gray level is
chosen as the threshold to preserve as many as reflected dots as possible. For the fake dots,
an robust identification algorithm is required which is capable of distinguishing the laser
dots from fake dots in different experiment conditions. Further, a recognition rate has been
defined later in the paper to evaluate the unsuccessful recognition or loss of the reflected
dots.
As can be appreciated from in Figure. 4.7d, each dot, including both fake dots and reflected
laser dots, refers to a region of connected dark pixels. In the 8-bit gray image, the gray
level of the background is 255 and the dots’ gray level is 0. Denote I be all the pixels in
the image. The set of all dark pixels D can be defined as D = {g(x, y) = 0|(x, y) ∈I}. For
each dot Di , i = 1, 2, . . . , N , where N is number of dots, it has the following properties:
1.

SN

i=1 Di

2. Di

T

=D

Dj = φ, ∀i, j ∈ 1, 2, . . . , N

where φ is a null set.
Hereby, a recursive search algorithm based on seeded region growing (SRG) [9] is employed
to find the size of each dot in the image. The size histogram for all the dots thus can be
calculated, as shown in Figure. 4.8. It can be found that fake dots’ size is small, thus
they are concentrated in area F . The laser dots’ size is comparatively large, therefore
they are clustered in area R. Therefore, a bimodal histogram is presented in Figure. 4.8.
The size difference between reflected dots and the fake dots indicates that the laser light
(reflection pattern) is brighter than the arc radiation (noise) in the imaging plane. This is
the uniqueness of the sensing system, i.e., keep the imaging plane a certain distance from
the electrode such that arc radiation significantly decays in the propagation while the laser
light’s intensity remains almost the same. The arc radiation is roughly proportional to the
welding current applied in the process. Since in this research a moderate range of current is
used, the intensity of the arc radiation is thus not as sufficiently strong as that of the laser
dots in the imaging plane. Therefore, the size difference/bimodal histogram can always
hold in our study although it can not be ground proved.
To distinguish the reflected laser dots from fake dots an optimal threshold is required.
Moreover, the required threshold should be adaptive and robust against different welding
conditions in order to effectively identify the reflection pattern, since the reflection pattern
during different welding experiments might not be the same.
The size-level histogram and the probability mass function (PMF) of the dots are respectively denoted by h(s) and p(s), s = 1, . . . , S, where S is is the maximum size of the dots
in the image. The cumulative probability function is defined as:

P (S) =

s
X

p(i)

(4.11)

i=1

where p(i) = nNi , N is the total number of the dots, ni presents the number of the dots
whose size is i. An arbitrary threshold T ∈ (1, S] divides the dots into two groups, fake
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Figure 4.8: Histogram of dot size
dot group and reflected dot group whose PMFs are defined as pf (s), 1 ≤ s ≤ T − 1 and
pr (s), T ≤ s ≤ S. Their probabilities are calculated as follows:

Pf (T ) =

T
−1
X

p(s) = P (T ), Pr (T ) = 1 − P (T )

(4.12)

s=1

The mean for each group is a function of the threshold T :
µf (T ) =

T
−1
X
s=1

S
X
s · p(s)
s · p(s)
, µr (T ) =
P (T )
1 − P (T )

(4.13)

s=T

In order to evaluate the threshold, an objective function is introduced which is defined in
the following equation [47].
2
J(T ) = σB
(T )/σ 2

(4.14)

2
σB
(T ) = P (T )[1 − P (T )][µr (T ) − µf (T )]2

(4.15)

where

σ2 =

S
X

(s − µ)2 p(s)

(4.16)

s=1

are the between-class variance and the variance of sizes for all (reflected laser and fake) dots
respectively, and µ is the mean of the sizes for all dots. Then, an optimal threshold is T ∗
what maximizes the objective function:
2
J(T ∗ ) = max σB
(T )/σ 2
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(4.17)

Taking the dots in Figure. 4.7d into calculation, the resultant T ∗ is 23. Using this threshold,
the reflected laser dots are identified, and their the positions are shown in Figure. 4.9b.
Figure. 4.9a shows all the dots in the captured image before the thresholding operation.

Figure 4.9: Identification of reflection pattern. (A) dots in the captured image before the
proposed adaptive thresholding, those dots includes both the reflected laser dots and the
fake dots; (B) identified reflected laser dots.
Compared between Figure. 4.9b and Figure. 4.9a, one can find all the fake dots are filtered
out after the thresholding, while majority of the reflected dots is identified. The proposed
optimal thresholding can adaptively calculate the threshold value for each individual captured image. In different images, the dynamically calculated threshold is expected to be
different such that the laser dots can be effectively distinguished from those fake dots.
However, it can also be observed that a few reflected laser dots, 5 out of 86 dots which
is about 5.81% of the error rate in this case, are misjudged as fake dots. Although a
small portion of reflected dots are temporally miscategorized, they can be retrieved which
will be detailed in the next section. Furthermore, the adaptive thresholding facilitates the
recognition of the reflection pattern by avoiding the possible interference from the fake dots.
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Pattern recognition process
In this section, a recognition process is developed to correlate the reflection pattern to the
projection pattern, i.e., to match each reflected dot to its corresponding incident ray. The
recognition of the row and column number for each reflected dot is detailed in following
next two sections.
1 Row recognition of the reflection pattern
The row recognition can be considered as a two-step process:
• cluster selection process which is to identify the row numbers for each reflected dot in
the reflection pattern as illustrated in Figure. 4.10; The curves
• mapping process in which the resultant row numbers in the reflection pattern are
matched to the projection pattern (dot matrix).

Figure 4.10: Illustration of fitted curves of the rows
In Figure. 4.10, the reflected dots are well distributed in several smooth convex curves
which can be denoted by different curve equations with finite orders. For an arbitrary row
rα in the reflection pattern, its corresponding equation can be written as
(α)

(α)

(α)

(α)

(α)

y = rα (iNα , . . . , i1 ) = iNα xNα −1 + . . . + i2 x + i1
(α)

(4.18)

(α)

where iNα , . . . , i1 are the coefficients of the curve equation for row rα , and α = 1, . . . , R,
where R is the number of the rows in the reflection pattern, in the case shown in Fig. 4.10,
R = 7.
It should be noted that the rotations of the torch and the helmet (Rmt or Rmh ) twist
the formation of the reflection curves. However, with a corresponding reverse rotation
transformation, the curves can be presented using Equation 4.18.
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This reflection pattern is determined by the dynamics of the arc welding process. With a
moderate current applied in the process, the arc pressure employed upon the weld pool is not
enough to change convex smooth weld pool surface to concave. Therefore, the reflection
pattern presents a cluster of smooth convex rows. Since there is no filler metal to the
weld pool in this study, the convexity of the weld pool is comparatively small such that
the curvatures of the reflection rows in the the reflection pattern are close to each other.
Without abrupt change of current (arc pressure), the curvatures of the rows are expected to
vary slightly during the welding process. Therefore, the rows can be denoted by equations
(α)
(α)
with the same order, e.g., rα (iN , . . . , i1 )
It should be noted the intention of the curve equations, the finite-order polynomials, is
to find the discrete reflected dots close enough to certain curves such that they can be
clustered to the particular rows other than to exactly fit the rows. To this end, a threshold
δ is required for the cluster selection.
Let P be the number of the reflected dots in the reflection pattern, then the row number
of an arbitrary reflected dot (xk , yk ) is α if
ŷk − yk ∈ [−δ, δ]
(α)

(4.19)

(α)

where ŷk = rα (iN , . . . , i1 ), and k = 1, . . . , P . δ is the threshold in pixel.
Row rα can be considered a unique point in the N −dimension parameter space expanded
by the N linearly independent variables, i.e., iN , . . . , i1 . If an arbitrary reflected dot fits
Equation. 4.18, any curves that pass through the dot in the captured image cross the point
(α)
(α)
rα (iN , . . . , i1 ) in the parameter space. Because of the discrete distribution of the rows in
the reflection pattern, the parameter space can be discretized along each dimension to finite
number of bins. Figure. 4.11 shows an illustration of a 3-dimension discrete parameter
space.

Figure 4.11: The illustration of a 3-dimension discrete parameter space. [(i1 )min , (i1 )max ],
[(i2 )min , (i2 )max ] and [(i3 )min , (i3 )max ] are the ranges of the three coefficients i1 , i2 and i3 ,
which are divided into n, m and k segments, respectively.
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In Figure. 4.11, each bin in the space corresponds to a possible row candidate ξ(g, h, l) where
g = 1, . . . , n, h = 1, . . . , m and l = 1, . . . , k. Further, associated to each row candidate there
is an accumulator A(g, h, l) recording the number of reflected dots that are in the row
ξ(g, h, l). In this sense, with careful selection for the scale of the row coefficients, the row
candidate that holds the most reflected dots in its associated accumulator must be one of
the qualified row. Therefore, the algorithm for the row cluster selection is developed as
shown in flowchart in Figure. 4.12.

Figure 4.12: The row cluster selection algorithm
After sorting the resultant rows based on the average vertical coordinate of the reflected
dots in each rows, i.e., the y values, the cluster selection process result is illustrated in
Figure. 4.10.
In this study, the equation used to fit the row of reflected dots, i.e., Equation. 4.18, is a
2-order polynomial as shown in Equation. 4.20,
y = a(x − b)2 + c

(4.20)

where a, b and c are the three coefficients. Hence, the parameter space for the cluster
selection is three-dimensional.
The scales for the coefficients should be carefully determined. In the experiments conducted
in this study, the variation of a is small, the range of a falls in [−0.005, −0.001]. The scale
of b is [xc − σ, xP
c + σ] where xc is are the mean value of the x coordinates of all the reflected
P

x

k
dots, i.e., xc = k=1
, and σ is a pre-defined offset. Parameter c is in the range [ymin , ymax ]
P
where ymin and ymax are the minimum and maximum y coordinates of all the reflected dots,
i.e., ymin = min (y1 , . . . , yp ) and ymax = max (y1 , . . . , yp ). According to Figure. 4.11, the
length of step for a is 0.0005, thus n = 11. Offset for b, σ, is set 20, and the length of step
−ymin
for b is 5, thus m = 19. The length of step for c is set 10, which means the k = p ymax10
q.

The resultant rows, as shown in Figure. 4.13a, are effectively identified using the proposed
procedure. The curves present the identified row. It can be found some of the reflected dots
are missed in some of the rows. That is because those reflected dots are mistakenly judged
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as impulse noise. After all the rows are extracted, those reflected dots can be retrieved. For
one specific row, abnormal large distances, 1.8 times large than the mean distance in this
study, between neighbor dots are found, if any, where reflected dots are considered missed
among the distances; then starting from the largest size, all the filtered out dots (including
the fake dots, i.e., the noise) are visited to find the fittest to fill in the positions. The result
is shown in Figure. 4.13b. Reflected dots are marked with different shapes in different rows.
Compared with Figure. 4.13a and Figure. 4.13b, the misjudged reflected dots are identified
and retrieved.
It should be noted the row equation for the cluster selection, i.e., Equation. 4.18 does not
have be 2-order polynomial. For more accuracy to describe the row, curve equations with
higher orders might be selected. However, higher orders brings more coefficients which leads
to great increase of computation for the Bin Filling in Figure. 4.12. Further, the resultant
accurate matches of reflection pattern recognition in turn confirm the reasonableness of the
selection for the 2-order polynomial.
The distortion of the reflection pattern is caused by the weld pool, and its surface geometry
(size and shape) determines the correspondence between the projected and reflected laser
dots. In this study, moderate welding parameters (current, arc length and welding speed)
are utilized, therefore the weld pool surface is convex and both of the correspondences for
the row and column of the weld pool obtained during the welding process are sequential[114].
With the knowledge of the correspondence between the projection and reflection pattern,
the individual mapping between the projected dots and reflected dots is still unclear. At
least one pair of dots in the two patterns is required to be determined first, then the mapping
of other dot pairs can be derived using the known correspondence.
It can be found in Figure. 4.13b that there is one point missed in the second row of reflected
dots from the top of the reflection image. That intentionally absent dot is the center dot
(in 10th row and 10th column of the 19 × 19 dot matrix). It serves as the reference dot
to facilitate the row/column identification and the corresponding match between reflected
dots and incident rays. To this end, the row pattern recognition can be accomplished. The
result is shown in Figure. 4.13c. The numbers in the image indicate the corresponding row
match between the row in the reflection image and the incident rows in the dot matrix.
2 Column recognition of the reflection pattern
Since the the correspondence between the projection and reflection pattern is sequential, the
column number for each dot in the row can be easily identified, after the reference dot found
in one row in the reflection image. The result is shown in Figure. 4.13d. The distortion
of the laser pattern in the vertical direction is much less severe than that in the horizontal
direction. Therefore, a center line y = kx + b is fitted using reference dot together with its
nearest adjacent dots in the neighbor rows. For any row rα , the 10th dot is the one nearest
to the fitted line:
 i i

10
i
i
(x10
α , yα ) = (xα , yα )| min yα − (kxα + b)
1, . . . , Sα , (xiα , yαi )

(4.21)

where i =
is one of the Sα dots in row rα . The center line is tilted other
than being vertical to the horizontal axis. It is because the center dots in each row are
not always projected on the line formed by interception between smooth symmetric weld
pool surface and yoz plane during experiments. There also might be some deviation of the
center line projection due to the fluctuation of the weld pool.
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Figure 4.13: Results of pattern recognition. (A) results of row identification; (B) reflected
dots in different rows; (C) reflected rows matching with the corresponding incident rows
in the dot matrix. The numbers represent the incident rows in the dot matrix that the
reflected rows match respectively; (D) column recognition with fitted line.
Verification of the image processing algorithms
The proposed image processing and pattern recognition algorithms are verified using an
image example with both grid and dot matrix reflection patterns, Figure. 4.3a. The results
are shown in Figure. 4.14, i.e., Figure. 4.14a is the originally captured image using the
mobile sensing system illustrated in Figure. 3.1. The calibration result in shown in Figure.
4.14b. Figure. 4.14c is the resultant image of noise reduction and background equalization.
Based on the resultant image, Hugh Transformation is applied to identify the reflection grid
pattern, as shown in Figure. 4.14e. With implementing the proposed pattern recognition,
the dot matrix reflection pattern is successfully identified shown in Figure. 4.14f.
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Figure 4.14: The results of the proposed image processing and pattern recognition

4.2.3

Real-time verification for identification of dot matrix reflection pattern

In this section, the image processing and pattern recognition algorithms proposed to identify
the reflection pattern of dot matrix are verified by a series of welding experiments.
1 Experiment conditions and designs
To evaluate the robustness of the proposed pattern recognition procedure, and the effectiveness of the steps in the procedure, three single-value metrics are defined as the following:
1. Noise Reduction (NR) rate The NR rate (RN R ) is defined in Equation. 4.22:
RN R = NnonN R /NN R

(4.22)

where NnonN R and NN R are the numbers of extracted dots (including both reflected
dots and fakes dots) after segmentation without and with the noise reduction operation, respectively. With the same reflected dots contained in both NnonN R and NN R ,
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NR rate counts for the difference of the reduction of the fake dots, i.e., the effectiveness
of the noise reduction.
2. Thresholding Error (TE) rate The definition of TE rate is in Equation. 4.23:
RT E = NmT E /NT E × 100%

(4.23)

where NmT E is the number of reflected dots misjudged as fake dots in the pattern
identification, and NT E is the number of identified reflected dots in the pattern identification step.
3. Pattern Recognition (PR) rate The PR rate is defined in Equation. 4.24:
RP R = NiP R /NP R × 100%

(4.24)

where NP R is the actual number of the reflected dots in the captured image, while
NiP R is the corresponding dots identified by the proposed procedure.
It should be noted that some of the metrics (NmT E , NP R and etc.) in Equation. 4.22 to
Equation. 4.24 need to be manually counted frame by frame. Hence, the captured images
with one second interval are evaluated by the three metrics during the welding experiments.
To evaluate the robustness of the proposed procedure, experiments with different conditions should be conducted. The major interference for the pattern recognition is the arc
radiation which is mostly determined by three parameters: 1) welding current which is approximately proportional to the radiation; 2) shield glass to electrode distance which affects
the propagation decay of the arc light; and 3) arc length that determines the amount of
radiation blocked by the torch. To this end, three categories of experiments are conducted
as shown in Table 4.2. For each set of the three parameters in the categories, same welding
experiments are repeatedly conducted for five times. The results from those experiments
are analyzed in the following section.
Table 4.2: Robustness experiments with different conditions
Category
Parameters
Conditions
Welding Current (A)
56 61 66 71 76
1
Tungsten Tip-To-Work Distance (arc length) [mm]
3
Shield Glass to Electrode (SGE) Distance (mm)
95
Welding Current (A)
61
2
Tungsten Tip-To-Work Distance (arc length) [mm]
2345
Shield Glass to Electrode (SGE) Distance (mm)
95
Welding Current (A)
61
3
Tungsten Tip-To-Work Distance (arc length) [mm]
3
Shield Glass to Electrode (SGE) Distance (mm)
105 115 125 135

The experimental set-up is shown in Figure. 3.1. The welding process is based on direct
current electrode negative (DCEN) GTAW. To implement the aforementioned experiments,
modifications of the set-up are necessary, i.e., replacing the human welder such that parameters in Table 4.2 can be control accurately: The projective torch is hold by a fixture
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and stationary during the experiments; the sensory helmet is also stationary, amounted on
a camera tripod, such that the projection angles of the two patterns, SGE distance can
be controlled accurately. The pipe is stainless steel T-304/304L schedule 5 [1]. It rotates
during the welding, the rotation speed and the arc length are controlled by a computer.
Major parameters selected to conduct the welding experiments and acquire images are
shown in Table 4.3. The full penetration, i.e., the liquid weld pool extends from the front
to the back face of the work piece, can be produced on the work piece with those welding
parameters.
Table 4.3: Major experimental conditions
Welding Parameter
Conditions
Pipe Rotation Speed [mm/s]
1
Tungsten Tip-To-Work Distance (arc length) [mm] 2 ∼ 5
Electrode Extension (mm)
3
Electrode Type
EWCe-2
Electrode Diameter (mm)
2.38
Shielding Gas
Argon 100%
Flow rate of Shielding Gas L/min
11.8
Monitoring Parameters
Conditions
◦
Pattern Projection Angle [ ]
36
Laser to Electrode Distance (mm)
25
Camera Parameters
Conditions
Shutter Speed (ms)
2∼6
Frame rate (FPS)
30

2 Experiments and results analysis
To evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed pattern recognition procedure, an experiment
is conducted in which the welding current is 61 A; arc length is 3 mm; and the SGE
distance is 105 mm. Other parameters are listed in Table 4.3. A set of captured image
with 1 second interval starting from 3 second after the weld pool starts to form is presented
in Figure. 4.15. The number in the left upper corner of each image refers the time the
image is captured during the experiment.The brightness and the contrast of the images are
intentionally enhanced for readability. Using proposed pattern recognition procedure, the
resultant pattern in each image is shown in Figure. 4.16. In the figures, the units for x and
y axis are both pixel. The stars are the reference dots.
The pattern recognition rate RP R corresponding to Figure. 4.16 is shown in Figure. 4.17.
It can be observed in Figure. 4.15 and Figure. 4.16 that only a small portion of dot matrix
is reflected by the specular weld pool surface since the weld pool is comparatively small at
the beginning of the welding process. Accordingly, the interference of the arc radiation is
also weak, therefore the reflection pattern can be easily identified.
As the weld pool keeps growing, more laser dots are reflected. In particular, from 3 second
to 8 second the reflection pattern grows from 4 rows to 7 rows indicating the growth in
longitudinal direction of the the weld pool, while increase of columns from 9 to 13 showing
the extension of the weld pool in transversal direction. More arc light is then reflected which
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Figure 4.15: Image captured in the first experiment
leads to more radiation interference during the pattern recognition. The arc radiation
deteriorates the proposed procedure mainly because the strong radiation comparatively
lower the contrast for the reflection pattern to the background, especially, the upper part
of the pattern. Therefore, few amount of laser dots, most likely in the upper part of the
captured image show no difference in grey level with noise. They are thus considered as
noises in the noise reduction operation and would not show in the resultant image after the
segmentation. To this end, RP R varies from 100% to 97.8% during this period as shown
Figure. 4.17, that means 1 or 2 reflected dots are missed in few frames using the proposed
pattern recognition procedure.
It should be noted the purpose of the reflection pattern identification is to reconstruct
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Figure 4.16: Results of pattern recognition in the first experiment
the profile of the weld pool surface. Even in case certain reflected laser dots are missed,
the three-dimensional weld pool surface can also be reconstructed using reduced samples.
For GTAW process with moderate experiment conditions detailed in Table 4.3, the weld
pool surface is relatively smooth and a surface reconstruction using reduced samples is
acceptable. In case greater accuracy is needed, the density of the projected laser dots on
the weld pool surface can be increased through upgrading the laser dot matrix. In that
case, the reflection pattern is expected to be much clearer despite the arc radiation in the
captured images.
From 9 second to 22 second, the area of the reflection pattern in the captured image becomes
smaller, i.e., the distribution of laser dots in the reflection pattern becomes denser. It is
because the weld pool reaches full penetration as the process continues, the weld pool tends
to be concave because of the growing gravity force from the liquid metal in the pool. That
leads to a smaller size of the reflection pattern in the captured image. The PR rate keeps
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Figure 4.17: The resultant pattern recognition rate in the first experiment
above 97.3% in the whole welding process which verifies the effectiveness proposed pattern
recognition procedure.
To demonstrate effectiveness of noise reduction proposed in this study, the NR rate corresponding the processed frames in Figure. 4.16 are shown in Figure. 4.18. As mentioned
before, the arc radiation interference at the beginning of the process is weak. Hence, only
a few amount of fake dots (noise) are shown in the captured image. Therefore, NR rate is
close to 1. With increasingly strong arc radiation, the fake dots would grow greatly without
noise reduction. However, the increase of RN R indicates that a significant amount of noise
is effectively filtered using the proposed noise reduction algorithm.

Figure 4.18: Noise reduction rate in the first experiment
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To further verify the effectiveness of the adaptive thresholding algorithm, the corresponding
thresholding error (TE) rate is shown in Figure. 4.19. With less radiation interference,
the error rate tends to be lower. And it increases as the arc radiation grows stronger.
Nevertheless, it can be found that the proposed thresholding algorithm keeps the error rate
under 6.8% during the experiment. Furthermore, as can be observed in Figure. 4.16 those
misjudged reflected dots are successfully retrieved.

Figure 4.19: Thresholding error rate in the first experiment
To demonstrate the robustness of the proposed procedure, the experiments listed in Table 4.2 are conducted. The noise reduction rate, thresholding error rate and the pattern
recognition rate are shown in the Figure. 4.20 to Figure. 4.22. As mentioned in the last
subsection, for each parameter set same experiments are repeatedly conducted five times.
The square for each parameter set in the figures shows the mean value of the rate in the
five experiments, while the error bar indicates the corresponding minimum and maximum
rate.

Figure 4.20: Noise reduction rate for the robustness experiments from (a) category 1; (b)
category 2; and (c) category 3
It can be observed from Figure. 4.20, the mean NR rate increases from 1.25 to 1.74 as the
current varies from 56 A to 76. Also, by increasing the arc length and the SGE distance, the
rate slightly augments and decreases respectively. An increase of current leads to the raise of
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the arc radiation density which indicates more impulse noise appears in the captured images.
Further, by decreasing the arc length the welding torch blocks more arc radiation which
would otherwise adversely affect the success of reflection pattern recognition. Moreover, by
increasing the SGE distance the captured images are less interfered by the arc radiation.
With proposed noise reduction algorithm, the fake dots (noise) have been significantly
reduced. Therefore, the NR rate increases as the rise of the current, decreases along with the
reduce of the arc length and augmentation of the SGE distance. Comparatively, significance
of arc length and SGE distance in affecting the arc radiation interference is less that of the
welding current.
The interference from the arc radiation also affects the thresholding error rate. Because of
the aforementioned significance differences for the three parameters, the increase of TE rate
caused by current augmentation is comparatively larger than that caused by the rise of the
arc length or decrease of the SGE distance. The similar tendency is also shown in Figure.
4.22 for the pattern recognition rate.
It should be noted that theoretically, there is another possible error which can be caused by
the proposed adaptive thresholding algorithm, i.e, certain number of fake dots are misjudged
as the reflected dots. However, that does not happen in our conducted experiments. It might
be expected when the arc radiation interference grows strong as the welding conditions go
extreme , such as large current, short SGE distance,and etc.

Figure 4.21: Thresholding error rate for the robustness experiments from (a) category 1;
(b) category 2; (c) and category 3

Figure 4.22: Pattern recognition rate for the robustness experiments from (a) category 1;
(b) category 2; (c) and category 3
With more arc radiation interference caused by the increase of the current, or the arc length,
or decrease of the SGE distance, the fake dots obtained during the proposed procedure
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increase not only in number but also in size. Therefore, the bimodal histogram as shown in
Figure. 4.8 varies accordingly such that the F area slightly approaches to the R area. That
leads to an increase of the TE rate for the proposed adaptive thresholding algorithm, and a
corresponding decrease of the pattern recognition rate. However, within all the experiments
conducted, the TE rate is less than 12.95 % and the PR rate is higher than 89.32 %. The
robustness of the proposed procedure is thus verified.
It should be also noted for a higher accuracy of pattern recognition, the laser generator
should be updated with more power density. Then the reflection pattern in the captured
image would be clearer, and be identified with higher accuracy.
To test the time complexity, the proposed image processing algorithms and the surface
reconstruction procedure have been implemented using Visual Studio 2010 in a desktop
with Intel Core 2 T9600 2.8 GHz processor and 4 GB RAM. The images are 640x480 or
480x640 pixels as mentioned earlier and acquired at 30 fps(frame per second). Tests show
the proposed image processing procedure/algorithms and the surface reconstruction can be
completed in real-time, i.e., at 30 fps, from image capture to the computation of the weld
pool surface [151]. The proposed image processing algorithms can be finished in less than 19
ms. The real-time image processing and three-dimensional weld pool surface measurement
are thus achieved. For GTAW process that only requires to be controlled a few times per
second [100], this real-time speed provided is sufficient.

4.3

Summary

Observing the weld pool surface and measuring its geometrical parameters is a key to
develop intelligent welding machines. The observation system used in this study can capture
the image of reflection pattern of dot matrix which can be used to reconstruct the 3D weld
pool surface. A recognition procedure has been proposed to identify the reflection pattern.
In particular, an robust pattern identification algorithm has been proposed to identify the
reflected laser dots from the noise in the captured image. Further, an pattern recognition
algorithm has been developed to match the the row and column numbers for the reflection
pattern to the projection matrix.
Experiments have been conducted in this paper to verify the proposed procedure and the
following are concluded:
1. The proposed image processing method can effectively reduce the noise in the captured
image and unify the brightness of the image background;
2. The pattern identification algorithm is able to adaptively generate an optimal threshold
such that an overall majority of the reflected laser dots are distinguished from the impulse
noises;
3. The row and column numbers of the reflected pattern are effectively acquired using the
proposed pattern recognition algorithm. The foundation of reconstruction of 3D weld pool
surface in GTAW is established;
4. Verification experiments under different conditions confirmed the effectiveness and robustness of the proposed pattern recognition procedure;
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5. The proposed procedure can be accomplished within 19 ms which meets the requirements
for real-time monitoring and control of weld pool surface in GTAW.

Copyright c WeiJie Zhang, 2014.
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Chapter 5

Orientation Estimation of Sensing
System
5.1

Introduction and related works

The measurement of the GTAW process, i.e., reconstruction of the 3D weld pool surface,
using the proposed mobile sensing system requires detection of orientation for the torch and
helmet in real-time. In this section, the orientation of the projective torch, as an example,
is estimated using a kalman-based detection algorithm.
The torch orientation is defined as the torch posture throughout a welding process. It is
one of the most important welding parameters, and is directly contingent upon the weld
quality and appearance. Optimal quality welds can only be guaranteed if the torch orientation is well adjusted. Inappropriate torch manipulations cause various weld defects/discontinuities, such as poor penetration, undercut, porosity, and different types of cracks
([95],[96],[90]). Thereby, detailed torch orientations for almost every welding process have
been specified/recommened by both standardization organizations such as American Welding Society (AWS) ([5], [7]) and by different welding-related companies ([4], [42], [6]).
Different welding processes may have various parameters, such as welding current, voltage,
torch traveling speed, wire feed speed if applicable, number of weld pass/layer. The recommended torch orientation manipulations can be different accordingly. Typical recommended
torch postures are shown in Figure. 5.1 and Figure. 5.2 for the two welding processes: Gas
Tungsten Arc Welding (GTAW) [32] and Gas Metal Arc Welding (GMAW) [42], respectively. Four different fit-up types for each process are illustrated in the two figures. Moreover,
four different torch swing patterns are adopted for the four fit-up types in Figure. 5.2,
respectively, besides the diversities in torch orientation.
Mastering the torch manipulation is challenging in manual arc welding process. To ensure
the weld quality, a human welder is required to maintain a recommended torch posture while
moving the torch smoothly along the weld bead, possibly with one particular swing patterns.
Due to various disturbances in welding field, the torch is required to be adjusted accordingly
to guard against the effect of the disturbances to the weld quality. The capability of proper
torch orientation manipulation depends on the welder’s skill level and his/her physiological
conditions [137].
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Figure 5.1: Torch orientations for different welds types in GTAW process: (A) butt welds;
(B) lap joint; (C) T-joint; and (D) Corner joint.
Within the limit of the authors’ searching capability, there is no literature found studying
the welding torch orientation sensing in a manual arc welding process. A number of previous
researchers focused on welding position sensing in robotic welding ([63]-[166]). However,
those studies addressed the spatial position of the tungsten tip (in GTAW) or the wire
tip (in GMAW) relative to visual reference (e.g., a laser marker) indicating the location of
a weld seam. No torch orientation detection was involved, while this study concentrates
on the 3-D orientation of the torch throughout a manual arc welding process. In [79], a
speed and position sensor was proposed based on an accelerometer for a manual plasma
pipe welding process in pulse current mode. Yet, the comparatively rigid assumptions on
the torch movement pattern constrict its application in the other fit-ups (flat butt joint,
T-type, etc) or power modes (constant current, constant voltage, etc).
The torch posture detection is essential in the welder training systems. However, those
orientation detection technologies constrict themselves in certain working circumstances
due to their own inherent constraints. For example, in the welding simulator, SimWelder
from VRsim, Inc, the angular orientation of the welding torch is tracked using a tri-axial
measurement gimbal at the attachment of the torch to the haptic device [44]. Yet, the
hulking measurement device cannot be augmented to a torch in a real welding process. For
the RealWeld Trainer, the torch posture is measured by detecting the spatial position of
an infrared target amounted on the torch using three cameras augmented on the simulator
stander [121]. The 2-D torch orientation was measured using a tri-axial accelerometer in
the computer based welder training system in [126]. However, the variation of the torch
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Figure 5.2: Torch orientations for different welds types in non and low alloyed steel GMAW
process: (A) 2F/PB-horizontal-vertical fillet; (B) 3G↑/PF-vertical up root pass and (C) fill
passes; and (D) 4G/PE-overhead.
orientation in the gravitational direction can not be detected. There are also several virtual
reality-based welder training systems augmented with 2-D torch postures measurements,
the accuracy has been yet undisclosed ([40], [26]).
Accurate orientation measurements have been intensively investigated in a range of fields
including avionics ([66], [36]), navigation ([20], [120]), human motion analysis ([135], [165]),
and robotics [76]. Within a variety of technologies capable of orientation measurement,
inertial sensing have the advantages of smaller, cheaper, being internally referenced and
immune to constraints in any motion or specific environment ([131], [130]). An IMU (Inertial
Measurement Unit) normally consists of an accelerometer and a gyroscope. It is capable
of detecting the acceleration and the angular velocity of a rigid body on which the unit is
attached. A tri-axial accelerometer can be used as an inclinometer when the magnitude
of detected acceleration can be neglected with respect to the gravitational direction [82].
However, the accelerometer signal does not contain information for the rotation along the
gravitational direction. Changes in orientation can be estimated by integrating the angular
velocity measured by a gyroscope ([22], [61]). The problem is time-integrating the gyro
signals superimposed with sensor drift and noise leads to unbounded estimation error.
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Current researches have been carrying out to develop different filters using both the gyroscope and the accelerometer to estimate the orientation of a rigid body [104]. The orientation error resulting from the gyro output drift can be mitigated by additional sensors, the
information from which is able to correct the orientation errors. The traditional use of linear Kalman filter (KF) and its extended version (EKF) for nonlinear models has been well
established for the orientation estimation ([135], [82], [76], [68]) and the commercial inertial
orientation sensors ([124]- [62]). Both the gyro data and acceleration data are applied in
the KF or EKF based estimation algorithms.
For an accurate heading estimation, extra data from an additional magnetometer was incorporated in the Kalman filter based algorithms ([86], [109]). The adaptive EKF developed in
[86] and [134] was embedded in an IMU incorporated with an magnetometer. The angular
position was calculated mainly by the gyro data; the accelerometer was used to estimate
the inclination; and the magnetometer was to estimate the heading angle. However, the
use of the magnetometer could give large errors in the vicinity of a strong magnetic filed,
especially in places like the welding field where the welding machine and the welding arc
are the sources of an extremely strong, time-varying, electromagnetic field [25]. Albeit a
Kalman filter was proposed in [102] with a magnetic disturbance resistance to some extent,
the designed magnetic disturbance, caused by an iron cylinder, was much smaller compared
the disturbance caused by a welding machine/arc ([11], [21]). Thereby, the IMU in this
study precludes the employment of an electromagnetic for torch orientation estimation. An
auto-nulling algorithm is proposed the compensate the drift and measurement noise from
the gyroscope, to ensure the accuracy of the heading estimation for the welding torch.
In addition, a quaternion was employed to represent the angular position since it requires
less time complexity and avoid the singularity problems [31]. The attitude/orientation
determination algorithm were developed in ([74]-[60]) based on the UKF instead of thr
traditional KF or thr EKF, since the UKF is thought by many to be more accurate and
less time complexity ([39], [75]).
This chapter aims to develop an accurate 3-D torch orientation measurement scheme which
can be conveniently used in a real manual arc welding process or a welder training system.
Based on a miniature IMU, the proposed scheme consists of a quaternion based UKF and
an auto-nulling algorithm. The UKF is designed to estimate the 3-D orientation with the
rotation quaternion included in its state vector. The innovative auto-nulling algorithm captures and compensates the gyro drift based on the gyro’s own output, unlike the most other
drift compensation algorithms which require extra information from an accelerometer. The
proposed UKF incorporated with the auto-nulling algorithm provides a complete 3-D estimation with a reasonable accuracy, without the aiding of a magnetometer- a feature which
is lacking in most orientation filter the authors are aware of. Moreover, the detection of
human welders’ torch manipulation is the foundation of studying their experienced behavior
during the arc welding process which has been extensively studied by the authors ([146],
[153],[154], [155]).

5.2

Representation of Torch Orientation

As shown in our proposed mobile sensing system in Figure 3.1, a torch for the GTAW process
with the attached IMU is illustrated in Figure. 5.3. The IMU is mounted rigidly at the tail of
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Figure 5.3: The illustration of torch and IMU which is rigidly amounted on the torch handle
by a hard plastic fixture. t (XY Z) and s (XY Z) denote the 3-D Cartesian coordinate system
for the torch and the WIMU, respectively.
the torch using a plastic fixture. The 3-D Cartesian coordinate frame, denoted as s (XY Z),
in the IMU is its internal frame. It is worthy noting that during the assembly process, the
torch was first hold still such that its handle was perpendicular to the gravitation direction,
with aiding from external calibration tools, such as a gravimeter; the IMU was installed
such that the gravitational acceleration direction coincided with the s Z axis. The coordinate
frame t (XY Z) is the internal frame for the torch. It is defined in the following manner: axis
t Z coincides with the torch head direction, axis t X coincides with axiss X. By doing this,
frame t (XY Z) can be obtained by rotating frame s (XY Z) around s X axis for an angle,
denoted as θst .
The orientation of the torch is determined when the axis orientation of the coordinate frame
t (XY Z) is obtained with respect to an absolute 3-D Cartesian coordinate frame, denoted
as frame E (XY Z). The negative direction of axis E Z is defined in coincidence with the local
gravitational direction. The directions of the other two axes depend on the specific welding
applications.
The torch orientation is presented by a quaternion denoted as sE q̃, where the sign˜denotes
a unit quaternion q̃ = [q0 , q1 , q2 , q3 ], i.e.,1
q
kq̃k = q02 + q12 + q22 + q32 = 1

(5.1)

where q0 is the scalar part and [q1 , q2 , q3 ] is the vectorial part of the quaternion.
The tri-axial gyroscope in the IMU measures the angular velocity of frame s (XY Z) relative
to frame E (XY Z). The measurement (in rad/s) can be denoted by a 1-by-3 row vector
1

For the quaternion denotation, a leading subscript denotes the reference frame and a leading superscript
indicates the frame being described.
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shown in Equation. 5.2.
s

ω = [ωx , ωy , ωz ]

(5.2)

The quaternion at instant k + 1 can be presented using the quaternion at k instant, angular
measurement (s ωk ), and the time interval denoted by Ts [31]:
Ts
ωk )
(5.3)
2
where ⊗ is the quaternion product, which is defined in Equation. 5.4. exp(·) denotes the
quaternion exponential, which is defined in Equation. 5.5, where a = [a1 a2 a3 a4 ] and
b = [b1 b2 b3 b4 ].
s
E q̃k+1

=sE q̃k ⊗ exp(

T
a1 b1 − a2 b2 − a3 b3 − a4 b4
 a1 b2 + a2 b1 + a3 b4 − a4 b3 

a⊗b=
 a1 b3 − a2 b4 + a3 b1 + a4 b2 
a1 b4 + a2 b3 − a3 b2 + a4 b1


exp(v) , [cos(kvk),

v
sin(kvk))]
kvk

where v presents a 1-by-3 row vector. The torch orientation,
Equation. 5.6.
t
E q̃

5.3

(5.4)

=sE q̃ ⊗ exp([θst , 0, 0])

(5.5)
t q̃,
E

can be calculated by

(5.6)

Sensor Modeling

The gyroscope and the accelerometer in the IMU measure the angular velocity and the
acceleration of the sensor, respectively. Besides the true values,s ωtrue and s atrue , there are
several main error sources affecting the IMU measurement including the bias, scale-factor
instability, non-orthogonality of axes and the measurement noise. To this regard, the IMU
measurements are expressed in Equation. 5.7 and Equation. 5.8.
s

ω = Sω s ωtrue + Tω s ωtrue + bω + vω

(5.7)

s

(5.8)

a = Sa s atrue + Ta s atrue + ba + va

where Sω and Sa are the scale-factor matrices; Tω and Ta are the non-orthogonality factor
matrices; bω and ba are the bias; and vω and va are the measurement noises. Please note
this is a simplified sensor model. Some minor error sources are not considered, such as the
cross-sensitivity and gravity-sensitivity.
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Measurement noises vω and va are normally considered as uncorrelated white Gaussian
noises, with a null mean and 3-by-3 covariance matricesR σω2 I3×3 and R σa2 I3×3 , respectively.
The covariance matrix of sensor model R is

R=

R σ2 I
ω 3×3

0

0
R σ2I
a 3×3


(5.9)

The true acceleration measurement includes two components: the sensor acceleration and
the gravitation acceleration, as expressed by Equation. 5.10.
s

atrue =s asensor +s g

(5.10)

where s g is the gravitational acceleration in the sensor frame, which can be obtained using
Equation. 5.11.
s

g = sE q̃ ⊗ [0, E g] ⊗ sE q̃ ∗

(5.11)

The torch should be moved smoothly along the weld bead with unnoticeable acceleration
or deceleration throughout an arc welding process, given that the skilled welder is well
motivated. Thereby, s asensor is insignificant compared with the gravitation acceleration
and thus considered as a disturbance in our application. Henceforth, Equation. 5.10 can
be expressed by Equation. 5.12.
s

ãtrue ∼
= s g̃

(5.12)

Using normalized gravity can eliminate the measurement error caused by localized gravity
differences.
The bias and the scale factors, in Equation. 5.7 and Equation. 5.8, depend on the sensors’ imperfections and the working field. The typical gyro bias is 0.017 − 0.17 rad/h and
acceleration bias is about 100 − 1000 µg for tactical grade [93]. In particular, the ambient
temperature significantly affects the gyro’s bias. In this study, the IMU is employed near
the welding arc which is a strong heat source. Hence, the gyro bias might not be constant
throughout an arc welding process. To this regard, an auto-nulling algorithm is proposed to
compensate the gyro’s drift in-line to guard the effect of the drift variation over temperature
to the estimation accuracy.
The influence of temperature on the accelerometer’s bias is much less intense. The in-line
calibration of an accelerometer usually requires the accelerometer remaining in a static or
quasi-static condition for several different orientations [125]. However, in our application,
the torch should be hold for one certain orientation, as shown in Figure. 5.1 and Figure.
5.2, throughout an arc welding process. Therefore, there will not be enough orientations
for the in-line calibration. In this study, the accelerometer bias is assumed to be constant,
and can be compensated by the calibration before use [45].
The scale factor drifts of IMU are known to affect the measurement accuracy to a much
less extent than the bias drifts. The drift variation over temperature is also negligible [2].
Therefore, the scale factors can be considered subjected to small variations around their
average values throughout the welding process. Their nominal values can be determined
through the sensor calibration before using [45].
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5.4

Auto-nulling Algorithm

The capture of the gyro drift usually requires keeping the gyro sensor from rotation. The
basic principle is called zero attitude update (ZAU), also referred as auto-nulling, i.e., when
no rotation occurs to the gyro sensor, its output can be considered as the drift caused by the
bias and other error sources. The drift can be then periodically captured and compensated.
A ZAU algorithm was proposed in [12] to detect human walk pace. The static status (i.e.
no rotation) of the gyro sensor was detected by an accelerometer. However, that ZAU
algorithm is only valid in two dimension applications since the accelerometer cannot detect
the gyro’s rotation in the gravitational direction. In [105], the authors compensated the
gyro drift using an off-line ZAU algorithm in a gait pace detection application. The starting
and ending time of a gait period were required before the gyro data recorded within the
period was processed. Effective drift estimation was also accomplished by using an extra
Kalman filter [54]. Yet, introducing an additional Kalman filter to estimate the gyro drift
in our application is not computation efficient. Thereby, a new auto-nulling algorithm is
proposed in this study in which the static status is detected using information from gyro’s
own output.
The mean and deviation of the gyro’s output obtained in a small time interval when the
IMU is set still can be used to determine the static status. The two variables are defined
by

µs =

M
X

s

ωk /M

(5.13)

k=1

and

s

PM

k=1 (

σs =

sω
k

− µs ) ∗ (s ωk − µs )0
M

(5.14)

where M is the number of samples. To record the data for calculating µs and σs , a static
state experiment was conducted where the IMU was set still in a room temperature (about
23◦ C). Before recording valid gyro data, the IMU was allowed to power up for a few minutes
till it reached a thermal stability.
For an arbitrary angular velocity s ωi recorded by the gyro sensor, the corresponding mean
and deviation are defined in Equation. 5.15 and Equation. 5.16

µ(i) =

i
X

s

ωk /N

(5.15)

k=i−N

s
σ(i) =

Pi

k=i−N

(s ωk − µ(i)) ∗ (s ωk − µ(i))0
N

(5.16)

where i > N , and N is the sampling number gathered in a small interval Tau right before
s ω is recorded. In this study, T
i
au = 1 s.
If the mean and the deviation of the gyro output within the interval Tau are close to µs and
σs , then the torch/IMU is considered in the static state. According to the ZAU principle,
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the mean value, µ(i), can be thus thought as a drift. In our application, the possible ambient
temperature variation caused by the welding arc should be in a comparatively low rate due
to the thermal latency. Therefore, the gyro data in the time vicinity of the static interval
can be compensated using the drift obtained in the stationary interval. If the IMU is in a
dynamic period (µ(i) or σ(i) are much larger than µs and σs ), then compensation can be
accomplished by the mean value from the nearest static interval.
Furthermore, the drift of a gyro sensor is sensitive to temperature as discussed in the
last section. Thereby, two thermal coefficients are included in the auto-nulling algorithm,
ρµ and ρσ , accounting for the temperature difference between the environment where the
torch/IMU is using and the one where static experiment are conducted. For the simulations in section 5.6, they were set 1 since the temperature at which the static experiment
were conducted was about the same that the simulations were conducted. In the welding
experiments, they were pre-set and given reasonable values based on estimation results. In
practical applications, the two coefficients can be empirically chosen.
Hence, if there exist
µ(i)2 ≤ ρµ µ2s

and

σ(i) ≤ ρσ σs

(5.17)

then torch/IMU is considered in stationary state, and µ(i) is referred as a valid drift.
Thereby, the proposed auto-nulling algorithm can be expressed by

s

 ωi − µ s
s
ωi = s ωi − µ(i)

s
ωi − µ(ξ)

i≤N
WIMU is static, i > N
WIMU is dynamic, i > N

(5.18)

where µ(ξ) is the nearest valid drift for s ωi , ξ < i.
Using the proposed auto-nulling algorithm, no data is required from some external sensors
in order to compensate the effect of drift to the orientation estimation. The effectiveness of
the algorithm will be evaluated in latter sections.

5.5

Unscent Kalman Filter (UKF) design

The state vector of the proposed UKF is composed of the torch orientation quaternion and
the angular velocity.
xk = [sE q̃k , s ωk ]
(5.19)
Using the state vector, the sensor model (Equation. 5.7 and Equation. 5.8) can be rewritten
as shown in Equation. 5.20.
zk+1 = h(xk , vk )

(5.20)

where zk+1 = [s ωk+1 ,s ak+1 ], and vk = [vω , va ].
The process model represented by the state vector is
xk+1 = f (xk , wk ) = [sE q̃k ⊗ exp(ωk ) ⊗ exp(wq ), s ωk + wω ]
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(5.21)

where wk = [wq , wω ] is the process noise with a covariance matrix denoted as Qk , exp(ωk )
is the increment of rotation in k th sampling period, and exp(wq ) is the process uncertainty
caused by wq which is the quaternion component of the process noise.
In this study, the angular velocity is expected to be fairly small, since the torch is required
to be maintained in a recommended orientation with small adjustments for possible disturbances. Thereby, the angular velocity can be modeled as a random walk in the process
model.
Because of the nonlinear nature of the process model (Equation. 5.21) and the sensor model,
the UKF approach is applied [39]. For the sake of readers’ convenience, the UKF algorithm
are summarized below.
Given the estimated state vector x̂k−1 and its covariance Pk−1 at instant k − 1, an auxiliary
vector set {ψi } is defened by Equation. 5.22.

p

(n + λ) · (Pk−1 + Q)
i
p
ψi =
−
(n + λ) · (Pk−1 + Q)
where

p

(n + λ) · (Pk−1 + Q)


i

i = 1, . . . , n
(i−n)

i = n + 1, . . . , 2n

(5.22)

is the ith row of the matrix square root, and λ = α2 (n +

κ) − n in which α and κ are two scaling parameters. A subtle detail worthy noting is that
the dimension of covariance Pk−1 is 6-by-6, since the degree of freedom (DOF) of the state
vector is 6 (unit quaternion constraint reduces one DOF). Therefore, ψi ’s are 1-by-6 vectors.
UKF addresses the approximation of a nonlinear system by using a minimal set of sample
points, i.e., sigma points, to capture the mean and covariance estimate. The sigma points
set {(χk−1 )i } is defined by
(χk−1 )i = x̂k−1 = [sE q̃ˆk−1 , s ω̂k−1 ]

(5.23)

(χk−1 )i = x̂k−1 + ψi = [sE q̃ˆk−1 ⊗ exp(ψi|q ), s ω̂k−1 + ψi|ω ]

(5.24)

as i = 0, and

when i = 1, . . . , 2n, and ψi = [ψi|q , ψi|ω ] in which ψi|q is the first three elements of ψi
corresponding to the quaternion part, and ψi|ω relates to the angular velocity. The length
of state vector x̂k−1 is 7 while ψi is a 6-element vector. Thereby, Equation. 5.24 performs a
vector to quaternion conversion for ψi|q using the quaternion exponential in Equation. 5.5.
After the sigma points {(χk−1 )i } are obtained, the process model is used to project each
point ahead in time. The propagation results are shown in Equation. 5.25, and a priori
state estimate is thus obtained in Equation. 5.26.
(χk )i = f ((χk−1 )i , 0, 0)

x̂−
k

=

2n
X

(m)

Wi

i=0
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for i = 0, . . . , 2n

(5.25)

(χk )i

(5.26)

(m)

where weights Wi

are defined by
(
λ/(n + λ)
i=0
=
λ/(2(n + λ)) i = 1, . . . , 2n

(m)
Wi

(5.27)

The covariance of (χk )i is
Pk−

=

2n
X

(c)

−
T
Wi [(χk )i − x̂−
k ] [(χk )i − x̂k ]

(5.28)

i=0
(c)

where weights Wi are defined in Equation. 5.29, β is a scaling parameter used to incorporate prior knowledge about the distribution of state vector x. It should be noted that
Pk− is a 6-by-6 matrix, while (χk )i and x̂−
k are 7-element vectors. Thereby, a conversion
is performed to the right side of the equation to transform the quaternion parts into 3element rotation vectors [74]. This quaternion-to-rotation conversion is a reverse procedure
of Equation. 5.5.
(c)
Wi

(
λ/(n + λ) + (1 − α2 + β)
=
λ/(2(n + λ))

i=0
i = 1, . . . , 2n

(5.29)

The results for the projected set {(χk )i } in the sensor model are expressed by
(yk )i = h((χk )i , 0, 0)

for i = 0, . . . , 2n

(5.30)

The measurement estimate can thus be defined in Equation. 5.31.

ẑk−

=

2n
X

(m)

Wi

(yk )i

(5.31)

i=0

The a posteriori state estimate is computed using
−
x̂k = x̂−
k + Kk (zk − ẑk )

(5.32)

where zk is the measurement vector from WIMU, and Kk is the Kalman gain which is
defined by
Kk = Px̂k ẑk Pẑ−1
k ẑk

(5.33)

The cross correlation matrix Px̂k ẑk and measurement estimate covariance Pẑk ẑk are expressed
in Equation. 5.34 and Equation. 5.35, respectively.

Px̂k ẑk =

2n
X

(c)

−
T
Wi [(χk )i − x̂−
k ] [(yk )i − ẑk ]

(5.34)

(c)

(5.35)

i=0

Pẑk ẑk =

2n
X

Wi [(yk )i − ẑk− ]T [(yk )i − ẑk− ] + R

i=0
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A quaternion-to-rotation conversion is performed to the term in the second bracket of
Equation. 5.34, to ensure a valid cross correlation matrix. The estimated state covariance
is updated at instant k by
Pk = Pk− − Kk Pẑk ẑk KkT

(5.36)

For a successful UKF performance, the following parameters required to be determined first:
Qk , R, α, β, κ. Scaling parameters α, β, κ are empirically pre-set and given reasonable
values based on filter tests results. R σω2 I3×3 and R σa2 I3×3 account for the spectral density
of the sensor signal while the sensor is lying still.
Process noise covariance Qk can be determined by
Z

Ts

0

Φ(τ )Q ΦT (τ )dτ

Qk = Φs

(5.37)

0

where Φs is a scaling parameter, Φ(τ ) is an approximation to the fundamental matrix
0
calculated by taking the Taylor-series expansion of the system dynamic matrix, and Q is
0
the continuous process noise matrix [142]. The covariance matrix Q is expressed by
0

Q =



Σq 0
0 Σω


(5.38)

where Σq = Q σq2 I3×3 and Σω = Q σω2 I3×3 are the covariance matrix of the quaternion
part and angular velocity part of the process noise, respectively, which are assumed to be
uncorrelated, zero-mean white noise.

5.6
5.6.1

Verifications Simulation and Experiments
Experimental equipment

The orientation estimation scheme was tested using the IMU illustrated in Figure. 5.3.
Raw data was recorded, transmitted to a desktop, and processed by the proposed scheme.
A welding robot (Universal Robot UR 5) was used to provide reference measurements of
the torch orientation. To do so, either the torch (in welding experiments) or the IMU (in
simulations) was rigidly amounted on the robot tool center, the center of the plane on the
robot forearm [101]. The orientation of the tool center was calculated by the imported
accompanying software using the feedback from the robot. The obtained reference orientation was filtered by a second-order low-pass Butterworth filter (cut-off frequency: 15 Hz).
Initial calibration was conducted to determine the quaternion for converting the tool center
orientation to the torch/IMU orientation. The performance of the proposed scheme was
evaluated by comparing with the reference measurements.
The accuracy of the reference orientation delivered by the welding robots depends on the
accuracy of the orientation measurement of the robot tool center and on the robot-IMU
orientation calibration. The orientation measurement error of the robot can be estimated
using the data supplied by the robot manufacturer [101]. The repeatability of the robot
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is ±0.1 mm. The robot’s shortest forearm around which the robot tool center rotates is
about 89 mm. Hence, its maximum orientation error is about 0.06◦ , which is acceptable as
a measurement reference.

5.6.2

Simulations procedure

A reference 3-D Cartesian coordinate frame E (XY Z) was defined to justify valid orientation
measurements: the z-axis has been defined in section 5.2; x-axis and y-axis were arbitrarily
defined by the right hand rule. The IMU was amounted on the robot tool center such that
its internal coordinate frame s (XY Z) was identical to frame E (XY Z) at the initial position.
To simulate human hand’s behaviors, the welding robot was set in the teaching mode such
that the robot tool center could be rotated manually and smoothly around the three axes
of its internal frame. Four data sets were constructed in simulations denoted by Dis , where
i = 1, 2, 3, 4. To evaluate the performance of the proposed scheme in the three dimensions
separately, the IMU was rotated around one axis in each simulation by the leading author.
Hence, for D1s to D3s , the robot tool center (and the IMU) was rotated around the x-axis,
y-axis, and z-axis, respectively. The rotation sequence in the three data sets is identical, i.e.,
first rotate 90 degrees 2 , back to initial position, then rotate −30 degrees, and back to initial
position again. In each stage (at 90 degrees, −30 degrees and the initial positions), the robot
tool center stayed still for a few seconds. It should be noted that the stationary phases might
not exactly to be 90, −30 or 0 degrees since the robot tool center was manually rotated
by the leading author. Yet, it does not affect the simulation procedure, or the estimation
accuracy.
For D4s , the robot tool center was rotated around the three axes altogether with the aforementioned rotation sequence. The robot tool center was thought to be much steadier than
s
a human hand due to human’s inherent neuro latency. To this regard, data set D4+n
was
further artificially constructed by introducing two random Gaussian noises into the gyro
and acceleration data in D4s , respectively, in order to simulate the unsteadiness of a human
hand. The variances of the noises for gyro and acceleration data in D4s were 5e−2 and 5e−1 .
Two UKF implementations were studied, henceforth called Method A, B. Method A incorporated the auto-nulling algorithm, while Method B did not. Besides, two additional
trapezoidal numerical integration methods were included as comparison: Method C adopted the auto-nulling algorithm, while Method D did not. Four methods were tested at three
different sampling rates: 256 Hz, 128 Hz, and 51.2 Hz. Six repeated tests were conducted
for each condition including both methods and sampling rates.
The performance metric adopted in this study is the root-mean-square error (RMSEθ ) of
the orientation in degree, which is defined by
v
u n−1
u1 X
RMSEθ = t
(4θk )2
n

(5.39)

k=0

2

The positive direction indicates a clockwise rotation as viewing from the negative to the positive direction
of one axis.
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where n is the sample number of the data set being evaluated.
4θk =

2 ∗ 180
arccos((qtk ⊗ qe∗k )0 )
π

(5.40)

where qtk and qek are the truth-reference and estimated quaternion. Besides RMSEθ , RMSEs of rotated Euler angles in three axes were also adopted, denoted by RMSEx , MRSEy
and RMSEz , respectively.

5.6.3

Experimental Validation

Two data sets of torch orientation used in this section, denoted by D1e and D2e , were obtained from welding experiments. Data set D1e was collected from the GTAW experiments
containing four types of welding fit-ups sequentially corresponding to the configurations in
Figure. 5.1, and data set D2e was obtained from the GMAW experiments including the
e
e
and D2+n
were
welding types as shown in Figure. 5.2. Further, two more data sets D1+n
artificially constructed by introducing the same noises mentioned in last section into D1e
and D2e , respectively. The tested method was Method A which was the contest winner in
the simulation trials. Six repeated trials were conducted for each welding type.
To construct the data sets, the IMU attached torch (as shown Figure. 5.3) was mounted
on the tool center of the welding robot which was set in the teaching mode. The leading
author (novice welder) was asked to hold the robot forearm and perform the aforementioned
experiments. Each welding types lasted about 30 seconds. The welder took a break and set
the torch to the initial posture between every two welding trials. The welding conditions for
the GTAW experiments are listed in Table 5.1. No filler metal was used in the experiments.
For the GMAW experiments, not only the torch orientations were required to maintain, but
the specific torch swing patterns needed to be followed. In the experiments, the arc did not
start due to the limited welding skill of the leading author, i.e., the torch was firmly hold
above and smoothly dragged along the weld beam without the arc being established. The
experimental data was transmitted to a host desktop, and processed off-line using Matlab
R2011.
Table 5.1: Major Welding Conditions For the GTAW Experiments
Welding Parameter
Conditions
Welding Current (A)
60
Welding Speed [mm/s]
1 ∼ 2 (varied by the welder)
Tungsten Tip-To-Work Distance (mm) 2 ∼ 5 (varied by the welder)
Electrode Extension (mm)
3
Electrode Type
EWCe-2
Electrode Diameter (mm)
2.38
◦
Electrode Tip Geometry [ ]
30
Shielding Gas
Argon 100%
Flow rate of Shielding Gas [L/min]
11.8
Material
2 mm thick 304L sheet
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A reference 3-D Cartesian coordinate frame E’ (XY Z) was defined for the experimental data.
The negative direction of E’ Z coincided with the gravitational direction. The positive direction of E’ Y was the welding direction along the weld seam. Axis E’ X was then determined
using the right hand rule. In the experiments, the spatial relation between the torch and
the robot was carefully calibrated. In the initial posture, the torch head was set such that
directions of the axis in E’ (XY Z) coincide with those in t (XY Z), respectively.

5.7
5.7.1

Results and discussion
Results

Simulation results
The initial parameters for the UKF is listed in Table 5.2. The mean and standard deviation
of the gyro’s output when the IMU is stationary in the room temperature ambient, µs and
σs , were measured using Equation. 5.41 and Equation. 5.42. The coefficient ρµ , and ρσ
were chosen to be 1.0 when conducting the simulations.
Table 5.2: Initializations of
Qσ
q
Method A 0.18
Method B 0.27

the UKF parameters for
Qσ
Rσ
Rσ
α
ω
ω
a
0.08 0.5
0.2 1.4
0.18 1.2
0.4 1.0

Method A and B
β
κ
1.0
0
0
3.0

µs = [8.50e−3

1.56e−2

4.70e−3 ]

(5.41)

σs = [1.18e−4

1.47e−4

9.87e−5 ]

(5.42)

The statistics of the resultant estimation RMSEθ are listed in Table 5.3. In the table, the
estimation performance of the proposed algorithm (Method A) is compared with the other
three counterpart algorithms by the mean and the standard deviation of the RMSEθ .
The results of the orientation estimation for the three individual axes (RMSEs [◦ ]) are
presented in Table 5.4. The evaluated data sets are D1s , D2s and D3s , respectively.
Figures 5.4-5.5 show the time functions of the Euler angles as they were measured in the
simulation trials, and the reference measurements were from the welding robot. In particular, Figure. 5.4 shows the estimation of the orientation in x-axis, y-axis and z-axis
using data set D1s , D2s and D3s , respectively. The 3-D orientation estimation is presented
in Figure. 5.5 obtained using the four algorithms with data set D4s . Figure. 5.6 shows the
quaternion time functions obtained by the proposed algorithm, i.e., Method A, using the
data set corresponding to Figure. 5.5. It should be noted each of the figures only shows
one of the estimation result of the six trials for the corresponding simulation conditions.
Table 5.3 and Table 5.4 show the estimation results of slow torch movement, in which the
angular rate is about 3◦ /s. The orientation estimation results for the angular rate larger
than 5◦ /s of the torch movement are presented in Table 5.5.
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Table 5.3: Orientation estimation (RMSEθ ), in the form of mean± standard deviation,
obtained by the different estimation methods in the course of the monte carlo performance
trials. Additional distance of gyro and acceleration were artificially introduced in data set
s
D4+n
s
D1s
D2s
D3s
D4s
D4+n
fs = 256 Hz
A
0.53 ± 0.11
0.47 ± 0.14
0.91 ± 0.20
0.98 ± 0.25
1.35 ± 0.34
B
2.56 ± 0.17
2.74 ± 0.55
1.50 ± 0.48
2.67 ± 0.41
3.02 ± 0.58
C
4.91 ± 0.54
5.11 ± 1.36
6.43 ± 0.81
7.48 ± 0.67
7.85 ± 0.98
D
25.97 ± 2.58 19.18 ± 1.57 21.72 ± 2.27 30.14 ± 3.49 32.56 ± 3.98
fs = 128 Hz
A
0.50 ± 0.13
0.40 ± 0.16
0.94 ± 0.29
1.01 ± 0.20
1.28 ± 0.32
B
3.52 ± 0.93
2.97 ± 0.73
2.25 ± 0.47
2.21 ± 0.35
2.45 ± 0.47
C
5.27 ± 1.18
6.12 ± 1.57
5.73 ± 0.36
7.14 ± 0.58
8.01 ± 0.79
D
28.39 ± 5.17 23.59 ± 4.18 29.42 ± 1.31 31.30 ± 4.78 41.44 ± 5.36
fs = 51.2 Hz
A
0.67 ± 0.03
0.52 ± 0.08
1.57 ± 0.32
2.59 ± 0.24
2.81 ± 0.22
B
2.21 ± 0.28
3.74 ± 0.42
3.17 ± 0.52
3.75 ± 0.27
4.11 ± 0.31
C
5.45 ± 1.71
7.94 ± 3.84
8.49 ± 3.67
9.42 ± 3.65
9.84 ± 4.22
D
19.64 ± 3.82 18.12 ± 2.57 23.44 ± 5.12 25.14 ± 4.25 27.51 ± 4.44

Table 5.4: Orientation estimation (RMSEs (◦ )), in the form of mean± standard deviation, obtained by the different estimation methods in course of six repeated trials for each
simulation.
D1s
D2s
D3s
fs = 256 Hz
RMSEx
RMSEy
RMSEz
A
0.23 ± 0.01
0.16 ± 0.01
0.49 ± 0.04
B
0.26 ± 0.05
0.46 ± 0.29
1.14 ± 0.37
C
4.77 ± 0.58
4.60 ± 1.25
4.97 ± 0.71
D
12.86 ± 2.55 10.62 ± 1.30 13.42 ± 2.10
fs = 128 Hz
A
0.32 ± 0.02
0.25 ± 0.02
0.76 ± 0.14
B
0.34 ± 0.02
0.70 ± 0.03
1.72 ± 0.31
C
4.69 ± 0.69
4.34 ± 0.94
5.16 ± 0.23
D
15.39 ± 2.58 10.86 ± 2.46 20.34 ± 1.51
fs = 51.2 Hz
A
0.60 ± 0.02
0.46 ± 0.05
0.81 ± 0.18
B
0.62 ± 0.02
0.49 ± 0.05
2.24 ± 0.41
C
4.99 ± 1.39
6.68 ± 3.21
7.16 ± 2.33
D
10.97 ± 8.22 9.95 ± 1.64 24.79 ± 3.10
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Figure 5.4: Estimated and reference orientation (in Euler angle) at sampling rate of fs = 128
Hz for A) x-axis using data set D1s . B) y-axis using data set D2s , and C) z-axis using data
set D3s .
Experimental results
One can find from the simulation results that the proposed algorithm (Method A) produce
the best performance. The sampling rate chosen to conduct the experiments is 128 Hz
since it is the best trade-off between estimation accuracy and computation load. Table
5.6 shows the mean and standard deviation of the estimation RMSEθ obtained from the
aforementioned experiments consisting of the two welding processes (GTAW and GMAW),
each of which includes the four welding fit-ups. Since the welding experiments last only
about 40 seconds on average, the ambient temperature is not significantly changed compared
with that when the IMU were tested for the static drift. Therefore, thermal coefficient
ρµ and ρσ were tuned in the range between 1.2 to 2.1 (they were set 1.0 in the GMAW
experiments).
Figures 5.7-5.10 show the typical orientation estimation results in Euler angles. In particular, Figure. 5.7 shows the estimation results in one GTAW process with lap joint,
corresponding the welding process shown in Figure. 5.1b. The initial posture of the torch
should be 0◦ in all the three axes. According to the related welding type (Figure. 5.1b), the
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Figure 5.5: RMSEs of orientation in Euler angle at sample rate of fs = 51.2 Hz for A)
RMSEx , B) RMSEy , and C) RMSEz using data set D4s .

Figure 5.6: The obtained unit-norm quaternion of rotation from data set D4s using Method
A at sampling rate fs = 51.2 Hz. The quaternion components are dimensionless.
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Table 5.5: Dynamic Orientation estimation [RMSEθ ](◦ ), in the form of mean± standard
deviation, obtained by Method A. The angular rate is larger than 5◦
fs = 51.2
fs = 128
fs = 256
D1s
1.40 ± 0.06 0.89 ± 0.18 0.61 ± 0.08
D2s
1.74 ± 0.07 0.91 ± 0.19 0.54 ± 0.11
D3s
1.89 ± 0.28 1.25 ± 0.35 1.10 ± 0.38
s
D4
3.28 ± 0.29 1.62 ± 0.35 1.25 ± 0.26
s
D4+n
3.56 ± 0.45 1.94 ± 0.41 1.55 ± 0.35
welder is expected to maintain the 3-D orientation of torch at [20◦ , −20◦ , CR], where CR
denotes ’custom-related’, i.e., the orientation in that particular axis depends on the welder’s
individual operation custom. One can find in Figure. 5.7, the torch orientation deviated
about 5◦ from the recommended torch posture as shown in Figure. 5.1b. This is normal
since the welder, i.e., the leading author, is a novice welder who has not mastered the torch
manipulation yet. The welding processes from which the results shown in Figure. 5.8- 5.10
are illustrated in Figure. 5.2a-5.2c, respectively. The recommended torch postures for the
three welding types are [10◦ ∼ 20◦ , −45◦ , CR], [80◦ , 0◦ , 0◦ ], and [100◦ , 0◦ , 0◦ ], respectively. Similarly, the orientation deviations from the corresponding recommendations are
observed in the resultant figures. Nevertheless, those deviations don’t affect the estimation
accuracy of the proposed algorithm.
Table 5.6: Orientation estimation [RMSEθ ](◦ ), produced by different data sets using Method
A with a sampling rate fs = 128 Hz. The four types of welding account for those in
e
e
Figure.5.1 (for data set D1e and D1+n
) , and in Figure. 5.2(for data set D2e and D2+n
).
Type A
Type B
Type C
Type D
D1e
2.59 ± 0.37 3.10 ± 0.44 2.67 ± 0.46 2.78 ± 0.42
D2e
2.37 ± 0.42 2.11 ± 0.59 2.14 ± 0.35 3.40 ± 0.54
e
D1+n 3.74 ± 0.51 3.46 ± 0.45 3.44 ± 0.45 3.32 ± 0.48
e
D2+n
4.04 ± 0.31 3.57 ± 0.41 3.84 ± 0.39 3.62 ± 0.51

5.7.2

Discussion

In the proposed measurement, i.e., Method A, the auto-nulling algorithm is incorporated
in the effort to compensate the possible time-varying gyro drift during the simulations and
the welding experiments; while for the in-line self-calibration of the accelerometer, multiple
postures are required. However, the torch orientation is expected to be maintained to the
recommended postures throughout the welding experiments. There are thus no enough
postures in a single experiment for the accelerometer to conduct the calibration.
The UKF parameter initialization listed in Table 5.2 is found to work well after running an
extensive number of simulations, experiments, even in presence of the incorporated noises.
The IMU was calibrated well before use. In addition, the auto-nulling algorithm was also
incorporated in Method A to compensate the gyro drift. Hence the covariances of the
measurement noise and the process noise chosen for Method A are comparatively small;
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Figure 5.7: Orientation estimations in (A) x-axis, (B) y-axis and (C) z-axis, and D) the
unit-norm quaternion components in a GTAW experiment using the proposed estimation
algorithm, i.e., Method A. The used data set is D1e .The weld type is lap joint correspond
to Figure. 5.1b
while the covariances in Method B are selected larger than those in A due to the absence
of the auto-nulling algorithm. It is expected that increasing the process noise should be
able to compensate the disturbance of the inaccurate modeling and to improve the tracking
ability of the filter.
The results reported in Table 5.3 and Table 5.4 show that it is the combination of the
UKF and the auto-nulling algorithm to give the best performance. Results for the x-axis
and y-axis orientation estimations are comparable in accuracy. Yet, the z-axis estimation
shows comparatively poor accuracy. It is arguable that because the accelerometer cannot
provide the torch’s orientation information in z-axis, estimations in UKF solely relies on the
accuracy of the gyro outputs themselves. The performance is thus relatively poor without
aiding from the acceleration data. Another interesting observation can be found in Table
5.4 by comparing the performance of Method A and Method B: the RMSEx ’s and RMSEy ’s
yielded by the two methods are comparable, yet, the corresponding RMSEθ obtained using
Method A is significantly smaller. One can conclude from this observation: 1) the main
source of RMSEθ is from the estimation for the z-axis (heading); 2) significant improvement
in estimation accuracy can be obtained as applying the proposed auto-nulling algorithm to
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Figure 5.8: Orientation estimations in (A) x-axis, (B) y-axis and (C) z-axis, and D) the
unit-norm quaternion components in a GMAW experiment using the proposed estimation
algorithm, i.e., Method A. The used data set is D2e .The weld type is horizontal vertical fillet
correspond to Figure. 5.2a
compensate the gyro drift.
The data from a magnetic sensor can be fused into the UKF to improve the estimation
accuracy in z-axis. However, with the existence of the strong magnetic interference from
the welding machine and welding arc, the accuracy of the orientation estimation may not
be guaranteed. Thus, it might not be a good choice for applications in the welding fields.
Fortunately, even without an extra magnetic sensor, the 3-D estimation errors reported
in Table 5.3 and Table 5.6 are acceptable compared with state-of-art researches in other
academic communities ([135], [82], [104]). Further, only accelerometers and gyroscopes are
applied in the proposed method while other methods added magnetometers.
Degradations in estimation accuracy are observed in both Table 5.3 and Table 5.6 after
injecting the noises into the gyro data and acceleration data. The auto-nulling algorithm
should be able to compensate the noise in the gyro data. However, the contaminated
acceleration data contains both gravitation and the fake acceleration induced by the injected
noise, while the acceleration of the IMU is considered as a disturbance in the sensor model
(Equation. 5.8). The sensor model thus tends to be inaccurate with the existence of the
acceleration, and that leads to a degraded orientation estimation. Similar results can be
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Figure 5.9: Orientation estimations in (A) x-axis, (B) y-axis and (C) z-axis, and D) the
unit-norm quaternion components in one GMAW experiment using the proposed estimation
algorithm, i.e., Method A. The used data set is D2e .The weld type is vertical up root pass
correspond to Figure. 5.2b
found in Table 5.5. As the torch movement become faster, the accelerometer is more likely to
detect the acceleration of the torch’s movement. The estimation accuracy is thus degraded.
Within the limits of our analysis, increasing the sampling rate does improve the estimation
accuracy, but its effect is not prominent. Unlike the EKF which usually requires a high sampling rate to avoid the possible filter instability, UKF has no such stability issue. Increasing
sampling rate is a hug computation and energy assumption burden for the battery-powered
IMU. Thereby, sampling rate was set at 128 Hz in the welding experiments.
One can found that some of the recommended torch orientations do not require specifications
for the z-axis posture, such as those for the welding types in Figure. 5.1. It is because the
torch posture in z-axis does not necessarily relate to weld quality in some welding processes.
On the other hand, a proper z-axis torch posture is recommended weld types likes those
shown in Figure. 5.2 in order to perform the qualified weld. Further, in the applications
as mentioned in Section ??, the total 3-D accurate orientation estimation might be highly
appreciated.
The effect of the torch’s swing motions to the torch orientation can be found by comparing
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Figure 5.10: Orientation estimations in (A) x-axis, (B) y-axis and (C) z-axis, and D) the
unit-norm quaternion components in a GMAW experiment using the proposed estimation
algorithm, i.e., Method A. The used data set is D2e .The weld type is vertical up root pass
correspond to Figure. 5.2c
Figure. 5.7 and Figure. 5.8-5.10: more ripples are observed in the torch orientation curves
as torch swing motions are augmented. Yet, in this study no extra errors are observed to
be yielded in the orientation estimation due to the swing motions.

5.8

Summary

An innovative measurement scheme for the 3-D welding torch orientation is developed in
this chapter which can be conveniently adapted into a manual arc welding process or a
welder training system. The proposed measurement scheme is composed of a quaternion
based UKF incorporated by an auto-nulling algorithm. The UKF aims for the estimation
of the 3-D welding torch orientation using a miniature WIMU endowed with a tri-axis gyro
and one tri-axis accelerometer. The auto-nulling algorithm serves as an in-line calibration
procedure to compensate the gyro drift, which has been verified to significantly improve
the estimation accuracy in three-dimensional, especially in the heading estimation. It has
been found that the proposed scheme is able to provide an accurate orientation estimation
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without aiding from an extra magnetometer. The accuracy of the estimation using the
proposed scheme has been validated by simulation and welding experiments. Statistics
show that the estimation error in welding experiments is in the order of 3◦ .
In the rest of the dissertation, the WIMU is incorporated along with the proposed UKF in a
manual welding process such that the welder’s torch manipulations can be recorded, studied
and modelled in relating to weld quality characters, such as the weld beam appearance and
the weld penetration depth.

Copyright c WeiJie Zhang, 2014.
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Chapter 6

Weld Pool Reconstruction Scheme
Accurate measurements of weld pool using proposed sensing system based on three prerequisites: 1) The qualified image of reflection pattern is captured; 2) and the reflection
pattern is successful extracted through image processing; 3) the spatial geometric relation
among the weld pool, torch and helmet is accurately estimated using the grid reflection
pattern, and the data obtained from the two IMUs, i.e., A1 and A2 , as shown in Figure.
3.1. The first two issues are addressed in Chapter 3, 4, respectively. In this chapter, the
third prerequisite, the spatial geometric relation of the sensing system, is addressed first.
The weld pool surface reconstruction algorithm is formulated and demonstrated by an example. More reconstruction experiments are designed, conducted and analyzed to further
verify the effectiveness and robustness of the proposed reconstruction algorithm.

6.1

Spatial Relations of the Sensing System

There are mainly four coordinate systems in the proposed sensing system (illustrated in
Figure. 3.1 ) as shown in Figure. 6.1. Although the dimension of a weld pool surface
is not subject to any coordinate systems, the weld pool in the moving coordinate system
((oxyz)|w ) might present a more direct perspective. Hence, coordinate system (oxyz)|w
is selected where the spatial relations are formulated and the reconstruction algorithm is
developed.
1. Transformation from universal coordinate system (oxyz)U to moving coordinate system (oxyz)w
An arbitrary point/vector in (oxyz)U can be transferred to (oxyz)w using a rotation matrix
x , g y , g z ] the orientation of
(RU →w ) and a translation matrix (TU →w ). Denote GA1 = [gA
A1 A1
1
IMU A1 , and θtn as the angle that the torch makes to the normal at the original of (oxyz)w ,
then the RU →w and TU →w can be written as:
z
RU →w = Rx (gA
− θtn )
1

(6.1)

z
TU →w = Tw→center Rx (−gA
− θtn )Tcenter→w
1

(6.2)
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Figure 6.1: Illustration of coordinate systems (CS) : Universal fixed CS ((oxyz)|U ), A1
internal CS ((oxyz)|A1 ), A2 internal CS ((oxyz)|A2 ), and weld pool moving CS ((oxyz)|w ).
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2. The position of L1 in (oxyz)w
The location of L1 , DL1 |w , can be calculated using Equation. 6.5
DL1 |w = DA1 |w − d1 ΨYA1 |w

(6.5)

where DA1 |w is the location of A1 in (oxyz)w , and ΨYA1 |w is the direction vector of axis
YA1 in (oxyz)w . They can be obtained using Equation. 6.6 and Equation. 6.7:
[ΨYA1 |w , 1] = [0, 1, 0, 1]R(GA1 )RU →w

(6.6)

DA1 |w = dtorch ΨZA1 |w

(6.7)

[ΨZA1 |w , 1] = [0, 0, 1, 1]R(GA1 )RU →w

(6.8)

where
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Given the position of L1 , the incident ray functions of the projection matrix pattern in
(oxyz)w are
[x, y, z] = DL1 |w + tΨpi,j |w

(6.9)

[Ψpi,j |w , 1] = [Ψpi,j |L1 , 1]Rx (π + θT L1 )R(GA1 )RU →w

(6.10)

where

in which Ψpi,j |L1 can be calculated using Equation. 3.24.
3. The location of A2 in (oxyz)w
In coordinate system (oxyz)w , the location of L2 is
DL2 |w = DA1 |w − d2 ΨYA1 |w

(6.11)

An auxiliary coordinate system (oxyz)L2 is generated in two steps: 1) move (oxyz)w to L2 ,
i.e., translate origin OA2 to L2 ; 2) rotate (oxyz)L2 around its three axes till the projection
vector ΨL2 |L2 =[0, 0, 1] with rotation matrix Rw→L2 . That are:
[0, 0, 1, 1] = [ΨL2 |w , 1]Rw→L2

(6.12)

[ΨL2 |w , 1] = [ΨL2 |initial , 1]R(GA1 )RU →w

(6.13)

z
Rw→L2 = Rx (gA
+ θtn )R(−GA1 )Rx (θT L2 )
1

(6.14)

where

xoy
Figure 6.2 illustrates the shield glass plane in coordinate system (oxyz)L2 . Plane Pshield
shows the interception pattern 2 if the shield glass plane is parallel with plane (xoy)L2 . The
laser lines f 0 h0 and g 0 i0 are parallel with yL2 -axis and xL2 -axis, respectively, and the center
point (e0 ) is in zL2 -axis.

The shield glass plane function in coordinate system (oxyz)L2 can be written as:
ΨPs |L2 ([x, y, z] − [0, 0, ze ])T = 0

(6.15)

where [0, 0, ze ] is the coordinate of point e in Figure. 6.2, ΨPs is the normal of the shield
glass plane, and
[ΨPs |L2 , 1] = [0, 1, 0, 1]R(GA2 )RU →w Rw→L2
In Equation. 6.15, only ze is the unknown variable.
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(6.16)

Figure 6.2: Illustration of the shield glass plane in the auxiliary coordinate system. Grid
patten is imaged in the plane.
Assuming the coordinate for point f in (oxyz)L2 is [0, yf , zf ], then the line function for
f OL2 is
[x, y, z] = tΨf |L2

(6.17)

Ψf |L2 = [0, sin(2θin2 ), cos(2θin2 )]

(6.18)

where

Using Equation. 6.15 and Equation. 6.17, point f ’s coordinate can be obtained which is
subject to variable ze :

[0, yf , zf ] =

ΨPs |L2 [0, 0, ze ]T
Ψf |L2
ΨPs |L2 Ψf |TL2

(6.19)

The grid pattern can be extracted through image processing during welding process. Hence,
the length of any line segments in P 0 shield , for instance, the line segment Lf e can be calculated which can be written:
k[0, yf , zf ] − [0, 0, ze ]k2 = Lf e
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(6.20)

then ze can be obtained from Equation. 6.20, which is the length of eOL2 , denoted as
deL2 . Since deL2 is not subject to any coordinate system, the distance from point e to L2
in (oxyz)w is deL2 .
The location of point e in (oxyz)w is
De |w = DL2 |w + deL2 ΨL2 |w

(6.21)

The coordinate of point e in (oxyz)A2 , De |A2 is obtained through image processing. The
position of A2 in (oxyz)w , DA2 |w , thus can be obtained by Equation. 6.22.
[DA2 |w , 0] = [De |w , 1] − [De |A2 , 1]R(GA2 )RU →w

(6.22)

Given the obtained position of A2 (DA2 |w = [dxA2 |w , dyA2 |w , dzA2 |w ]), the translation matrix
(TA2 →w ) and the rotation matrix (RA2 →w ) can thus be obtained to transfer an arbitrary
point from coordinate system (oxyz)A2 to (oxyz)w :


TA2 →w = 


1
0
0

0
1
0

0
0
1

dxA2 |w dyA2 |w dzA2 |w


0
0 

0 
1

RA2 →w = R(GA2 )RU →w

6.2
6.2.1

(6.23)

(6.24)

3D Weld Pool Surface Reconstruction
Modeling of 2D weld pool boundary

Before the 3D surface is reconstructed, the boundary of the weld pool should be determined
first. The model used to fit the boundary of the weld pool is from literature [157] and
demonstrated in Figure 6.3:
yr = ±axbr (1 − xr )

(6.25)

where xr = x/L,yr = y/L , and L is the length of the weld pool, which is the distance from
the head to the tail of the weld pool. The width of the weld pool can be calculated using
parameter a, b and L.


b
w = wr × L = 2aL
1+b

b 

1
1+b


(6.26)

It can be seen that the 2D parametric model of the weld pool boundary is a transcendental
equation in which normally only numerical or approximate solution exists. Hereby, when
solving the equation in real-time, reasonable ranges for the parameters are predefined. In
particular, since the moderate current and speed are applied in the experiments in this
study, the weld pool dimension should be in a medium size. Thus, the range for the length
of the weld pool is considered from 0 mm to 10 mm. The width’s range is from 0 mm to
12 mm.
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Figure 6.3: Illustration of the weld pool boundary model

6.2.2

3D weld pool reconstruction

The projection and reflection patterns are illustrated in Figure. 6.4. The projection laser
dots are specularly reflected by the weld pool surface, and imaged on the helmet shield glass.
To this end, the weld pool reconstruction is to find the positions, i.e., the 3D coordinates,
of the projection dots on the surface where the specular reflection law holds, i.e., 1) The
incident ray, the reflected ray and the normal to the reflection surface at the point of the
incidence lie in the same plane; 2) The angle which the incident ray makes with the normal
is equal to the angle which the reflected ray makes to the same normal; 3) The reflected
ray and the incident ray are on the opposite sides of the normal.

Figure 6.4: Illustration of the projection and reflection dot matrix patterns
(0)

Considering the work piece surface as the initial estimation of the weld pool surface sw , the
(0)
projection laser dots, Dpi,j |w are the intersection points of the projection rays (Equation.
6.9) and the pipe function (Equation. 6.27).
2
(zw + Lp )2 + yw
= L2p
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(6.27)

Dp(0)
| = DL1 |w + t(0) Ψpi,j |w
i,j w

(6.28)

where
(1)

t

(0)

=

(3)

Mt(0) − Mt(0)

(6.29)

(2)

Mt(0)
(1)

Mt(0) = −2(dyL1 |w ψpyi,j |w + dzL1 |w ψpzi,j |w + Lp ψpzi,j |w )
(2)

(6.30)

Mt(0) = 2((ψpyi,j |w )2 + (ψpzi,j |w )2 )

(6.31)

q
(1)
(2)
(4)
= (Mt(0) )2 − 2Mt(0) Mt(0)

(6.32)

(3)
Mt(0)

(4)

Mt(0) = (dyL1 |w )2 + (dzL1 |w )2 + 2dzL1 |w Lp

(6.33)

The reflection pattern on shield glass Dri,j |A2 can be obtained through image processing,
those dots in (oxyz)w can be calculated using Equation. 6.34.
[Dri,j |w , 1] = [Dri,j |A2 , 1]TA2 →w RA2 →w

(6.34)

The reflection vector for the j th dot in the arbitrary ζ th row are:
(0)

Ψ(0)
rpζ,j |w =

Drpζ,j |w − Dpζ,j |w

(6.35)

(0)

kDrpζ,j |w − Dpζ,j |w k2

where j = 1, 2, · · · , m, m is the number of dots in ζ th row that are reflected by the weld
pool. Since the projection vector Ψpζ,j |w has bee obtained in Equation. 6.10, the normal
(0)

vector for the reflection at Dpζ,j |w is
(0)

Ψ(0)
npζ,j |w

=

Ψrpζ,j |w − Ψpζ,j |w

(6.36)

(0)

kΨrpζ,j |w − Ψpζ,j |w k2

An auxiliary coordinate system (oxyz)pζ is built based on (oxyz)w : 1) translate origin Ow
(0)

to Dpζ,9 |w ; 2) rotate the coordinate system till Ψpζ,9 |w = [0, 0, −1]. The two corresponding
transformation matrices, Tw→pζ and Rw→pζ , can be written as:


Tw→pζ = 


1
0
0

0
1
0

0
0
1

(0)x

(0)y

(0)z

−dpζ,9 |w −dpζ,9 |w −dpζ,9 |w
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0
0 

0 
1

(6.37)

Figure 6.5: Illustration of the projected laser dot in ζ th row (an arbitrary row) of pattern
L1 . Along the xpζ -axis, the short dash lines are the row slopes at the dots projected on the
pipe surface. The dash curve below the axis is the desired curve of the row that satisfies
the row slopes at each new dot along the curve.

z
Rw→pζ = Rx (gA
+ θtn )R(−G1 )Rx (−θT L1 + (9 − ζ)θin1 )
1

(6.38)

The laser dots in ζ th row that projected in the weld pool are illustrated in Figure. 6.5. It
can be found from the figure, the weld pool surface at this row can be interpolated by the
laser dots. Since only those dot positions on the surface can be accurately calculated, the
weld pool surface can be measured row by row.
It should be noted that the weld pool surface does not have to be concave as shown in
Figure. 6.5. It could be either concave or convex based on the welding conditions.
(0)

Transforming Ψnpζ,j |w to (oxyz)pζ that is
(0)
Ψ(0)
npζ,j |pζ = Ψnpζ,j |w Rw→pζ

(6.39)

(0)

and the row slopes at reflection dots in ζ th row, Sζ,j |pζ , as shown in Figure. 6.5, can be
written as:
(0)x

(0)
Sζ,j |pζ

=−

ψnpζ,j |pζ
(0)z

(6.40)

ψnpζ,j |pζ

where
(0)x
(0)y
(0)z
Ψ(0)
npζ,j |pζ = [ψnpζ,j |pζ , ψnpζ,j |pζ , ψnpζ,j |pζ ]
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(6.41)

The weld pool surface can be considered as a smooth liquid surface. The curve of ζ th row
as shown in Figure. 6.5 can thus be described by a nth order polynomial:
(1)

(1)

n
(1)x
(1) (1)x
d(1)z
pζ,j |pζ = an (dpζ,j |pζ ) + · · · + a1 dpζ,j |pζ + a0
(1)

(1)

(1)z

(1)y

(1)x

(1)

(6.42)

(1)

where Dpζ,j |pζ = [dpζ,j |pζ , dpζ,j |pζ , dpζ,j |pζ ], an , · · · , a1 and a0 are the coefficients of the
(1)

row curve rζ , and n < m + 3.
The slopes of the incident laser rays for the laser dots, kζ,j ,can be obtained from the interbeam angle of the pattern. The coordinate for the laser generator is:
[0, 0, Lζ , 1] = [DL1 |w , 1]Tw→pζ Rw→pζ

(6.43)

where
(1)

(1)

At an arbitrary dot pζ,j in the row curve rζ , the following equations can be obtained:






(1)z
dpζ,j |pζ
(1)z
d |
 pζ,j pζ0
(1)z
dpζ,j |pζ



 


(1)
an

 
= 0

0

(1)
a1

···
· · · kζ,j
(1)
nan
···

(1)
a0

Lζ
(1)
a1








n
(1)x
dpζ,j |pζ
..
.
(1)x
dpζ,j |pζ
1








(6.44)


0
(1)z
(1)
(1)
In Equation. 6.44, dpζ,j |pi is the slopes of row curve rζ at each Dpζ,j |pζ . They are
required to solve row curve function (Equation. 6.42), yet they can not be accurately
calculated without knowing the row curve
equation.
In order to solve this chicken-egg


(0)

0

(1)z

paradox, Sζ,j |pζ is applied to estimate dpζ,j |pζ :

(0)

d(1)z
pζ,j |pζ

0

(0)

= Sζ,j |pζ

(6.45)

(0)

It can be observed the edge dots (pζ,7 and pζ,17 in Figure. 6.5) are in the weld pool boundary.
They can be considered the intersection points between the projection matrix pattern and
the work piece surface. Therefore their zpζ -coordinates can be assumed to be zero. This
(1)

(1)

(1)

can be applied to solve the Equation. 6.44 and 6.45, then an , · · · , a1 and a0 can be
(1)
obtained, as well as the Dpζ,j |pζ . After an inverse transformation, the projection dots on
(1)

the row curve rζ

(1)

in (oxyz)|w, Dpζ,j |w , can be calculated:
−1
[Dp(1)
| , 1] = [Dp(1)
| , 1]Rw→p
T −1
ζ,j w
ζ,j pζ
ζ w→pζ

(6.46)

Using the aforementioned procedure, all the projection dots on the weld pool surface can
(1)
be obtained which leads to a complete reconstruction of the surface sw .
(1)

During welding experiments, it is practically impossible to compare sw and the real weld
pool surface to verify the reconstruction accuracy. However, with the knowledge of the spa(1)
(1)
tial relations in the sensing system, the virtual reflection laser dots, Drpi,j |w , reflected by sw
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(1)

can be calculated. The reconstruction accuracy then can be evaluated by matching Drpi,j |w
with their corresponding dots in the real reflection pattern, Drpi,j |w which are identified
from captured images. A match coefficient Mc is defined to quantify the reconstruction
accuracy:

Mc(1)

=

1
N

P

(1)

kDrpi,j |w − Drpi,j |w k2
Lws

(6.47)

where N is the number of dots in the reflection patterns, Lws is the distance from the Ow
to the shield glass.
Lws = kΨPs |w ([0, 0, 0] − DA2 |w )T k2

(6.48)

[ΨPs |w , 1] = [0, 1, 0, 1]R(GA2 )RU →w

(6.49)

(1)

If Mc is larger than a pre-defined value (1.6% in this study), the reconstructed weld pool
(∗)
(∗)
(∗)
surface is recursively updated to sw till Mc < 1.6%. Then sw can be considered close
enough in shape to the real weld pool surface. To this end, the reconstruction process is
illustrated in Fig. 6.6.

6.3

Reconstruction Example

Figure 4.14a is taken as an example in this subsection to demonstrate the proposed reconstruction algorithm.
In order to verify the accuracy of the proposed reconstruction algorithm, the results in this
study are compared with the previous work in ([114, 106]). High reconstruction accuracy
is acquired through detailed quantitative analysis in the two studies. In addition, two
measurement metrics in [114] are adopted here, i.e., average reflection error (ARE) and
maximum reflection error (MRE):

ARE =

N
1 X
Ek
N

(6.50)

k=1

M RE = max(Ek ), k = 1, ..., N

(6.51)

where

Ek =
(e)

s


(e)
xk

−

(c)
xk

 W 2
p

Wr

(e)

+



(e)
yk

−

(c)
yk

 L 2
p

Lr

(6.52)

Coordinate pairs (xk ,yk ) present the reflection pattern extracted from image processing,
(c) (c)
while (xk ,yk ) is dot matrix pattern reflected by calculated weld pool surface, i.e., the
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Figure 6.6: Flowchart of the reconstruction algorithm. Krow is the number of the rows in
the matrix pattern reflected by the weld pool surface.
mirror in subsection. Wr and Lr are the horizontal and vertical ranges of the actual reflected
dots extracted from image processing, respectively and Wp and Lp represent the horizontal
(x axis) and vertical (y axis) ranges of the corresponding projected dots on the work piece,
which are the width and length of the weld pool boundary, , i.e., the mirror boundary in
subsection.
The results of the image processing, as shown in Figure. 4.14, and the corresponding
torch/helmet position and orientation information are both utilized in the reconstruction
procedure, and the results of the 3D weld pool reconstruction are shown in Figure. 6.7: A)
The calculated coordinates of all the projected laser dots; B) Interpolated weld pool surface;
C) the height errors between the actual and reconstructed mirror row by row. Row 1 is
defined as the most left dot row in Fig. 6.7a; D) The boundary/edge of the reconstructed
mirror; E) The comparison of the extracted and calculated reflection dot matrix pattern.
The crosses indicate the dots in extracted reflection pattern; the stars show the dots in
the pattern calculated from the reconstructed surface; F) The distances/errors between
corresponding laser dots in the two reflection patterns.
The 3D coordinates of all the laser dots projected on the mirror are calculated by the
proposed reconstruction algorithm are shown in Figure. 6.7a. Using these coordinates, the
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Figure 6.7: Results of weld pool reconstruction
convex mirror surface can be easily interpolated, as shown in Figure. 6.7b.
With the known geometry of the convex spherical mirror, the actual height, i.e., z-axis
coordinates, at all the (x,y) coordinate of the projected laser dots on the mirror can be
easily obtained. The height errors of the reconstruction obtained for all the projected laser
dots are shown in Figure. 6.7c. The maximum height error is 0.03 mm at 10th point of Row
8. The minimum height error is 2 × 10−5 mm at 5th point of Row 6. At the two positions,
the heights of the mirror are 0.58 mm and 0.61 mm, which lead to the relative height error
19%, and 0.03%, respectively. The convex mirror reaches the maximal height, i.e., 0.74 mm
at 8th point of Row 6, and the height error is 9 × 10−5 mm, which is 0.12%. Compared
with the result in [106], 0.16% of height error, the accuracy of the proposed algorithm is
comparable.
With the reflected dots obtained, the boundary of the mirror can be least-square fitted by
a circle, as shown in Figure. 6.7d. The resultant circle 10.98 mm is diameter, which is
1.9% relative reconstruction error in diameter of the convex mirror. It should be noted
that in practical welding processing, the boundary of a weld pool is shaped as Figure. 6.3.
Therefore, boundary modeling for weld pools obtained in welding process uses the method
addressed in Section 6.2.1. In simulations using spherical convex mirror, boundary fitting
using a circle is considered reasonable.
Figure 6.7e shows the comparison between the laser dots (the crosses) reflected by the actual
mirror and those reflected dots (the stars) by the virtual reconstructed mirror. The two
reflection patterns generally match well with each other. The distance deviations between
corresponding dots in the two patterns are shown in Figure. 6.7f. The maximum deviation
is 1.22 mm, and the average deviation is 0.23 mm. The distance between the mirror and
the shield glass is 125 mm. The match coefficient, according to Equation. 6.47, then is
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0.18%, which is smaller than 1%, the pre-defined threshold. That means the proposed
reconstruction procedure only needs to iterate once to reconstruct a accuracy-acceptable
3D convex mirror.
Furthermore, using the data from Figure. 6.7d and Figure. 6.7e, ARE and MRE can be
calculated, 0.12 mm and 0.02 mm, respectively. Compared with the minimal ARE and MRE
obtained in [114], 0.22 mm and 0.08 mm, the reconstruction accuracy using the proposed
algorithm increases 78% in ARE and 45% in MRE.

6.4

Simulation and results analysis

A series of experiments are performed to verify 1) the feasibility of the proposed sensing system, 2) robustness and accuracy of the proposed reconstruction algorithm. The experiment
configuration used in this section is shown in Figure. 3.16, which are detailed in Chapter
3. The geometry setup for the configuration is listed in Table 3.1. The convex spherical
mirror (Edmund optics NT64-057) shown in Figure. 3.11 is used in the experiments as a
weld pool simulation.
The effectiveness and robustness of the proposed sensing system can be evaluated by the
accurate reconstruction of the convex mirror while the position and orientation of torch and
shield glass vary within the range obtained in Chapter 3. The initial setups of the torch
and helmet are the same as they are in Chapter 3, i.e., Θmh = [0◦ , 0◦ , 0◦ ], DA2 |initial =
[0, 125mm, 20mm], and Θmt = [0◦ , 0◦ , 0◦ ]. The images captured during the translation of
the helmet has no significant difference except for the coverage of the laser reflection in the
imaging plane, which does not affect the image processing and weld pool reconstruction
procedure. Because of that, the experiments performed in this section can be sorted into
two categories: A) the rotation of the helmet only while the torch is initial position, and
B) the rotation of the torch only while the helmet is in initial position. For example, in
category A, the torch is set stationary in its initial position, while the helmet, i.e., the whole
tripod along with the shield glass, is manually rotated from its initial position (Fig 3.16) to
the corresponding movement boundary position (Fig 3.18).
The images of the two reflection patterns are captured consecutively as the torch/helmet
rotates from the initial positions to the boundary positions and processed in real-time with
the rate at 30 fps (frame per second). During the rotations, the orientation of the torch and
helmet at corresponding instants are calculated using the data from the two IMUs. Using
the obtained reflection patterns and the orientations, the mirror surface is reconstructed in
real-time. The matching coefficient Mc , measurement metrics ARE and MRE are used to
verify the accuracy of the reconstruction algorithm.
In order to verify the effectiveness of orientation algorithm in the experiments, a commercial
orientation algorithm imported from the WIMU company (Shimmer) is used as a reference,
as shown in Fig 6.10 and Fig 6.14.

6.4.1

Helmet rotation-category A

The results of the real-time image processing and weld pool reconstruction for the helmet
orientation are shown in Figure. 6.8 to Figure. 6.11.
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Figure 6.8: Corresponding results of image processing for images where helmet rotates to
the boundary positions of: A) Positive x-axis direction; B) Negative x-axis direction; C)
Positive y-axis direction; D) Negative y-axis direction; E) Positive z-axis direction; and F)
Negative z-axis direction.

6.4.2

Torch rotation-category B

The results of the real-time image processing and weld pool reconstruction for the helmet
orientation are shown in Figure. 6.12 to Figure. 6.15.
Comparing images in Fig. 6.8 and Fig. 6.12 with corresponding images Fig. 3.18 and Fig.
3.19, one can find that proposed image processing algorithm can successfully identify the
dot matrix and grid laser reflections from captured raw images at the boundary positions.
Furthermore, comparing Fig. 6.8 and Fig. 6.12 with Fig. 3.14 and Fig. 3.15, one should be
note that there exit a few deviations in terms of the shape patterns between the processed
reflections from experiment and those from numerical simulations. Due to the inevitable
minor misalignment in mechanics, assembly errors, and etc, the captured raw images are
a slightly different than the one obtained in numerical simulations, which leads to those
deviations. Using the proposed reconstruction algorithm, the 3D weld pool surface at the
boundary positions of the torch/helmet rotation are rebuilt as shown in Fig. 6.9 and Fig.
6.13. The rotation angles are real-time estimated with acceptable accuracy compared to the
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Figure 6.9: The reconstruction results of the spherical convex mirror as the helmet rotates
from the initial positions to the boundary points along: A) Positive x-axis direction; B)
Negative x-axis direction; C) Positive y-axis direction; D) Negative y-axis direction; E)
Positive z-axis direction; and F) Negative z-axis direction.
reference, as shown in Fig. 6.10 and Fig. 6.14, where Method A is the proposed orientation
estimation algorithm in Chapter 5. It should be noted that angles the torch/helmet rotates,
as shown in the Figures, are not exact angles as calculated in numerical simulations in
Chapter 3, mainly because that the torch/helmet were manual rotated. It however does
not affects the accuracy of the orientation accuracy, in which as can be found that there is
only around 0.5 degree of maximum deviation from the reference orientation.
It should be noted that the reconstruction duration and the orientation monitoring time are
different. There is because the reconstruction process and orientation monitoring procedure
are manually switched on and off. In situations that the rotations of the torch/helmet
stop before the reconstruction procedure, the last sampled orientations are used for the
reconstruction algorithm.
Further, it is noted that although one reconstruction algorithm has been proposed [115],
its error-based recursive algorithm using the slope filed cannot be claimed as a real-time
scheme for the reconstruction of the weld pool surface in GTAW. On the other hand, the
proposed reconstruction algorithm in this paper provides an analytic solution for 3D weld
pool surface reconstruction. Since it does not need iterative computation, the time cost is
significantly reduced.
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Figure 6.10: Orientation of the helmet where helmet rotates from the initial positions to
the boundary positions of: A) Positive x-axis direction; B) Negative x-axis direction; C)
Positive y-axis direction; D) Negative y-axis direction; E) Positive z-axis direction; and F)
Negative z-axis direction.

6.5

Summary

The monitoring and measurement of three-dimensional weld pool surface provides the foundation for a possible advanced control for the welding process. An analytic reconstruction
algorithm based on the slope filed of the reflected laser pattern is proposed in this paper
to measure the 3D weld pool surface in real-time. The reconstruction is mathematically
formulated. The virtual spherical convex surface and the real convex mirror, considered as
similar in shape of a weld pool surface which cannot be precisely measured by any existing
methods, were used to test the effectiveness and accuracy of the proposed algorithm. A
real-time experiment was conducted to verify the robustness of the proposed algorithm.
The following are concluded:
1. The proposed algorithm can effectively reconstruct the weld pool surface. Reconstruction
procedure only needs to iterate once since the matching coefficient after first iteration is
smaller than the accuracy control threshold 1% for the both simulation and experiments.
2. Reconstruction accuracy is improved. The boundary reconstruction error in the simulation of the bench mark is 0.11%; the height reconstruction error at the maximum height is
0.024 %. The two reconstruction error parameters ARE (average reconstruction error) and
MRE (average reconstruction error) are 0.06 mm and 0.21 mm. The boundary and height
error in the convex mirror reconstruction experiment are 2.2 % and 0.13 %. ARE and MRE
obtained are 0.03 mm and 0.13 mm. Compared with the previous works, the reconstruction
accuracy is significantly improved.
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Figure 6.11: Mc , ARE and M RE of weld pool reconstruction as the helmet rotates to
the boundary points along: A) Positive x-axis direction; B) Negative x-axis direction; C)
Positive y-axis direction; D) Negative y-axis direction; E) Positive z-axis direction; and F)
Negative z-axis direction.
3. The time cost for the reconstruction algorithm is 3.04 ms on average in the simulation and
3.22 ms on average obtained in the real-time welding experiment. The proposed algorithm
is thus considered to be real-time for GTAW application.
4. The matching coefficient in the experiment varies from 0.45 % to 0.89%. The variation
margin of ARE is 0.03 mm to 0.06 mm. Resultant MRE varies from 0.17 mm to 0.2 mm.
The robustness of the proposed reconstruction algorithm is thus verified.

Copyright c WeiJie Zhang, 2014.
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Figure 6.12: Corresponding results of image processing for images where torch rotates to
the boundary positions of: A) Positive x-axis direction; B) Negative x-axis direction; C)
Positive y-axis direction; D) Negative y-axis direction; E) Positive z-axis direction; and F)
Negative z-axis direction.
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Figure 6.13: The reconstruction results of the spherical convex mirror as the torch rotates
from the initial positions to the boundary points along: A) Positive x-axis direction; B)
Negative x-axis direction; C) Positive y-axis direction; D) Negative y-axis direction; E)
Positive z-axis direction; and F) Negative z-axis direction.
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Figure 6.14: Orientation of the helmet where torch rotates from the initial positions to
the boundary positions of: A) Positive x-axis direction; B) Negative x-axis direction; C)
Positive y-axis direction; D) Negative y-axis direction; E) Positive z-axis direction; and F)
Negative z-axis direction.
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Figure 6.15: Mc , ARE and M RE of weld pool reconstruction as the torch rotates to
the boundary points along: A) Positive x-axis direction; B) Negative x-axis direction; C)
Positive y-axis direction; D) Negative y-axis direction; E) Positive z-axis direction; and F)
Negative z-axis direction.
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Chapter 7

Modeling of Human Welder
Behavior
In modern manufacturing industry automated welding tends to be the mainstream, while
manual welding is still irreplaceable in applications where human welders’ experience and
skills are critical for the services. Exploring the mechanism of welders’ intelligent weld
behavior would have broad and significant impacts in weld training, education, and the
development of intelligent welding robots. As the first effort to study welders’ behavior
mechanism, the chapter focuses on two essential questions: 1) what information welders
acquire through their observation of weld pool; 2) how human welders intelligently respond,
i.e., adjust welding parameter(s), to the sensory information they obtain. In particular,
the principle of welders’ behavior is analyzed from modeling’s point of view. To answer
the first question, the weld pool surface is characterized to find the information which is
able to indicate the weld status. It has been found that the length, width and convexity of
weld pool surface provide an optimal estimation of the weld penetration. For the second
question, the mechanism of a welder’s behavior/adjustment on welding current as a response
to the characteristic parameters is mathematically formulated. The dynamic models of the
welder’s behavior are obtained and analyzed.

7.1

Background and Purpose

In manual welding, skilled welders can appraise the penetration status through their observation of the weld pool and intelligently adjust the welding parameters (e.g., welding
current, welding speed, arc length and torch orientation) accordingly in order to maintain
a desired penetration. Because of the visual sensing capabilities and experience-based behavior, they are preferred over mechanized welding control systems in many manufacturing
applications.
Training a welder to be qualified for critical operations (e.g., full penetration, verticalup or overhead welds) typically require years of practice through acquired rule-of-thumb
techniques. However, the manufacturing industry has been suffering from welder shortage
for a long time ([129], [8]). Research on the mechanism of welders’ experience-based weld
behavior can be utilized to accelerate the welders’ training. Exploring the mechanism
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would be of a great help to reveal why the experienced welders can perform better weld
than the inexperienced welders. That would definitely facilitate the welding education and
verification of welders’ qualifications in weld performance.
Human welders have physical limitations although their experience and skills are crucial in
producing quality welds. Critical operations require them consistently concentrate on the
welding process to react rapidly and accurately. Then fatigue and stress build up dramatically which would not only degrade their capabilities in daily operations but also cause
long-term health risks. Further, inconsistent concentration during weld might adversely
affect the assurance of the weld quality and the production cycle.
On the other hand, welding robots don’t have the physical limitations. However, they
are pre-programmed actuators lack of intelligence and adaption to different working environments. As a result, they are primarily used in well-controlled environments such as
assembly lines for mass production. Given that manufacturing is moving towards more
customized productions, intelligent welding robots that possess intelligence comparable to
skilled welders but less physical restrictions will thus be one of the keys to maintaining
a competitive manufacturing industry despite relatively high labor costs/wages. Therefore, the human welders’ behavior should be interpreted, mechanized and transferred into
welding robots. Using those intelligent robots to assist inexperienced welders, they could
perform as well as those skilled welders. Furthermore, those robots could release human
welders working on critical applications in harsh/health-risk welding environments, such as
the commercial nuclear plants explored in the 2011 Japan earthquake[112].
Mathematically formulating welders’ behavior is so far still a challenging task. This is mainly because a human welder, as an intelligent welding controller, makes decisions primarily
based on past learned experience which might not involve a fundamental understanding of
the laws of physics. Further, explaining this knowledge involving precise visual cues to others is also difficult. Studying welders’ experience-based behavior involves two fundamental
questions: 1) What is the information acquired by welders from weld pool capable of estimating weld status? 2) How do welders intelligently respond to the
obtained information by adjusting the welding parameters such that a desired
weld status can be achieved/maintained ?
Numerous studies have been conducted with different sensing techniques including pool
oscillation([70], [97], [141]), ultrasound ([50, 57]), infrared sensing([29], [91], [18], [33]). Various types of information about weld pool have been extracted and interpreted to describe
the welding process. Yet, the first fundamental question has not been explicitly answered.
The weld pool geometry is believed to provide valuable insights into the welding status.
Important information such as weld defects and penetration are contained in the surface
deformation of the weld pool([80, 103]). It also has been studied in ([158], [71], [73], [164],
[16]) as a means of measuring and controlling the weld joint penetration. A recent study
has suggested the 3D weld pool geometry can estimate weld penetration measured by the
backside weld bead width with an acceptable accuracy[146].
In order to answer the second question, the mechanism of welders’ behavior should be modeled. The modeling of human controller dynamics has been extensively studied since 1940s.
Great progresses had been achieved in the 1960s and 1970s ([48], [87], [67]). Nonlinear
methods were introduced to model human operators by neural networks, neuro-fuzzy and
adaptive models ([28], [128], [64], [35], [41]). However, instead of taking real industrial processes, most of the literature took bench marks, such as the pendulum, joystick, as control
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objects. Further, those models tend to be too complex to be applied to the practical manufacturing. Therefore, exploring welders’ behavior remains challenging. A human welder’s
adjustment of welding current in response to the 3D weld pool geometry has been dynamically modeled and analyzed([149, 150]), and the resultant model has been further used in a
robotic GTAW as a controller for a consistent full penetration[148]. Other than those work,
there is no literature published in this particular area.

7.2

Principle of Human Welder Behavior

In this section, the principle of human welders’ behavior in weld operations is mathematically formulated. The diagram of human welders’ behavior is shown in Figure. 7.1. In
the figure, I is the welding input, r(·) is the welding process, Ω is the direct information
acquired by welders, w and v are the disturbance, Ψ is the indirect information of weld
pool, Φ, Φ̂ and Φ∗ are the current, next instant and desired status of the weld process. Ξ
is the welding requirement and ∆I is the adjustment of welding parameters. η(·), υ(·), and
ω(·) are mapping processes.

Figure 7.1: Illustration of an interpretation of human welders’ behavior
Given a certain weld requirement, e.g., full penetration, a welder starts weld with an estimated initial input I including welding current, speed, etc. It is generated based on the
welder’s experience. If well trained, the welder may generate a better guess of weld input
which might exactly correspond to the required full penetration.
1. Information Perception After the initial input, the welder perceives necessary direct
0
information Ω from the weld pool. This sensing process is however perturbed, in a sense of
mathematical modeling, by a noise w, e.g., an independent white noise. The noise represents
the randomness of the welder. The accuracy of the sensing process as measured by w reflects
the welder’s perception skill. Ω is the actual direct information.
2. Information Interpretation The welder may derive some indirect information (Ψ)
from the direct information. The deriving process η(·) is task-oriented and experience
based which may involve taking the derivative, the integral of the direct information or the
prediction of the information in the future [41]. The instant weld status of Φ obtained by
the welder might contain both the direct and indirect information.
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3. Process evaluation The process evaluation is the decision-making process where the
welder first maps/correlates the weld requirement (Ξ) to the desired weld status (Φ∗ ), then
compares Φ∗ with the current weld status Φ, and finally decides the next weld status Φ̂. A
welder is believed to make an optimal or a semi-optimal adjustment in weld parameters to
minimize the error between the current and the desired weld status, provided that he/she
is well motivated. Therefore, Φ̂ can be considered the optimal status for the next instant
through evaluation process, υ(·) in terms of the welder’s capability and experience.
4. Control Decision The welder correlates Φ̂ to the weld input adjustment ∆I such that
the next weld status can be achieved by the weld input I + ∆I.
5. Output execution The output execution may be considered to be perturbed by a white
noise v, which reflects the welder’s maneuver skill.
It should be noted that the human welders’ behavior depends on their skills and experiences.
For the five elements of welders’ behavior in both skill and experience levels in Figure. 7.1,
there might be difference in each individual element in various extents for different welders.
However, it is believed that their behavior has an identical result for the combination of the
five elements based on the fact that for the one welding process, different skilled welders
can produce almost the same weld which meets the same weld requirements. Therefore,
there exists a unified correlation F (·) connecting the direct information Ω with the welder’s
adjustment ∆I :
∆I = F (Ω)

(7.1)

This study focuses the mechanism how a human welder produces the adjustment of welding
parameter (∆I ) based on the extracted information Ω for a consistent full penetration.
It is known a skilled welder can assure the desired full penetration by adjusting welding
input based on the observation of weld pool. As mentioned in last section, the weld pool
geometry is thought by many as the major source to indicate the status of the welding
process. Moreover, it also couples with almost all the other sensory signals of welding
process, such as arc length (voltage), arc light intensity, temperature, etc. A human welder
can easily acquire the geometric information of weld pool. Therefore, it is reasonably
believed that a human welder can acquire adequate information from the geometry of weld
pool surface to control the weld penetration.

7.3

Weld Pool Characterization

The objective of this section is to answer the first question in Section 7.1: What information the welder acquires from the weld pool to estimate the weld status. Although
even the welder cannot tell what she/he is seeing, it is reasonable to believe the information
acquired by the welder should be a set of parameters of the weld pool surface which can
provide an optimal estimation of the weld penetration. To this end, five candidates parameters are proposed to predict the penetration measured by the backside weld bead width,
i.e., the weld pool length (L), width (W ), area (A), interception area (I) and convexity (C).
The definitions of the parameters are detailed as following:
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1. The weld pool length The description of the weld pool boundary adopted in this
study is from literature [157]. The corresponding parametric model is given below:
yr = ±axbr (1 − xr )

(7.2)

where a and b are the model parameters, (xr , yr ) are the coordinates of the pool boundary
in the normalized coordinate system as shown in Figure. 7.2. The x, y coordinates are
calculated as: xr = x/L,yr = y/L , L is the length of the weld pool, which is the distance
from the head to the tail of the weld pool.
2. The weld pool width The width of the weld pool can be calculated as shown in
Equation. 7.3.


b
w = wr × L = 2aL
1+b

b 

b
1+b


(7.3)

Figure 7.2: Illustration of the weld pool boundary model
3. The weld pool area The weld pool area A is the area of weld pool in the oxy plane:
2

Z

1

axbr (1 − xr )dxr

A = 2L

(7.4)

0

4. The weld pool interception area The interception area I is the cross section area
of weld pool in the oyz plane, shown in Figure. 7.3:
Z

L+y0

(z(y) − z0 ) dy

I=

(7.5)

y0

where y0 is the y coordinate of the weld pool front edge and z0 is the z coordinate of the
work-piece surface.
5. The weld pool convexity The of the weld pool surface is defined as the average height
of the weld pool surface above the work piece surface along x-axis:
C = I/L
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(7.6)

Figure 7.3: Schematic of the cross section of weld pool in the oyz plane

7.3.1

Estimation of weld penetration with characteristic parameters

This subsection concentrates on the relationship of the backside bead width, the primary measurement of the weld penetration, with the proposed candidate characteristic parameters in steady state. Since it is nearly impossible to exactly obtain this relationship
theoretically due to the complexity of the problem, statistical approaches are adopted here.
Figure. 7.4 shows the 3D weld pool surface parameters measured from all 36 experiments
conducted in this subsection with the welding parameters detailed in Table 4.3. Since
the 3D weld pool surface has been real-time reconstructed in Chapter 6, those candidate
parameters can also calculated during the welding experiments. The backside bead width
wb is measured after the parameters from the cross section of the weld bead as shown in
Figure. 7.5.

Figure 7.4: Measured 3D weld pool surface parameters from 36 experiments. The values of
the convexity and area have been adjusted for illustration purpose
One may notice that all the intercepted area and convexity are positive. While they could
be negative under a greater arc pressure and greater penetration, the moderate current/arc
pressure and penetration in this study resulted in the weld pool surface convex rather than
concave. Hence, the two variables describing the overall shape of the weld pool surface are
both positive.
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Figure 7.5: Cross-section of full-penetration weld, the current is 56 A, arc length is 4 mm,
and welding speed is 1 mm/s
Least-squares method is widely used for the model parameter estimation [14]. Consider the
following linear model:

ŵb (k) = α0 +

n
X

αj χj (k)

(7.7)

j=1

where ŵb (k) is estimation of the measured backside weld bead width wb (k) at the kt h
experiment, αj (j = 0, 1, ..., n) are the model parameters to be estimated, and χj (k) are the
regressive factors, which consist of the possible candidate characteristic parameters. The
structure determination, i.e., how to choose the regressive factors χj , is based on the F-test
[98].
The estimation using 1 parameter to predict the backside weld bead width is first performed
using the model in Equation. 7.7. Then 2 candidate parameters are utilized as the regression
factors in the model. Finally the estimation using 3 candidate parameters is conducted.
Then F-test is performed to find a trade-off between the accuracy and the complexity of the
model. The estimation results of the 5 candidate parameters are presented in Table 7.1.
Estimation variance σ̂ 2 are used here to evaluate the accuracy of the estimation models:
PN
2
RSS
2
k=1 (ŵb (k) − wb (k))
σ̂ =
=
(7.8)
N
N
where RSS is the residual sum of squares, N is the number of the test points, σ̂ is the
estimation deviation.
Although the width (W ) provides the best model to estimate wb in all the 1-parameter
models in terms to the large r and small σ̂ 2 , the width itself cannot provide sufficient
information about the weld penetration. It has been found in [156] that the pool width is
often not very sensitive to variations in welding conditions or changes in welding parameters,
which may significantly alter the weld penetration.
The estimation using I is similar with that using C in terms to the nearly identical σ̂ 2 and
r. I is also coupled with L according to its definition. To this end, C is be used instead of I
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Parametersa
W
A
L
I
C
W +L
W +C
A+C
W +L+C

Table 7.1: Characteristic parameters estimation results
σ̂ 2
rb
eaverage c emax d
Estimation model
0.73 0.75
0.70
2.19
wb = 1.27W − 2.88
1.24 0.51
0.95
2.27
wb = 0.13A + 0.90
1.60 0.21
1.09
2.25
wb = 0.31L + 1.57
1.64 0.13
1.07
2.22
wb = −0.82I + 3.83
1.64 0.12
1.08
2.20
wb = −5.98C + 4.02
0.49 0.84
0.57
1.66
wb = 1.83W − 0.77L − 1.51
0.53 0.82
0.59
1.62
wb = 1.44W − 17.26C − 1.47
1.04 0.61
0.84
1.98
wb = 0.16A − 17.85C + 2.55
0.43 0.86
0.52
1.44 wb = 1.79W − 0.57L − 10.81C − 0.99

a

Width: W, Area: A, Length: L, Interception area: I, Convexity: C
Correlation coefficient r measures the strength and the direction of a linear relationship between input
and output variables. A large r indicates high estimation accuracy.
c
eaverage is the average estimation error in the experiments.
d
emax is the maximum estimation error in the experiments.
b

in the 2 and 3 parameters estimation. Therefore, the following possible 2-parameter model
are proposed: width and length, width and convexity, as well as area and convexity. Here
the width and area, length and area are not considered, because of the coupling of area and
width / length, and only the combination of the length, width and convexity is considered
in 3-parameter characterization.
It can be found the estimation using the width, length, and convexity, as shown in Table 7.1,
is better than all the 1-parameter and 2-parameter models in estimating wb . The estimation
result at each experiment is presented Figure. 7.6.

Figure 7.6: 3-parameter model estimation of backside weld bead using the width, length,
and convexity
In the 3-parameter model, the backside bead width (wb ) will increase by 1.79 mm when
the weld pool width (W ) increases by 1 mm. The coefficient of the width larger than 1
is because the full penetration is not established until W reaches a certain value but wb
would approach W when a burn-through is being reached. The difference in magnitude of
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coefficients for the width (1.79) and length (−0.57) indicates that the width has a stronger
effect on the backside bead width than length. This effect difference is understandable
because when the welding current increases, the length and width of the weld pool should
both increase but the length would increase faster than the width due to the heat transfer
in the transverse direction is faster than that along the longitudinal direction.
While the positive effect of the width is easily understood, the negative effect of the length
needs an explanation. To this end, one may imagine what happens if the welding speed
increases while keeping the heat input unchanged by increasing the current. Because the
arc pressure increases with the square of the current, the weld joint penetration and the
weld pool width would not tend to reduce despite the increase in the welding speed. On the
other hand, the weld pool would tend to elongate because of the increased welding speed.
Hence, the effect of the length on the weld joint penetration should be negative when the
heat input is unchanged. In case the heat input increases under the same speed, the weld
pool would increase in all directions. Since the magnitude of the coefficient for the width
is approximately three time than that for the length, the net effects from the increases in
the width and length would thus be positive, i.e., to increase the weld joint penetration.
From Figure. 7.4, the range of the convexity in the experimental is from 0.05 mm to 0.2
mm, and the magnitude of the coefficient for the convexity is 10.81 in Table 7.1. Thus the
contribution of the convexity on the variation of wb is about 1.65 mm. The coefficient is
negative, indicating when the convexity is smaller the back-side bead width is greater. This
is understandable because a wider backside weld pool allows more liquid metal to move
toward the back side such that the convexity reduces.
All three weld pool surface parameters are significant in characterizing the weld pool surface
for their capability in estimating the weld penetration. However, as one can observe in Table
7.1, the estimation accuracy of the 2-parameter model using the width and length is close
to that of the 3-parameter model. To this end, F-test is utilized here to verify if the increase
in accuracy is significant enough to choose the complex model, the 3-parameter model, over
the simpler model. F-value is given by

F =

RSS1 − RSS2
P2 − P1

 

RSS2
/
N − P2

(7.9)

where RSSi and Pi the residual sum of squares and number of regression factors/parameters
of model i (i = 1, 2); N is the number of the samples that is 36 in this study. For a
confidence level of 5%, the critical value of F distribution is 4.17. If the F value calculated
using Equation. 7.9 is larger than 4.17, the reduction in the modeling error due to the
increase in the model parameters is significant such that the complex model is selected over
the simpler model.
The calculated F value for the comparison between the 2-parameter model and the 3parameter model is 4.60 , larger than the critical value 4.17. That means the 3-parameter
model provides an optimal estimation of the backside weld bead width.
As mentioned in last section, gaining welding experience needs countless hours of practice
while explaining it to others with clear visual cue is also difficult. The 3-parameter models
presents a quantitative relation between front-side weld pool dimension and the weld penetration. This is a significant advantage that can be utilized in welding training/education.
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Different welders may evaluate penetration using different weld pool information. The
information might not be exact the length, width and convexity of the weld pool. However,
there should be a certain correlation (g(·)) between the acquired information (Ω) and the
three characteristic parameters given that both of them can be used to estimate the weld
penetration:
Ω = g(W, L, C)

(7.10)

The human welder’s behavior (Equation. 7.1) can be rewritten in a modeling point of view
as:
∆I = F (Ω) = F (g(W, L, C)) = H(W, L, C)

(7.11)

Therefore, modeling human welders’ behavior is to develop a dynamic model correlates
the adjustments of the welding parameters (∆I) to the three characteristic parameters
(W, L, C).

7.4

Modeling Experiments

The section focus on exploring the mechanism of the human welder’s behavior such that the
second questioned, how a human welder responds to the characteristic parameters,
can be answered. It has been well established in the last section that, from modeling’s
point of view, human welders can be considered to acquire the weld pool’s length, width
and convexity to control the weld penetration. To this end, dynamic models of a novice
human welder’s adjustment on the welding current in response to the observed 3D weld
pool surface during the full penetration process are developed in this section.
The models’ output is the adjustment of the welding current, the primary parameter used by
welding robots to control the welding process. Such models which present the mechanized
welder’s wisdom are convenient to be applied in robotic welding process. Modeling welder’s
adjustments of other parameters, such as the arc length, welding speed and torch orientation
according to the weld pool surface is the authors’ future work and is beyond the scope of
this first study of this kind. A novice welder is studied first because the authors intend to
study and follow the development of welder skills and responses.

7.4.1

Experiment set-up

In this first study on human welder behavior, the human welder only adjusts the welding
current based on his observation on the 3D weld pool surface. Other parameters including
the welding speed, arc length, torch orientation that may be adjusted in typical manual
welding processes are not considered. To this end, an experiment set-up illustrated in
Figure. 7.7 is proposed. The structured light laser pattern, Lasiris SNF-519 × 0.77-685-50,
projects a 19 × 19 laser dot matrix onto the area under the torch electrode and covers the
whole possible weld pool region. During GTAW, the liquid weld pool with a mirror-like
specular surface reflects the incident laser pattern. Since the surface of the solid base metal
is not specular, only the portion of the laser pattern projected on the weld pool is reflected.
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Figure 7.7: Demonstration of a manual control system of GTAW process
An imaging plane, made by a sheet of glass attached with a piece of paper, is installed with
a distance of 100 mm approximately from the electrode. The reflected dots are intercepted
by the imaging plane, forming an image of the reflection pattern. In order to capture the
reflection pattern, a camera (Pointgrey Flea 3 FL3-FW-03S1C-C) is located behind the
imaging plane. The captured image is 8-bit monochrome with a 640 × 480 resolution. A
band-pass filter of 20 nm band-width centered at a wavelength of 685 nm is installed in the
camera to block the majority of the arc radiation. A computer connects with the camera
using a 9-pin 1394b interface.
The pipe rotates during welding while the torch orientation, imaging plane, laser projector,
and camera are stationary. The rotation speed and the distance from the tungsten tip to
the pipe surface are controlled by the computer.
Based on the reflection of the dot matrix pattern, a 3D weld pool surface can be reconstructed using the proposed image processing and reconstruction algorithms detailed in
Chapter 4and Chapter 6. The characteristic parameters of the weld pool surface can thus
be obtained.
The human welder observes the weld pool and adjusts the welding current accordingly using
an amperage remote control installed on the torch for a desired penetration status. The
use of the current remote controller shown in the figure is for demonstration purposes. The
actual controller is a thumb turn knob on the torch which adjusts the current setting for
the power supply.

7.4.2

Dynamic experiment design

The vision-based sensing system in Figure. 7.7 is capable of measuring the weld pool surface
and calculating the characteristic parameters in real-time. Further, the responses the human
welder made to the weld pool surface also can be recorded simultaneously. A model can be
established to correlate the responses to the characteristic parameters. However, a successful
identification of a meaningful model requires appropriate preparations.
1. Time interval and delay of the dynamic experiment The response of the human
welder is expected to be a dynamic process. That is, the welder may make the adjustments
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on the welding parameters not only based on the weld pool surface he just observed but also
those he observed earlier. Further, it is unlikely that the welder may respond to the change in
the weld pool surface immediately. There must be a time delay in his response. As a result,
the time intervals should be determined within which the characteristic parameters should
be included in the model to test their significance for their effect on the response. It has been
found that the average time interval obtained from the conducted step response experiments
is 8.7seconds, and the delay of the welder response varies from 1 to 3 seconds[149].
2. Sampling frequency Human welders always scan weld pool with a certain frequency
during the welding process. Thus, it is reasonable to apply a discrete model to identify the
human welder’s behavior. To determine the data acquisition frequency, the scan frequency
of human welder can be considered as a reference. In this study, the data acquisition
frequency is 2 Hz.
3. Identification experiment In order to model the dynamics of the welder’s behavior,
the weld pool surface should be designed to vary with enough magnitude and frequency
span. Ideally, the characteristic parameters should be random signals with sufficient large
values and high orders. However the variation of a weld pool cannot be generated in a
designed random form. Instead, the random signals of the welding speed are applied to the
process in this study, and the weld pool geometry is expected to vary in a random manner.
Therefore, for identifying the welder’s behavior, dynamic experiments are designed with
random welding speed variations in which 5 welding speeds are used: 1 mm/s, 1.25 mm/s,
1.5 mm/s, 1.75 mm/s and 2.0 mm/s. Hence, for each experiment, the welding speed is
randomly changed among the 5 welding speeds. The average transition time is 8.7 seconds
including the time delay of the welder, the welder’s response time and the settling time of
the weld pool. In this sense, the speed change interval should be shorter than the transition
time, since it is not necessary for each speed to last till the weld pool fully resumes its
steady state. Therefore, the time interval for each change is set to be 6 seconds.
Each dynamic experiment has two periods: the constant speed period and random speed
period, which use a constant and a randomly changing welding speed respectively. The
purpose of the constant speed period is to allow the human welder to bring the welding
process to the desired full penetration and the random speed period is to produce the
dynamic weld pool for the human welder to respond. The duration of the constant speed
period is set at 18 seconds. The duration for the random speed period is 120 seconds. The
arc length is set at the same constant in each experiment in [2mm, 5mm], i.e., 2 mm, 3 mm,
4 mm and 5 mm.
4. Model structure Two discrete model structures are proposed:
First, according to the principle of human welder’s behavior in Section 7.2, a welder is
0
believed to control the weld penetration such that the characteristic parameters ([w, l, c] )
approaches the desired ones ([w∗ , l∗ , c∗ ]). Generally, a human welder should make the
adjustment on welding current (∆i) based on not only the newest observation but also the
previous observations. Moreover, there should be a certain time period of delay for the
welder to respond. Therefore, the model of the welder’s behavior should be:

∆ik =

M
X
(gjw (wk−d−j − w∗ ) + gjl (lk−d−j − l∗ ) + gjc (ck−d−j − c∗ ))
j=1
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(7.12)

∆ik is the current difference, i.e., ∆ik = ik − ik−1 at k instant, gjw , gjl , gjc (j = 1, 2, ...M ),
are the coefficients corresponding to the three characteristic parameters, M is the order of
the model, and d is the delay. Since w∗ , l∗ , and c∗ are constants, model Equation. 7.12 can
be rewritten as:

∆ik =

M 
X


gjw wk−d−j + gjl lk−d−j + gjc ck−d−j + Γ

(7.13)

j=1

where Γ = −

PM 
j=1

gjw w∗ + gjl l∗ + gjc c∗



Second, the human welder’s behavior model can also be written as:

∆ik =

M1
X
h=1

ah ∆ik−h +

M2 
X

l
c
bw
j wk−d−j + bj lk−d−j + bj ck−d−j



(7.14)

j=1

The inclusion of ∆ik−1 , ..., ∆ik−M1 into the model basically introduces the welder’s previous
actions. If this inclusion can better predict the welder’s adjustments on the welding current,
it would suggest that the welder not only depends on the weld pool surface but also on his
previous actions to adjust the welding current.

7.5
7.5.1

Experimental Results and Analysis
Dynamic experiments and modeling results

The identification experiments designed in the last subsection are conducted. The data
including the length, width, and convexity of the weld pool and the welder’s current adjustment is recorded simultaneously at a sampling frequency of 2 Hz. The recorded data from
one of the experiments is used to model the welder’s behavior. The data from all other
experiments are applied to verify the accuracy of the identified model.
The recorded data from the identification experiment is shown in Figure. 7.8. From the
figure, it can be observed that the weld pool dimension varied severely which indicates the
welder did not adjust the current fast and accurately enough to compensate for the effect
of the welding speed on the weld penetration. It needs to point out that this is of course
not required because no any skilled welders may control the penetration consistent under
the designed substantial welding speed changes. The variation of the weld pool geometry
is produced on purpose in order to identify how the welder responds to the dynamic weld
pool surface.
To model the welder’s behavior/adjustment, Least-square method is applied to decide the
l c
coefficients in the model, i.e., gjw , gjl , gjc and Γ in Equation. 7.13, a(h) and bw
j , bj , bj in
Equation. 7.14. The F-test is used to decide the complexity of the model, i.e., to determine
the value of M in Equation. 7.13, M1 and M2 in Equation. 7.14. Based on the two
model structures in the last subsection, two corresponding dynamic models are obtained.
The estimation deviation (σ̂) in Equation. 7.8, and correlation coefficient (r) are the two
criteria to evaluate the accuracy of the two models. The resultant models are listed in
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Figure 7.8: The random speed period in the identification experiment. (a) current and
speed; (b) length; (c) width; (d) convexity. The range for each variable is given in each plot
and corresponds to [0, 1] in the normalized scale.
Table 7.2. The estimations of the welding current using the two models are shown in
Figure. 7.9. Since the sampling frequency is 2 Hz, Model 1 shows that human welder has
0.5 second delay, and Model 2 indicates the delay is 1 second. Both of the models contain
the characteristic parameter at instant k − 6. That means the human welder is capable of
extracting the characteristics from the weld pool surfaces in the previous 3 second period.
Model 2 indicates that the human welder’s current adjustment also relates the previous
adjustments in the last 1 second period.
It can be observed in Figure. 7.9, that Model 2 predicts the human welder’s response
well than Model 1. One can found in Table 7.2, Model 2 obtains lower standard deviation
(σ̂) and higher correlation coefficient (r) than Model 1. That indicates the human welder
adjusts the current based on both the previous weld pool surfaces and his previous actions.
However, it is can be observed in Figure. 7.9 that Model 2 does not estimate the current adjustment well in a few steeps which contains the welder’s actions in high frequency. Since the
experiment is conducted by a newly trained welder who may frequently over-reacts/underreacts during the operation, it is understandable that the steep current adjustments cannot,
and should not, be fit well using the model. A model can possibly estimate better a skilled
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Figure 7.9: Comparison of estimated current and current adjustment using the two models
in Table 7.2. (a) and (b) shows the estimation results using the Model 1, and the estimation
results of Model 2 are shown in (c) and (d).
human welder’s behavior with less sudden current changes in the welding process.
Model 2 can be further analyzed by exploring the following properties:
1. Steady state equation The steady state equation of Model 2 is:
∆I = −0.025W − 0.007L + 1.717C

(7.15)

where ∆I is the current adjustment ∆i in steady state, and W , L, and C are the width,
length and convexity of the weld pool in steady state. Ideally, the desired penetration is
achieved such that ∆I is 0, and the W , L, and C are the desired characteristic parameters.
According to Equation. 7.15, the welder tends to reduce the current as the length or width
grows, and increases the current as the convexity of the weld pool rises in steady state.
Growth of length width means the growth of the weld pool, while increase in convexity
indicates decrease of the weld pool size. The human welder intends to maintain a consistent/desired size of the weld pool such that a desired full penetration (wb∗ ) can be achieved,
therefore he reduces or increases the current to prevent the weld pool bigger or smaller than
the desired weld pool dimension([W, L, C]).
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Table 7.2: Resultant dynamic models of human welder’s behavior
Model ID

σ̂

Model

r

∆ik = −0.89wk−3 + 0.97wk−4 + 0.54wk−5 − 0.63wk−6
Model 1

1.71

0.45

− 1.31lk−2 + 2.47lk−3 − 3.17lk−4 + 1.89lk−5 + 55.24ck−2
− 63.44ck−3 + 90.9ck−4 − 96.15ck−5 + 17.56ck−6 + 0.21

∆ik − 0.47∆ik−1 + 0.14∆ik−2 = −1.27wk−3 + 1.77wk−4
Model 2

1.57

0.57

+ 0.09wk−5 − 0.61wk−6 + 0.61lk−3 − 2.23lk−4 + 1.61lk−5
+ 30.37ck−3 + 19.64ck−4 − 67.64ck−5 + 18.78ck−6

2. Step response A step response simulation in which one of the three characteristic
parameters suddenly increases 1 mm while other two remain constant shows how the human
welder adjusts the current in response to the suddenly increase. Figure. 7.10 shows the
results of the simulations.

Figure 7.10: Step responses of the human welder model which are step responses for (a) the
width, (b) the length and (c) the convexity
Large adjustment oscillations are shown in the three step responses. This is because, as
discussed in the steady state equation part, the welder is newly trained who might not be
able to handle well, i.e., adjust welding current accordingly and appropriately, to a sudden
change of weld pool geometry. It is suspected that the model for a skilled/experienced
welder would exhibit much less significant oscillations.
Because the model output is ∆i, all the step responses settle down back to zero approximately. The integration of the step response gives the net change in the welding current
due to the step change in one of the characteristic parameters. In the figure, the integration
of the length and width are negative, and it is positive for the convexity. That implies that
the welder reduces the current as a response to an increased weld pool length and width or
a reduced convexity, which coincide with the analysis for the steady state equation.
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7.5.2

Model verification

Figure 7.11: Results of the verification experiments at different arc length, (a) Standard
deviation; (b) Correlation coefficients.The square and error bar for the experiments at each
arc length are the average value and the range of the two values from the verification
experiments conducted at this particular arc length.
Due to the consistency of the human welder’s performance, the obtained model is expected have a similar performance to predict the current in other dynamic experiments. The
obtained model of the welder’s behavior is verified by estimating the welding current adjustment in the dynamic experiments. The standard deviation and correlation coefficient
are used to evaluate the performance of the model. All results are shown Figure. 7.11. It
can be observed that the model shows a consistent performance in predicting the human
welder’s behavior on the adjustment of the current in the verification experiments.

7.6

Summary

Understanding and modeling of welder response to 3D weld pool surface may help develop
intelligent welding robotic systems and train welders faster. In this first effort on modeling
human welder behaviors, a welder’s adjustment on the welding current as a response to the
3D weld pool surface as characterized by its width, length, and convexity is studied. A
unique innovative machine vision system that can real-time measure the specular 3D weld
pool surface under strong arc in GTAW is used to record the weld pool surface the welder
observes. Experiments are designed to produce random changes in the welding speed. The
changing weld pool surface and welder’s adjustment on the welding current are recorded.
Through the least squares algorithm various models with different structures are identified
to correlate the current adjustment to the 3D weld pool surface. It is found that the human
welder’s behavior is not only related to the 3D weld pool geometry but also relies on the
welder’s previous adjustment. In this sense, an ARX (auto-regressive with exogenous terms)
model with the optimal estimation is selected to model human welder’s responses to the
3D weld pool surface. This model has been evaluated and verified by further experiments.
The consistent performance of this model in predicting the welder’s behavior in different
experiments verified its effectiveness.
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Chapter 8

Human Machine Cooperative
Welding Process
8.1

Automatic GTAW Process Using Human Welder Behavior Model

The model of human welders’ behavior has board impacts in welding education/trainging,
qualification and manufacturing industry. By comparing a model of an experienced welder’s
behavior with that of the performance from a unskilled welder, it is easy to understand
specifically in quantity why the unskilled welder does not weld well as the skilled welder.
Further, the unskilled welder’s performance can be quickly tuned/trained to be as good as
an experience welder. The model of one weld expert behavior can be set as a standard for
the weld qualification test. Further, since the welder’s behavior has been mathematically
formulated, it is easy to transferred into robotic welding machine. Such weld robots can
perform high-speed and high-precision weld while allowing more variations of the work piece
and environments. Having those robots to assist a manual welding, an inexperience welder
could weld as good as a skilled welder.
As a demonstration of the application for the model of the welder’s behavior, it is implemented in automated GTAW to control process for a consistent penetration. The effectiveness
and robustness of the model based control are evaluated.

8.1.1

Experiment configuration and approach

The configuration of the experimental system is shown in Fig. 8.1. A computer connected
to the camera is responsible for processing the captured image, reconstructing the weld pool
surface and extracting the characteristic parameters. Based on the obtained characteristic
parameters, the adjustment needed for the welding current is thus calculated by the human
welder behavior model.
Experiments are conducted starting with different welding conditions (joint gap, arc length)
and initial current. Specifically, the initial current is in [50A, 62A], the arc length varies
within [2 mm, 5 mm] and the joint gap changes from 0 mm to 5 mm. In manual arc
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Figure 8.1: Demonstration of experimental set-up.
welding where sometimes welding current is the major parameter controlled by the welder,
the welding speed does not change much, although it might vary within a small range.
Thus, the welding speed is constant (1 mm/s).
At the beginning in each experiment, the weld pool grows freely to full penetration with
specific welding conditions and initial current. The dimension of the weld pool at full
penetration in each experiment is expected be different. Then the experiment is manually
switched to control mode, that is, to apply the human welder response model to control
the process. Specifically, the model adjusts the welding current based on the characteristic
parameters to obtain a desired penetration which is evaluated by backside weld bead width.
Data including current, voltage and characteristic parameters, except the backside weld
bead width, are recorded in real-time in the experiments. The backside weld bead width
is used as the measurement for the weld penetration.The backside bead width is measured
with one sample per second interval off-line. The bead width measurement can be matched
with the time scale for other data.

8.1.2

human welder response model control

In this section, the results from the experiments with initial current are presented and
analyzed. Major welding parameters used in the experiments are listed in Table 8.1; the
rest is the same as in Table 4.3. Results from the two experiments including the current,
backside bead appearance and its width are presented in Figure. 8.2 and Figure. 8.3,
respectively. The red vertical lines in the two figures indicate the time instant when the
process is switched to the model based control mode, i.e., the human welder response model
is applied to adjust the current based on the 3D weld pool surface.
Table 8.1: Welding parameters in experiments with different initial currents
Welding current / A 50, 54
Arc length / mm
3
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Figure 8.2: Results from experiment with initial current 50 A. a) the current and voltage;
b) the backside weld bead width; c) the backside weld bead (the unit of x and y axis is
pixel)

Figure 8.3: Results from experiment with initial current 54 A. a) the current and voltage b)
the backside weld bead width c) the backside weld bead (the unit of x and y axis is pixel)
Each of the weld beads in the two experiments is divided into two zones as shown in Figure.
8.2c and Figure. 8.3c. In zone A, the backside bead width is determined by the welding
conditions and the initial current. It can be observed that since the difference in initial
current, the backside bead in the second experiment (54A) is wider than that in the first
one (50A). Difference in the widths indicates the different characteristic parameters are
obtained in zone A. Despite the difference, the welding processes in the two experiments
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controlled by the human welder response model reach a nearly identical penetration such
that the average backside bead widths are 4.8 mm and 4.7 mm in zone B.
It can be found there are current fluctuations during the control period in both two experiments, although the current is settled down within a certain amount of time. That leads to
distinctive variation of the backside bead width such that it changes from about 5.8 mm to
3.5 mm in the first experiment, and 5.2 mm to 3.7 mm in the second one. The oscillation
of the backside bead width indicates the model is able to adjust the current quickly but not
skilled enough to reduce the backside width ripples. The fluctuation of the current adjusted
by the model is understandable since the model is developed using the data from behavior
of a novice welder with limited skills. It is believed that an unskilled welder might not
predict the process quickly and accurately so that he/she would frequently overestimate or
underestimate the weld penetration. A seasoned welder can easily avoid the fluctuation by
smoothing the behavior on the current adjustment.

8.1.3

Improvement of human welder response model

As discussed in the Section 7.5.1, the model presents the average performance of a novice
welder with limited skill. As a result, it has been found that the model has large current
oscillations when the weld pool geometry changes. The corresponding variation of the weld
bead width is expected to be large in robotic welding directly using the model. It is known
that a skilled welder can avoid the current ripple with smooth current adjustment. In this
sense, to smooth the model’s adjustment is to filter out the high frequency part of the
calculated current adjustment. A simple method is to adopt a digital low-pass filter after
the model in the control system as shown in Figure. 8.4.

Figure 8.4: Diagram of control system of the human welder response model with additional
low-pass filter
The low-pass filter used in this study can be written:
0

0

∆ik = α∆ik−1 + (1 − α)∆ik
0

(8.1)

0

where ∆ik and ∆ik−1 the filtered current adjustment at time instant k and k−1 respectively,
and ∆ik is the current adjustment calculated by the welder response model at time instant
k. Coefficient α control the frequency bandwidth of the filter. A greater α gives a wider
band width. In this study, α is selected to be 0.5.
Since the filter blocks high-frequency components in the current output, its function would
be pronounced during the transition period. However, when the current approaches steady
state, the high-frequency components become insignificant. The steady-state value of the
current is thus not affected by the filter. Moreover, since the current adjustment is smoothed
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by the filter, the current ripple is expected to be minimized. The backside weld bead width is
expected to be more consistent. Moreover, since the welder’s behavior has been formulated
to be a mathematically model, the inconsistent/randomness of the welder performance
have been diminished. If the current is smoothly and quickly adjusted by the model in
one circumstance, the model will keep adjusting the welding with the same mechanism. In
this sense, adapting a low-pass filter to the human welder response model makes the model
function like a skilled welder.

8.1.4

Robustness experiment results and analysis

The human weld response model based control is now improved simply by adding a low-pass
filter . To confirm its effectiveness in controlling the process to achieve the desired weld
penetration, various experiments have been designed and conducted under different welding
conditions and initial welding currents.
1. Robustness with respect to initial current Initial currents in Table 8.2) are used
in order to examine the system’s robustness against the initial current used. The results
are shown in Figure. 8.5 to Figure. 8.7.
Table 8.2: Welding parameters for initial current robustness experiments
Welding current / A 50, 54, 58, 62
Arc length / mm
3

With different initial currents the obtained weld beads have different backside widths in
zone A. The steady-state current corresponding to the penetration obtained by the human
welder response model varies from 59.5 A to 61.5 A, as shown in Figure. 8.5. The steadystate width of the obtained weld beads, shown in Figure. 8.7, converges within the range
from 5.0 mm to 5.3 mm in zone B. Therefore, despite the different backside width obtained
at the beginning of those experiments, a consistent penetration with only 0.3 mm width
variation is achieved using the model based control. A 0.3 mm deviation in backside bead
width is considered acceptable. It is known that the weld pool is dynamic and vibrating
through the welding process. Even a constant welding input might cause the backside bead
width varies within a small range.
The settling time (set the error margin 5%) [123] for the process to achieve the steady state
is in the range from 3.5 seconds to 4.5 seconds. For the experiment with initial current 62
A, the steady-state current is only about 0.5 A less than the initial current. The transition
period is negligible from Figure. 8.5d.
2. Robustness with respect to arc length Arc length is another variation whose effect
on the control system needs to be examined. Hence, experiments with different arc length
are conducted. The initial current, arc length are listed in Table 8.3. The resultant current,
backside weld bead and backside width measurements are presented in Fig. 8.8, Fig. 8.9
and Fig. 8.10 respectively.
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Figure 8.5: Current and voltage of the experiments with initial current (a) 50 A, (b) 54 A,
(c) 58 A and (d) 62 A

Figure 8.6: The backside appearance of the weld bead with initial current (a) 50 A, (b) 54
A, (c) 58 A and (d) 62 A

Table 8.3: Welding parameters for arc length robustness experiments
Welding current / A
54
Arc length / mm
2, 3, 4, 5

With an increase in the arc length, the arc distribution becomes broader and the arc energy
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Figure 8.7: The backside width of weld beads with different initial current

Figure 8.8: Current and voltage from arc length robustness experiments with arc length (a)
2 mm, (b) 3 mm, (c) 4 mm, and (d) 5 mm.
intensity decreases. The penetration capability thus reduces. It can be observed in Figure.
8.10, the width of the four weld beads in zone A reduces down from 3.7 mm to 2.5 mm. In
order to obtain a consistent penetration, the model based control increases the steady-state
current from 61 A to 64 A in the experiments with the arc length changing from 2 mm to
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Figure 8.9: The backside weld beads from arc length robustness experiments with arc length
(a) 2 mm, (b) 3 mm, (c) 4 mm, and (d) 5 mm.

Figure 8.10: The backside width of weld beads from arc length robustness experiments
5 mm.
From Figure. 8.9, the backside width of the weld bead in the four experiments converges to
about 5.2 mm in zone B. Among the four weld beads, the one with 2 mm arc length reaches
largest steady-state width (5.4 mm), and the weld beads with 3 mm and 4 mm arc length
have smallest steady-state width which is about 5.0 mm. From Figure. 8.9 and Figure.
8.7, one can find that a nearly identical backside width which is about 5.2 mm with 0. 4
mm variation margin is obtained. The model is able to maintain a consistent penetration
despite the different arc length and initial current.
3. Joint gap robustness Joint gap is difficult to be precisely controlled in production.
The effectiveness of the human welder response model based control needs to be examined
under varying/different gaps. In this subsection, experiments with different joint gap conditions/variations are conducted. The joint gap, arc length and welding speed are listed in
Table 8.4. The joint gap conditions in the three experiments are shown in Figure. 8.11.
The results are shown in Figure. 8.12 to Figure. 8.14.
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Table 8.4: Welding parameters for arc length robustness experiments
Experiments
Welding parameters
1
2
3
Joint gap / mm
0
2 [0, 5]
Arc length / mm
3
Initial Current / A 54 58
54

Figure 8.11: Front side of the weld joint before experiment for joint gap robustness experiments. (a) 0 nominal joint gap; (b) 2 mm nominal joint gap; (c) nominal joint gap increases
from 0 to 5 mm (0.21 inch); (d) close review of the wide gap for marked area in (c).

Figure 8.12: Current and voltage from joint gap robustness experiments. (a) 0 nominal
joint gap; (b) 2 mm nominal joint gap; (c) nominal joint gap increases from 0 mm to 5 mm.
The steady-state current differs in these three experiments. The joint gap is close to zero in
the first experiment in which the welding process is close to those without gap. Therefore,
the steady-state current (63 A) is close to the resultant steady-state current obtained in
the last two subsections. However, as the joint gap increases, the weld pool surface tends
to be more concave which means the convexity of the weld pool is smaller. The current
adjustment controlled by the human welder response model (in Table 7.2) tends to be
smaller accordingly. The penetration capability of the arc also increases with the gap.
Therefore, less heat input is required to produce the same penetration as the gap increases.
The steady-state current for the second and third experiment are thus reduced to 61.5 A
and 54 A respectively. The obtained backside widths of the weld beads in these three
experiments are about 5.2 mm, 5.5 mm and 5.6 mm, which are considered consistent with
a reasonably small variation margin.
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Figure 8.13: The backside appearance of the weld beads from joint gap robustness experiments.(a) 0 nominal joint gap; (b) 2 mm nominal joint gap; (c) nominal joint gap increases
from 0 mm to 5 mm.

Figure 8.14: The backside width of weld beads from joint gap robustness experiments.
It needs to be mentioned that the welding process stops at the position where the joint gap
is about 4 mm in the third experiment. The experimental results in experiment 3 thus only
claims that the human welder response model based control can control the welding process
to maintain the consistent penetration for a joint gap 4 mm or smaller.

8.2

Manual GTAW Process Using Human Welder Behavior
Model

The using welder behavior model is further applied in manual GTAW experiments in this
section. The experiment configuration and approach is detailed in section 8.2.1. Section
8.2.2 presents the experiments results.
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8.2.1

Experiment configuration and approach

The configuration of the experimental system is shown in Fig. 8.15. A computer connected
to the camera is used to process captured images, calculate the translation, rotation of the
torch and the helmet, based on which the weld pool surfaces is reconstructed. And the
characteristic parameters are extracted, based on which human welder response model can
render a current for the manual process to maintain a persistent weld penetration.

Figure 8.15: The experimental setup for manual GTAW process
The major parameters for the manual welding are presented in Table 3.1. The initial settings
are thus: Θmh = [0◦ , 0◦ , 0◦ ], Θmt = [0◦ , 0◦ , 0◦ ]and DA2 |initial = [0, 125mm, 20mm].
The main object of this section is to verify the effectiveness of human welder response
model along with the mobile sensing system in manual GTAW process, i.e., a consistent
full penetration is maintained by the control of the human welder response model with the
assistance of the mobile sensing system. Therefore, there types of experiments, e.g., manual
welding while A) the helmet is in translation, in B) rotation, and C) the torch is in rotation.
The experiments starts at a low current (55A, not enough for full penetration) while the
welder response model is not in control. Then the response model is manual turned on to
control the process for full penetration while the torch/helmet are translating/rotating.

8.2.2

Experiment results

There are total 9 experiments are conducted, i.e., three helmet translation experiments,
three rotation experiments for both the torch and the helmet. The real-time measurement
metrics the matching coefficient (Mc ), ARE and MRE are applied to evaluate the effectiveness of the human-machine cooperative control system. In the meantime, the backside weld
bead width for each experiments are measured.
The results are show in Fig. 8.16 to Fig. 8.18, and Fig. 8.19.
One can find from Fig. 8.16 to Fig. 8.18 that the Mc, ARE and MRE are around 1.2%,
0.08 mm and 0.3 mm respectively. Although they are within the pre-defined tolerance,
they are larger than the results obtained in the experiments in Chapter 6, in which the arc
interference and errors from the sensing system might be less severe. The back side bead
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Figure 8.16: Mc , ARE and M RE of weld pool reconstruction as the helmet translates to
the boundary points along: A) x-axis; B) y-axis; C) z-axis

Figure 8.17: Mc , ARE and M RE of weld pool reconstruction as the helmet rotates to the
boundary points along: A) x-axis; B) y-axis; C) z-axis

Figure 8.18: Mc , ARE and M RE of weld pool reconstruction as the torch rotates to the
boundary points along: A) x-axis; B) y-axis; C) z-axis
width in all the experiments converges to around 5.2 mm with about 0.2 mm deviation.
The measurement metrics results and the back side weld bead width verify the effectiveness
of the human-machine cooperative control system in manual GTAW process.
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Figure 8.19: The backside weld bead width for the 9 experiments for human-machine cooperative control in A) helmet translation; B) helmet rotation; and C) torch rotation

8.3

Summary

In modern welding industry where automated welding tends to be the mainstream, manual
welding is still not replaceable when human experience and skills are critical in producing
quality welds. Yet the mechanization and transformation of human welder’s intelligence into
robotic welding have not been explored. In the last chapter of modeling for human welder’s
behavior, welder’s adjustments on welding current are modeled as response to characteristic
parameters of the three-dimensional weld pool surface. In this chapter, this response model
is implemented to feedback control the GTAW process to maintain a consistent full penetration. Experiments have been designed to start welding with different welding conditions
(arc length, welding speed and the joint gap) and initial current. After the initial openloop control period, the welding current is adjusted by the controller that uses the welder’s
response model to determine how to adjust the welding current based on measured weld
pool surface characteristic parameters. The resultant current waveform and its backside
weld bead width were recorded/measured and analyzed. It is found that the human welder
response model can adjust the current appropriately to control the welding process to a
desired penetration level despite the difference in the welding conditions and initial current.

Copyright c WeiJie Zhang, 2014.
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Chapter 9

Conclusion and Future Work
9.1

Conclusion

Manual welding processes are widely used in many manufacturing areas, such as automotive, aerospace and shipbuilding industries. In the meantime, welding is a labor intensive
and skill required operation, while lacking of skilled welders is the critical problem facing
by the whole industry areas. Since both robotic and manual welding processes have their
advantages and limits, this study proposes an innovative approach to assist the manual
welder in weld performance by taking advantages of both human and robots. In this dissertation, a new mobile sensing and control system is developed to monitor and control a
manual welding process. The main work in the thesis includes three parts: establishment of
a mobile sensing system, including the design of the system (Chapter 3), processing of acquired reflected images (Chapter 4 ), orientation estimation of the sensing system (Chapter
5) and reconstruction of three-dimensional weld pool surface based on achieved information (Chapter 6); modeling of human welder behavior based on characteristic parameters
obtained from reconstructed weld pool surface(Chapter.7); and control of robot/manual
welding process using both the sensing system and behavior model together (Chapter 8).
The three procedures can be briefly described as Acquisition, Modeling and Implementation process. By using the developed system, the 3D profile of weld pool front surface can
be computed on-line, the characteristic parameters can be obtained based on the surface,
and model of human welder’s behavior of adjusting the current in response to the 3D weld
pool surface dimensional variations. This research is not only important for development of
machine vision for welding robots, but also the first of this kind to study human welder’s
weld behavior in manual GTAW, both of which are critical puzzle for next generation intelligent welding process. The main achievements and contributions in this dissertation can
be summarized as follow:
• Proposed a new approach to effectively observe and measure weld pool surface in
manual welding. Compact sensors are installed on the torch and helmet with no
interference for manual welding. The mobile sensing system also takes advantages of
movement of a welder’s head/helmet to intercept the laser reflection far away from
the arc radiation interference. That results in comparatively clear images of laser
reflection, which takes advantage of the specular surface and the difference between
propagation in an illumination laser and arc plasma.
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• Established the orientation estimation procedure for helmet and torch. In the phase of
implementation, real-time detection of the orientations of the helmet and the torch is
in manual welding is accomplished by Kalman-based orientation estimation algorithm.
Through experiments with different conditions, acceptable orientation accuracy and
robustness have been achieved.
• Developed robust image processing algorithms to effectively analyze the acquired reflected images. The usefully information, i.e., the two laser reflections (the dot matrix
and the grid pattern), have been successfully extracted. For the dot matrix reflection
pattern, the reflected dots’ coordinates and row/column positions can be extracted.
• Proposed a real-time reconstruction procedure to reconstruct three-dimensional weld
pool surface. This research provides an innovative and effective way for the proposed
sensing system to reconstruct the weld pool surface in-line for a manual GTAW process. The reconstruction results verified the accuracy of the mobile sensing system.
• Modeled human welder’s behavior of adjusting current in response to weld pool surface
dimension variations. This study shows that the welder adjusts the current based on
the weld pool length, width and convexity. In full penetration status, the welder
increases the current if the length or width decrease or convexity increases. Further,
welder makes adjustments not only based on the weld pool dimension at current
instant but the dimensions within 3 5 seconds ago.
• Implemented the mobile sensing system in a robotic/manual GTAW process along
with the human welder response model which acts as a control in the process. Results
from a series of experiments conducted under different welding conditions show that
the proposed sensing system and control algorithm can effectively and robustly maintain the welding process in a consistent full penetration status despite of the various
disturbances.

9.2

Future Work

The proposed system used in this dissertation is intended for laboratory experiments and
realized only for designed GTAW process. To make the system more practical and be used
in next generation intelligent welding machines, more future work can be done in different
aspects to improve the design of the mobile sensing system and the human welder response,
which include:
• Simplify and refine the design and make the mobile sensing system compact The
simply the system design, the two laser generators on the torch should be replace by
smaller and lighter one. The design of the powering system for the current generator
contributes the most body volume and weight. Therefore, finding a smaller, lighter
batter for the corresponding laser generator could be the key to make the project
torch compact. The camera mounted on the helmet should be replaced by a batterypowered camera with wireless communication capability. In this case, the cable for the
camera in the current design of the sensory helmet can be eliminated. Furthermore,
the sensory helmet used in the experiments is only for laboratory demonstration. To
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further possible commercial purpose, the sensory helmet needs to be redesigned, in
terms of the imaging plane/shield glass, and position of the camera.
• Improve the projected laser pattern and power It can be seen in the analysis in this
study that denser laser dot matrix, for example, replacing the 19 × 19 dot matrix by
a 38 × 38 dot matrix, the accuracy of the weld pool reconstruction would be greatly
improved. Thus if possible denser commercial available laser pattern should be applied
to improve the sensing system. Further, the power of continuous laser is only 20 mW
in the experiments in this study. In order to improve the contrast of the reflected
images and ease the image processing algorithm, the laser diode with larger power
should be used. It is also necessary in the applications by using large welding current.
• Further modeling of human welder’s behavior In this study, only current is considered
as an adjusting parameter in the human welder response model. Practically, a welder
might adjust the speed, arc length and torch orientation as well in weld performance.
More complex model is required to study the human welder’s behavior in response to
the weld pool dimension variations.

Copyright c WeiJie Zhang, 2014.
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